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ABSTRACT 

 Advanced characterization methods play a central role in materials development, from 

initial exploratory synthesis to the testing and validation stage. A particularly powerful technique 

widely employed to identify synthesis-property-processing-performance correlations is X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS yields surface sensitive, element-specific information 

which can be analyzed to reveal differences in composition, oxidation state, and chemical 

interactions within a sample set. While typical XPS measurements are conducted under ultra-high 

vacuum (UHV), its applicability can be expanded towards in situ measurements through 

specialized XPS instruments that operate under near-ambient pressure (nAP-XPS).  

 The core focus of my thesis is the application of both UHV and nAP-XPS to characterize 

the surfaces and interfaces within the cathode of polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell 

systems, where the electrocatalytic oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) occurs. Materials 

investigated in this work include both state-of-the art Pt/C and Pt-group metal free (PGM-free) 

ORR catalysts using earth abundant elements. Contributions within my thesis fall under three 

generalized research arcs: i) investigation of surface properties of PGM-free catalysts using UHV 

XPS, ii) analysis of gas-solid interfaces relevant to the ORR in PGM-free catalysts by nAP-XPS, 

and iii) studies of the catalyst-ionomer interface in Pt/C cathodes, with both UHV and nAP-XPS. 

 This thesis features an overview of UHV and nAP-XPS techniques, highlighting both the 

direction of the field and possible applications. Next, results of the UHV XPS studies of PGM-

free catalysts are discussed, which yielded the identification of surface properties linking variations 

in synthetic parameters with trends in ORR activity. The gas-solid interface studies first focused 

on methodology development towards adsorption studies, which was then applied towards 

identification of O2-adsorption sites in a set of PGM-free catalysts with various ORR activities. 

Finally, efforts towards characterizing the catalyst-ionomer interface will be discussed. This 

includes tracking the stability of the Nafion ionomer species during XPS measurement, proposes 

protocols that enable reliable XPS studies, and presents initial findings, including evidence of re-

orientation of Nafion within an electrode in response to humidification. Methodologies developed 

herein enable further studies of both the gas-solid interface and the catalyst-ionomer interfaces in 

PEM electrodes with various state of the art and novel catalyst, support, and ionomer chemistries 

as part of the over-arching efforts towards wide-spread commercialization of PEM devices. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 Chapter 1 serves three purposes; first to identify the greater context of this dissertation up 

to the broadest level, next to provide a wider survey of studies using similar approaches towards 

similar applications present within the literature, and finally to outline the organization of the 

Chapters present within the dissertation while establishing connections between the different 

studies. The description of the specific motivation, material challenges, gaps in fundamental 

knowledge, and experimental/analysis approach applied to the problem will be described in detail 

in each Chapter.  

 

1.1 Motivation and Scope 

 In order to offset and eventually reverse the continuous environmental damage from 

anthropogenic causes, sustainable and efficient energy systems must be rapidly implemented 

across the globe.1 Electrochemical processes and devices present many excellent opportunities to 

renewably store and convert energy, generate sustainable fuel and feedstock chemical supplies, 

and assist in environmental remediation. However, widespread commercial adoption of such 

processes and devices like lithium ion batteries, polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) based fuel 

cells and electrolyzers (PEMFCs and PEMWEs), electrochemical reduction of CO2, and 

electrochemical treatment of wastewater is often limited by both technical and economic 

challenges.2 To overcome such roadblocks, advances are needed from the fundamental, basic 

science level to the vast scale of systems integration and policy. This grand technical challenge 

motivates a multitude of fundamental research fields within materials science, focused on 

discovering and developing novel materials, and adding new insights into physicochemical 

processes that link material properties and device performance to provide the foundational 

knowledge necessary to engineer and implement solutions to such vast problems.3 

 A potentially transformative solution to many energy-related challenges is found in the 

idea of the “hydrogen economy”, first introduced by John Bockris.4,5 In such a system, electricity 

converted from renewable sources like solar or wind energy is used to produce hydrogen, most 

likely through electrolysis of water. Hydrogen is then stored in pressurized tanks or other 

technologies, and can be either used on site, or transported as part of an integrated fueling 
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infrastructure. Then, when needed, hydrogen is converted back to electricity through fuel cell 

devices, accompanied with a degree of efficiency costs. Through this concept, PEMFC devices 

have demonstrated the potential to play a transformative role in both personal and commercial 

transportation, as well as in stationary energy storage applications.6 Indeed, examples ranging from 

stationary energy storage and backup power systems to commercially available vehicles serving 

in both private and public transit roles have already been demonstrated. However, many 

opportunities for further improvements in device performance remain within multiple key 

components of PEMFCs, particularly at the heart of the PEMFC, the membrane-electrode-

assembly (MEA).7 

 Within the MEA, the catalyst layers are responsible for the two electrocatalytic reactions 

that drive fuel cell operation, the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the cathode, and the 

hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) at the anode. The kinetics of the ORR are slower than that of 

the HOR, necessitating a more expensive catalyst and larger catalyst loading at the cathode to 

promote the ORR and therefore representing a greater possible impact through improvement of 

the performance of the cathode. Commercial PEMFC cathodes typically feature carbon supported 

platinum (Pt/C) catalysts along with solid polymer ionomer that provides proton-conducting 

species.2,7  

Due to both the material cost of Pt and the relative scarcity of Pt sources, extensive research 

efforts have focused on the development of alternative ORR catalysts featuring low Pt loadings or 

replacing Pt entirely.8 Typically, this is done through enhancing Pt activity and stability by tuning 

the properties of the support material, and by increasing Pt utilization and overall PEMFC 

performance through engineering electrode properties when fabricating cathode catalyst layers and 

MEAs.9 While promising results have been reported for each of these directions, the fundamental 

links between synthesis, material properties, device fabrication, and the subsequent PEMFC 

performance for different classes of ORR catalysts still have significant gaps. Application of 

advanced characterization methods from the stage of exploratory synthesis of novel catalyst, 

support, and ionomer materials, to the evaluation of cathode fabrication techniques, to the device 

testing and validation stage are crucial to the success of such materials research efforts.  

 While a variety of different characterization techniques are necessary to fully understand a 

catalyst powder, characterization of system as multi-facetted as PEMFCs provides even more 

elaborate challenges. A particularly powerful technique used to identify fundamental synthesis-
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property-processing-performance correlations is X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS is 

a surface sensitive, semi-quantitative technique that yields element-specific information that can 

be used to identify trends in relative composition, oxidation state, and chemical 

bonding/interaction properties within a material set.10 Typical XPS measurements occur under 

ultra-high vacuum (UHV) and at room temperature, tremendous amount of studies have featured 

XPS towards the goal of understanding the surface properties of catalysts. The applicability of the 

technique towards study of PEMFC cathode materials can be extended by the use of specialized 

XPS instrumentation capable of operation under near-ambient pressure (nAP-XPS).11,12 Due to the 

ability of this technique to investigate materials in the presence of external stimuli, which could 

be gas molecules, water vapor,  elevated temperatures and/or an external bias it is particularly 

useful in the study of surfaces and interfaces present in PEMFCs, and their evolution when exposed 

to the physicochemical driving forces present in an operating fuel cell. 

 

1.2 Principles of XPS and nAP-XPS 

 The following section discusses both the fundamental principles of the XPS experiment, 

along with a similar discussion focused on the more specialized nAP-XPS technique. Additionally, 

a brief discussion of the history and development of nAP-XPS systems is included to highlight 

both the progress and direction of the field, with respect to availability of nAP-XPS systems and 

facilities.  

 

1.2.1 XPS Measurement Fundamentals 

 The basic operating principle of XPS relies on  the photoelectric effect, which essentially 

states that if the characteristic energy of a photon (describe as hν, where h is Planck’s constant and 

ν is the frequency of the photon) is greater than that of the work function, or binding energy (BE) 

of an electron in the material it interacts with, the electron will be emitted with the excess energy 

of the photon converted to kinetic energy (KE) of the photoelectron. For the specific application 

of XPS, the photoelectric equation has been adapted and is often shown in a conservation of energy 

form similar to Equation 1.1 

BE=hν-KE-φ(1.1) 
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where an additional term to correct for the spectrometer work-function (φ) is included to isolate 

the contribution of the electron’s BE from characteristic energy losses due to the experimental 

setup.10  

The BE value of core-level photoelectrons correlates to various properties within the 

material it originated from, first and foremost the identity of the element and the specific core-

level it was ejected from. Due to this principle, XPS measurements are sensitive to every element 

excluding H and He, which lack core-level electrons. Generally, the BE value of photoelectrons 

emitted from a single core-level can be well resolved from the majority of other core-levels, 

although overlaps certainly do occur. Considering only the photoelectrons emitted from a single 

core-level, there are resolvable differences in BE values that arise from two major factors: initial 

state effects and final state effects. Initial state effects cover differences in the electronic properties 

of an electron prior to photoemission, while final state effects refer to energetic processes that 

occur within an ion/atom in response to photoemission. Differences in initial state effects arise 

from variations in oxidation state, chemical species and bonding type, and other properties that 

may induce a difference in an atom’s electron density like the presence of adsorbed gas or 

differences in crystalline structure. These differences in initial state are the source of chemical shift 

within an acquired spectrum and when resolvable, enable identification of a sample’s chemical 

and electronic state properties through careful analysis. Final state effects often arise from 

relaxation processes such as the Auger effect, interactions between the emitted electron and 

valence electrons (shake up), coupling between unpaired electrons and the core hole (multiplet 

splitting), among others. A detailed description of such processes has been published elsewhere 

and is beyond the scope of this work.13 

 Information obtained by XPS typically arises from a depth of ~1-10 nm into the surface of 

a sample. While the X-rays produced with a typical X-ray source (an Al anode with a characteristic 

energy of 1486.6 eV) will travel through around 1 micron of a solid material, only photoelectrons 

within the outermost few nanometers are statistically probable to escape the sample surface and 

reach the detector. This principle is primarily related to the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of an 

ejected photoelectron. IMFP is a parameter that describes the average distance a given substance 

(in this case, photoelectrons) can travel through a particular medium before experiencing inelastic 

collisions resulting in a partial loss of kinetic energy. With respect to XPS, any appreciable loss of 

KE due to collisions or other processes will result in an ejected photoelectron contributing to the 
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background and not the signal of the core-level it arises from. In this way, IMFP directly relates to 

the depth from which photoelectrons have a given probability (66% is often used) of avoiding 

energy loss due to inelastic collisions and contributing to the signal of a core-level peak.10 A value 

of 3 times the IMFP is typically used as an estimate of sampling depth, resulting in the often-

quoted values of ~1-10 nm information depth for XPS measurements. More accurate calculations 

of IMFP through a sample, and resulting information depth become very complex and are still 

debated within the field - therefore estimates of information depth should be done with caution.14 

 The principle of IMFP is also at the core of the vacuum requirement characteristic of most 

XPS instruments. A photoelectron that has escaped the surface of a solid must also travel the 

distance between the surface sample and detector without inelastic collision with gas molecules, 

and a typical distance ranges from tens of centimeters up to a full meter in order to house the 

necessary lenses and high voltage boards required for high resolution and high signal-to-noise 

measurements. To ensure an IMFP of photoelectrons through gas that is an adequate length, the 

analysis chamber and the pathway to the detector are typically maintained under vacuum. 

Additionally, both the X-ray source and the detector require vacuum for reliable operation and 

longer operating lifetimes. While these requirements may all be met by high vacuum levels (~10-

5 – 10-9 mbar), many systems strive to operate under ultra-high vacuum (UHV; <10-9 mbar) levels 

to ensure that surface contamination is minimized. 

 Commercial XPS instruments have been available for ~50 years, with the first 

monochromatic XPS instrument produced by Hewlett-Packard in 1969. In 1981, Kai Siegbahn 

received the Nobel Prize in Physics for his efforts in developing XPS into a useful analytical 

instrument, of which the work primarily occurred in the 1950s and 1960s. In the following decades 

up to present day, continuous improvements in typical XPS instruments and analysis methods have 

resulted in the technique becoming ubiquitous across many fundamental and applied fields.   

 

1.2.2 Development of the nAP-XPS Technique 

 Further advancements of the XPS technique have spanned multiple avenues, resulting in 

both the development and commercialization of a variety of specialized XPS systems. Of particular 

interest to the fields of catalysis and electrochemistry is the nAP-XPS. The specialized 

instrumentation of nAP-XPS systems allows for measurement of samples in the presence of gas 

and even liquids at pressures up to ~ 30 mbar. In such systems, specialized equipment is used to 
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both isolate sensitive hardware from elevated pressures, and to overcome the limitations of the 

IMFP of photoelectrons in gas that would normally result in significant signal attenuation.15–17
   

A schematic of such a system is shown in Figure 1.1.12,18 A window is typically used to 

separate the X-ray source from the analysis chamber. The material of the window pane must be 

X-ray transparent and be able to withstand several decades of pressure differential. The most 

commonly employed material is SiNx, although other materials have seen use. To maintain the  

vacuum requirement of the analyzer, a differential pumping scheme most often consisting of 

several stages is incorporated between the analysis chamber and the detector, most commonly 

integrated into the lens system. This differentially pumped lens system is also responsible for 

overcoming the limitations due to photoelectron attenuation within gas as a result of low IMFP  

values at nAP. A typical IMFP value of a photoelectron with a few hundred meV of KE in ~1 mbar 

of gas will be near 1 mm.   

 

 

Figure 1.1 Schematic of the ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS) 
instrument at ALS beamline 11.0.2, with a set of differentially pumped electrostatic 
lenses/apertures between the sample chamber and the electron analyzer (from Stoerzinger et al. 
2015)12.  
 

 Based on this principle, nAP-XPS systems typically feature a conical aperture separating 

the differentially pumped lens system from the analysis chamber that is in very close proximity 
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(hundreds of microns) to the sample. This ensures that the path length a photoelectron must travel 

through nAP before entering the first differential pumping stage is less than the estimated IMFP. 

Modern advances in instrumentation include applying a bias right behind the aperture, accelerating 

photoelectrons through the first differential pumping stage, reducing photoelectron attenuation in 

several mbar of gas to as low as 10% compared to UHV measurements.19 Additionally, many 

modern nAP-XPS systems also support equipment that enables sample heating, biasing, and gas-

phase characterization such as mass spectrometry enabling a diverse set of fundamental surface 

measurements.  

 The first demonstration of a nAP-XPS system was reported by Kai Seigbahn’s group at the 

University of Uppsala in the early 1970’s, shortly after the first commercial UHV XPS was 

produced.20 Up until the early 2000’s, only a few other homemade, laboratory-based nAP-XPS 

systems were reported.21–23 The first synchrotron-based nAP-XPS system was installed in the 

Advanced Light Source (ALS) located at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) in 

2002.24 This marked the beginning of both a proliferation in nAP-XPS systems, primarily at 

synchrotron facilities first, and then in multiple commercial laboratory-based instruments made 

available for purchase over the past decade.25 This has been accompanied by a corresponding 

growth in the number of publications that have been reported featuring nAP-XPS experiments. For 

example, Figure 1.2 shows cumulative number of publications from 1970 up until 2012, where it 

is evident that the opening of synchrotron nAP-XPS systems, first at ALS, resulted in a surge of 

publications in the mid-2000s.16   

It is worth noting that there are significant tradeoffs in the capabilities of synchrotron 

facilities as compared to laboratory-based instruments. Using a synchrotron X-ray source results 

in many orders of magnitude higher X-ray flux, yielding better data quality with shorter acquisition 

times. The applicability of a tunable photon energy is also very significant, enabling measurements 

with enhanced surface sensitivity and non-destructive depth profiling within the top few 

nanometers of a sample. Furthermore, some synchrotron nAP-XPS systems can switch between 

photoemission measurements and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements in the soft 

or tender X-ray regime, enabling cross-correlative studies.15 However, one of the major drawbacks 

to synchrotron nAP-XPS systems also arises from the nature of synchrotron X-rays: the extremely 
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high X-ray flux often makes measurement of beam-sensitive samples such as various polymers 

prohibitively difficult.  

 

Figure 1.2 Ambient pressure XPS timeline, showing both the cumulative number of publications 
and the installation of new instruments. Red labels denote laboratory- based, blue labels 
synchrotron-based instruments. The dates for the installation of the instruments are approximate 
and to the best of our knowledge (from Starr et al. 2013)16.  

 

The other major drawback is purely logistical, as most synchrotron nAP-XPS systems are 

available to users only through extremely competitive proposal systems, and when access is 

granted, experiment time is also very limited. This has resulted in a major gap in reliability studies, 

with nAP-XPS experiments seldom reporting redundant measurements. Laboratory-based nAP-

XPS systems present an opportunity to overcome both drawbacks to synchrotron-based systems. 

In measurement of beam-sensitive samples, the lower flux of the typical laboratory-based Al kα 

X-ray source may enable more reliable measurements to be performed. Additionally, the 

proliferation of laboratory-based nAP-XPS systems will enable more studies that provide 

information on repeatability, and to explore larger sample sets with systematically varied 

properties. Movement of the field towards this type of study is a necessary step forward in order 

for nAP-XPS to become a more commonly used, more robust, and more reliable analytical 

technique like its UHV counterpart, while continuing to enable highly complex and dynamic 

surface studies. 
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1.3 Applications: Study of Electrocatalysts with nAP-XPS 

 A pressing need within the field of catalysis is to obtain direct evidence for the role of 

different surface species within a catalytic reaction, and to understand how certain surfaces and 

interfaces evolve as a function of relevant process variables. Many literature examples featuring 

nAP-XPS applied towards such studies of solid catalysts and gaseous reactants have been reported 

over the past 15-20 years. These studies span a large breadth of materials, primarily metals, metal 

alloys, and metal oxides investigated for a variety of catalytic reactions. Systems span from model 

films designed for the study of fundamental properties and processes, to commercially available 

catalyst powders measured in device-like sample apparatuses. As multiple review papers covering 

the breadth of the applicability of nAP-XPS to the study of catalytic systems have been published 

over the last few years,11,12,17,25–31 the following treatise instead focuses on a few archetypical 

articles within the literature that demonstrate the current state of nAP-XPS capabilities, the level 

of insights into catalytic processes the technique has provided, and the necessity of conducting 

experiments across multiple points on the spectrum from model to applied.    

 

1.3.1 Study of Gas-Solid Interactions as a Function of Pressure and Temperature 

 The Pt(111) facet has application towards a variety of catalytic reactions including the ORR 

in PEMFCs, making it an ideal candidate for fundamental studies. In 2011, Miller et al. reported a 

study investigating the oxidation of a Pt(111) model film as a function of O2 pressure and 

temperature using nAP-XPS to track the changes in Pt oxidation state.32 This work featured end-

station 11.0.2 at the ALS, which has both nAP-XAS and XAS capabilities.15 nAP-XPS 

measurements were performed such that the Pt 4f and O 1s core-levels were collected at a KE of 

~200 eV, resulting in very surface sensitive measurements, likely between 1 and 5 nm information 

depths. 

 The Pt(111) film was first cleaned and baseline Pt 4f and O 1s spectra were recorded in 

UHV at room temperature (RT), showing a Pt 4f7/2 peak consisting of two peaks assigned to bulk 

and surface Pt0 states, respectively (Figure 1.3). No O 1s signal was detected, confirming the 

success of the cleaning procedure, and ensuring that any O 1s signal present in successive 

measurements is not due to contaminants from initial exposure to air. Dosing a low pressure of O2  

polarizations (1x10-5 Torr) at RT was demonstrated to be sufficient to show an onset of Pt(111) 

oxidation, as an additional component, that was assigned  to adsorbed O2, was necessary to 
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complete the fit of the Pt 4f. Additionally, a single peak was present in the O 1s at a BE value 

consistent with Pt-O type bonding. Further increases in O2 pressure to 0.5 Torr, and temperature 

up to 620 K in 100 K steps result in the presence and then increase in abundance of a “4O” structure 

consisting of Pt-O bonds, as well as the complete loss of the Pt0 species assigned as “surface”. This  

 

Figure 1.3 Pt 4f (left) and O 1s (right) XPS spectra Gaussian-broadened Doniach-Sunjic for 
O/Pt(111), deconvoluted using asymmetric Voigt and functions, respectively; a Shirley-type 
background (dashed line) was removed from all spectra. Excepting θ = 2:1 ML, which was 
prepared at 5 Torr, 720 K but whose spectrum was acquired at 0.5 Torr, 620 K, the same P(O2), T 
conditions were employed for sample preparation and spectral acquisition (from Miller et al. 
2011)32.  
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type of species was correlated with both experimental and simulated XAS spectra, and simulated 

crystalline structures to suggest that Pt-O type bonding was present in oxide “stripes” along with 

chemisorbed O2 species rather than a continuous oxide layer, explaining the deviation in BE value 

of the observed Pt feature from that of a bulk PtO species. Increasing the O2 pressure to 5 Torr and 

720 K resulted in a significant conversion of the Pt(111) surface to oxide species. At that point, 

two new distinct features were present in the Pt 4f7/2, which the authors assigned to Pt atoms within 

an α-PtO2 phase, and Pt atoms at the interface between the Pt0 in the Pt(111) film and the newly 

formed α-PtO2 phase. The authors used this result to suggest that the oxidation of Pt(111) surfaces 

proceeds through chemisorbed and PtO-like surface species, with a final α-PtO2 oxide layer that 

passivates the Pt(111) phase from further oxidation. This was proposed to be relevant to the design 

of catalysts involving Pt(111) in an oxidizing environment, as the authors indicate that the α-PtO2 

phase will be more likely to stabilize and form at step edges or other defects. The authors also 

suggest that knowledge of this oxidation pathway will help in predicting/explaining observed Pt 

catalyst degradation.  

 This work represents an example of a very fundamental type of nAP-XPS experiment in 

which a model material was investigated in a very controlled manner. Contributions from less-

relevant surface species, contaminants, and side reactions/interactions were essentially avoided. 

The main utility of this study, and many others like it, is that of a building block for other 

experimental and modelling studies to use to explain behavior observed on either more complex 

materials, or in more complicated processes. While limited in its direct applicability to catalyst 

operation under exact operational conditions, such a paper sets the stage for future nAP-XPS work 

and is a vital contribution towards reliably and robustly conducting measurements with added 

layers of complexity. 

 

1.3.2 Study of Gas-Solid Interactions as a Function of Pressure and Applied Bias 

 A recent study by Mom et al. published in JACS33 also evaluated the oxidation of Pt 

surfaces but in a much more complex system then investigation by Miller et al.32 Specifically 

targeting low temperature, acidic electrolyte catalytic applications like the ORR and HOR, this 

work evaluated the oxidation of Pt nanoparticles (Pt-NPs) in the presence of both liquid 0.1 M 
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H2SO4 electrolyte and water vapor, and as a function of applied potential. nAP-XPS experiments 

were conducted at end station NAPXPS1 of the ISISS beamline at the BESSY II/HZB synchrotron 

facility in Berlin, Germany. A custom sample holder, shown in Figure 1.4, was developed 

specifically to enable this type of experiment. This setup consisted of an electrolyte reservoir which 

wicked the 0.1 M H2SO4(aq) across a PEM to the sample surface consisting of ~5 nm diameter Pt-

NPs deposited on the PEM by sputtering. The sample surface was capped by a graphene monolayer 

to reduce the rate of electrolyte evaporation. A Pt counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference 

electrode were integrated into the sample holder to enable reliable biasing of the Pt-NP based 

working electrode.  

 

Figure 1.4 Schematic representation of the electrochemical cell (from Mom et al. 2019)33.  
 

 The most compelling result presented in this work comes in the form of Pt 4f spectra 

acquired as a function of applied potential, shown in Figure 1.5. The authors conducted 

measurements on two specific coverages of Pt-NPs, estimated as equivalent to a 1 nm continuous 

film and a 4 nm continuous film. In the presence of 0.1 M H2SO4(aq), no change in the Pt 4f features 

are observed when potential is increased from 0.3 to 0.9 V. At 1.15 V, new features, assigned to 

PtO and PtO2 are revealed. The abundance of these species increases at 1.25 V. Interestingly, in 

the case of the more complete Pt-NP coverage, only the PtO2 species continue to grow at higher 

potentials, reaching a significant contribution at 1.85 V while PtO remains a minor contributor.  
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Figure 1.5 Pt oxidation on Nafion. (a) Stepwise oxidation of a single layer of Pt nanoparticles in 
0.1 M H2SO4, with fit model using Pt0 (green), Ptδ+ (yellow), Pt2+ (blue), and Pt4+ (red) doublets. 
Excitation energy: 480 eV. (b) Graphene-covered 4 nm Pt layer at 1.85 V RHE with 0.1 M H2SO4. 
Excitation energy: 580 eV (from Mom et al. 2019)33.  
 

 The authors also tested the reversibility of such an oxidation reaction (not shown here) by 

returning to open-circuit potential after measurements at 1.85 V were completed, resulting in a 

return to the exact spectral features of the initial baseline measurement. These results confirm that 

Pt-NP oxidation in 0.1 M H2SO4(aq) occurs at an onset potential near 1.15 V, with the presence of 

both Pt2+ and Pt4+ oxide species, while increase to higher potentials results only in growth of Pt4+ 

oxide species. Furthermore, the authors prove the reversibility of such an oxidation process. The 

physical insights provided by this study have implications for Pt-NP catalyst design and selection 

of operation environments/protocols, while also providing fundamental knowledge to further 

illuminate the mechanisms of Pt-NP catalyst degradation.  

 Based on both the materials used and the conditions investigated, this work represents a 

middle-ground between model and applied studies. Studies of Pt-NP catalysts are extremely 

relevant; however, catalysts employed in real devices are typically supported (most often on a high 

surface area carbon material) and integrated with ionomer to form an electrode that has much more 

complex morphology and structure then the model systems described above. Studying bare Pt-NPs 

certainly still is impactful as knowledge of the behavior of each individual constituent of a catalyst 

system must be built up prior to studying the system as a whole in order to isolate changes in 
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behavior due to interactions or factors present only at the system level. In the same fashion, 

studying Pt-NP oxidation in contact with liquid electrolyte as a function of applied bias represents 

an isolated set of environmental variables within the whole environment a catalyst will experience 

within an operating PEMFC. The impact of this study lies not only in these physical insights which 

are bridging the gap between model systems and real catalysts measured in the presence of isolated 

variables vs operating conditions, but also in the development of new experimental methods. Many 

layers of complexity arise as measurement conditions are pushed closer to that of an operating 

catalytic system, and precisely controlling these conditions through novel experimental 

apparatuses is a necessity. The device the authors report represents progress towards controlling 

the overall vapor pressure the nAP-XPS system must accommodate while exposing a sample to an 

aqueous liquid. 

 

1.3.3 Triple-Phase nAP-XPS 

 Experiments that push the operating limits of nAP-XPS systems are continually being 

reported. One such example is a study of aqueous systems such that triple-phase (in this case, solid 

catalyst, and liquid and vapor phase water) measurements are enabled. A recent publication 

highlighted the promise of such experiments by measuring the surface of a NiFe catalyst film used 

for water electrolysis in the presence of both liquid and vapor water, with applied potential driving 

forward the electrocatalytic water electrolysis reaction.34 The experimental setup is schematically 

described in Figure 1.6. This experiment was performed at beamline 9.3.1 at the ALS, which 

enables nAP-XPS measurements at pressures up to about 20 Torr, near the liquid-vapor 

equilibrium point for water around RT. In this case, the incident X-ray beam energy was around 

4.02 keV in order to produce photoelectrons with higher KE values, and therefore longer IMFP 

through the high-pressure water vapor to ensure adequate signal. The surface of the NiFe electrode 

was wetted by dipping a portion of the film into a water reservoir, which caused a thin film 

(estimated between 15 and 30 nm) of water to form on the NiFe film just outside of the bulk liquid 

due to capillary action. Measurements were conducted in a time-resolved fashion to validate the 

area of analysis in terms of both liquid and solid phase XPS signal, and electrochemical control. 
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Spectra were then summed to improve signal-to-noise. Simultaneous biasing, including collection 

of cyclic voltammograms, was also performed.  

 

 

Figure 1.6 (a) Schematic illustration of the thin film electrochemical cell and the sample 
configuration. The photoelectrons from the sample penetrate through the liquid electrolyte layer 
and surrounding gas phase to the differentially pumped electron energy analyzer. (b) Cyclic 
voltammogram (CV) of a 7 nm thick electrodeposited Ni−Fe electrocatalyst (50% Fe) layer on a 
Au substrate. Blue arrows indicate the potentials at which XPS was measured. The inset in part b 
shows a structural model for Fe-doped γ-NiOOH (from Ali-Löytty et al. 2016)34. 
 

 The utility of such an experiment was demonstrated in this study by acquisition of the Ni 

and Fe 2p core-levels during electrolysis, as shown in Figure 1.7. Upon polarization, both Ni and 

Fe metals are oxidized and show little to none of the metallic features that were present in original 

sample prior to electrolysis. When the potential is increased to 0.55 V, Fe 2p signal is preferentially 

lost, suggesting perhaps that Ni species are migrating towards the surface of the catalyst film. The 

authors hypothesize that these results, in corroboration with XAS studies, are indicative of the 

formation of an Fe-doped NiOOH surface at operating conditions. However, the authors conclude 

that material insights from this study are still limited due to several experimental factors, 

particularly the inability to stabilize larger current density values necessary to drive the oxygen 

evolution reaction at higher rates.  

 This particular work represents an nAP-XPS study where the main impact comes from the 

experimental methods developed and reported, rather than primarily from physical insights 

discovered. In this case, the authors present both successes and limitation in controlling water  
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Figure 1.7 Normalized XP spectra of (a) Ni 2p and (b) Fe 2p transitions for a Ni−Fe (7 nm) 
electrocatalyst, recorded with 4020 eV excitation energy. Bottom to top in parts a and b: as-
prepared catalyst at 9 Torr H2O pressure, measurement in 0.1 M KOH at 0.3 V after 
electrochemical conditioning (6 potential cycles from 0 to 0.65 V), measurement at 0.55 V after 
additional electrochemical conditioning (6 potential cycles from 0 to 0.85 V) (from Ali-Löytty et 
al. 2016)34.  
 

vapor pressure, liquid water thin film thickness, and electrical connectivity of the system for 

potential control. Additionally, the authors describe a different approach to data collection more 

suited to nAP-XPS measurements in which spectra are collected in a more dynamic fashion than 

at a steady equilibrium state. Such an approach enables the validity of measurements to be 

evaluated, and aids in identifying spectral artifacts due to changes in the applied environmental 

conditions. This type of approach is necessary to increase the reliability and transparency when 

reporting results of such advanced nAP-XPS studies, which are also relevant to other studies on 

complex, dynamic systems with both standard UHV and nAP-XPS instruments. This brief 

discussion of a few of the most impactful studies32–34 featuring nAP-XPS instruments  

demonstrates both the potential and limitations towards revealing critical fundamental knowledge 

of catalyst materials and their evolution as a function of process variables such as pressure, 

temperature, and bias, while also establishing the need for very systematic approaches to enable 

reliable collection and interpretation of nAP-XPS data.  
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1.4 Thesis Structure 

 With both the motivation for investigation of electrocatalyst materials, and the applicability 

of UHV and nAP-XPS experiments established, I conclude this chapter with the rationale for the 

organization of the following work that comprises this dissertation. All work presented herein falls 

under one of three general research arcs:  

1. Elucidation of surface properties of catalysts and supports with UHV XPS 

measurements 

2. Investigation of the gas-solid interfaces relevant to the ORR with nAP-XPS 

3. Studies aimed at improving the understanding of the catalyst-ionomer interface present 

within device-scale ORR cathodes, using both UHV and nAP-XPS.  

These three research arcs are clearly separated by the nature of XPS/nAP-XPS experiments that 

were conducted, and include studies that are published, in press, and yet to be submitted. Chapter 

2 and Chapter 3 are defined by UHV XPS measurements of the surfaces of ORR electrocatalysts. 

In both Chapters, my primary role was both as the analyst of XPS data central to the publication 

and through identification of synthesis-property-performance correlations in conjuction with the 

preparation of the manuscript. Chapters 4 and 5 represent a detailed investigation of the gas-solid 

interface formed during adsorption of O2 onto N-C and Fe-N-C based catalysts using nAP-XPS 

instrumentation available at ALS synchrotron user facillities.15,35 Chapter 6 features both UHV 

and nAP-XPS data collected with a custom Scienta-Omicron HiPP-3 nAP-XPS system housed at 

Mines, focused on investigation of the catalyst-ionomer interface and its evolution under 

humidification through analysis of Nafion ionomer species both in model films and as a constituent 

in PEMFC cathodes. This Chapter is comprised of unpublished work that will yield a minimum of 

two additional first author article submissions, along with other  publications in preparation. 

Finally, Chapter 7 provides a brief outlook on the impact of this work, and proposes a few future 

directions that I view as a natural continuation of the work presented in this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2  

LA AND AL CO-DOPED CAMNO3 PEROVSKITE OXIDES: FROM INTERPLAY OF 
SURFACE PROPERTIES TO ANION EXCHANGE MEMBRANE FUEL CELL 

PERFORMANCE 
 

A paper published in the Journal of Power Sources1 
 

Michael J. Dzara,2 Jason. M. Christ,3 Prabhuram Joghee,4 Chilan Ngo,5 Christopher A. Cadigan,6 

Guido Bender,7 Ryan M. Richards,8 Ryan O'Hayre,9 Svitlana Pylypenko10* 

 

2.1 Abstract 

 This work reports the first account of perovskite oxide and carbon composite oxygen 

reduction reaction (ORR) catalysts integrated into anion exchange membrane fuel cells 

(AEMFCs). Perovskite oxides with a theoretical stoichiometry of Ca0.9La0.1Al0.1Mn0.9O3-δ are 

synthesized by an aerogel method and calcined at various temperatures, resulting in a set of 

materials with varied surface chemistry and surface area. Material composition is evaluated by X-

ray diffraction, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. 

Perovskite oxide calcined at 800 °C shows the importance of balance between surface area, purity 

of the perovskite phase, and surface composition, resulting in the highest ORR mass activity when 

evaluated in rotating disk electrodes. Integration of this catalyst into AEMFCs reveals that the best 

AEMFC performance is obtained when using composites with 30:70 perovskite oxide:carbon 

composition. Doubling the loading leads to an increase in the power density from 30 to 76 mW 

cm-2. The AEMFC prepared with composite based on perovskite oxide and N-carbon achieves 

                                                 
1  Adapted with permission from: Dzara, M. J.; Christ, J. M.; Joghee, P.; Ngo, C.; Cadigan, C. A.; Bender, G.; Richards, 

R. M.; Hayre, R. O.; Pylypenko, S. La and Al Co-Doped CaMnO3 Perovskite Oxides : From Interplay of Surface 
Properties to Anion Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell Performance. J. Power Sources 2018, 375, 265–276. Copyright 
2018 Elsevier. 

2  Graduate student, primary researcher and author. 
3  Post-doctoral researcher at NREL, performed RDE and XRD, and contributed to manuscript editing. 
4  Post-doctoral researcher at NREL, fabricated MEAs and performed MEA testing. 
5  Post-doctoral researcher at Mines, performed STEM-EDS, contributed to manuscript preparation and editing. 
6  Post-doctoral researcher at Mines, performed materials synthesis and contributed to manuscript editing. 
7  Principle scientist at NREL, MEA fabrication and testing. 
8  Co-PI at Mines, synthesis. 
9  Co-PI at Mines, electrochemistry. 
10 Co-PI, XPS, and Graduate advisor. *Corresponding author, spylypen@mines.edu. 
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power density of 44 mW cm-2, demonstrating ~50% increase when compared to the highest 

performing composite with undoped carbon at the same loading.  

 

2.2 Introduction 

 Sustainable, environmentally benign energy sources are in ever-increasing demand, which 

drives the development of advanced materials for renewable energy conversion and storage at both 

grid and transportation scales. Batteries and fuel cells have already impacted the automotive 

industry and likely will play a key role in developing sustainable energy systems. Alkaline fuel 

cells (AFCs) are a technology that saw initial success in the 1960’s and resulted in implementation 

towards space, vehicular, and energy storage applications.1,2 However, widespread adoption of 

AFCs was prevented in part due to incompatibility of CO2 present in the fuel streams with liquid 

electrolyte.2 The use of polymer electrolyte membranes in anion exchange membrane fuel cells 

(AEMFCs) reduces the impact of these detrimental side reactions; as new and better performing 

membranes are developed, the potential applicability of AEMFCs in commercial applications 

increases.2–5 This progress justifies renewed research on other aspects of AEMFCs, of which the 

cathode catalyst is of particular interest. The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), which takes place 

at the cathode, must be electrocatalytically promoted – traditionally by Pt or another platinum 

group metal (PGM) catalyst.6–8 There are, however, several classes of PGM-free catalysts such as 

transition metal (Me) oxides and Me-N-C structures that have competitive ORR performances 

compared to PGM catalysts.9–12 Developing PGM-free ORR electrocatalysts has great potential to 

produce less expensive AEMFCs based on earth-abundant materials, while delivering high 

performance on par with that of PGM catalysts.  

 Perovskite structured oxides are a class of mixed metal oxides first discovered in Russia in 

the 1830’s.13,14 The typical ABO3 structure – where the A-sites are occupied by rare-earth metals 

and B-sites by transition metals – can be modified by doping (AA’BO3 or ABB’O3), co-doping 

(AA’BB’O3), introducing oxygen vacancies, or some combination of these strategies (AA’BB’O3-

δ). The ability to form a vast number of potential stoichiometries based on earth-abundant elements 

that are active and stable in alkaline media makes this class of materials very appealing as an 

inexpensive alternative to precious metal catalysts for application in AEMFCs.15–24 While 

deviation from the typical perovskite oxide ABO3 structure enables the tuning of material catalytic 

properties,13,25–29 the breadth of potential stoichiometries is overwhelming, and it becomes difficult 
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to predict which compositions have the most potential as effective electrocatalysts. Recent studies 

have proposed ORR activity descriptors based on perovskite composition, total number of valence 

electrons, B-site ion electronic structure, band theory, and molecular orbital principles.27,28,30 

Although ideal, it is unlikely that a single property can be linked to activity, due in part to the 

underlying assumptions used in developing activity descriptors, as well as the extensive range of 

possible compositions and electronic properties of perovskite oxide electrocatalysts. However, 

studies of predictors do provide an effective starting point for designing active perovskite oxide 

electrocatalysts, though caution must be used in applying them to new materials due to their 

limitations.   

 Composites of perovskite oxides and carbon have been studied on rotating disk electrodes 

(RDE) by multiple groups and it is well documented that the performance of perovskite oxide 

electrocatalysts can be greatly improved by forming a composite with carbon.18,23,31,32 In a 

perovskite oxide:carbon composite, it is generally thought that carbon primarily catalyzes the 

reduction of O2 to peroxide, which can then be further electrochemically reduced to hydroxide, or 

chemically decomposed to hydroxide by the perovskite oxide.31–35 Novel carbons such as carbon 

nanotubes, graphene, and nitrogen-doped carbons have also been used in composites with 

perovskite oxides and often show improved performance over traditional graphitic carbons.15,32 

Graphitic carbon increases both the electrical conductivity of the composite and can play an active 

role in the ORR. While incorporation of carbon with perovskite oxides greatly increases the 

activity of the resultant composite, it must be done in such a way that it does not result in excess 

peroxide escaping the electrode, as high levels of peroxides are detrimental to the polymer 

membranes used in fuel cells.36 

 High performance of PGM-free catalysts in alkaline media have been shown in RDE 

experiments,9–11 however few studies have evaluated PGM-free catalysts in membrane electrode 

assemblies (MEAs). Primary examples of MEAs using PGM-free ORR catalysts include metal 

oxide based catalysts,37 Me-N-C materials,38–45 and metal-free carbon nanostructures.46,47 Reports 

of MEA tests of perovskite oxide electrocatalysts are limited to direct methanol fuel cells.48,49  

 Our work focuses on two important aspects of developing efficient PGM-free catalysts for 

AEMFCs: the development of synthesis methods that produce highly active perovskite oxides with 

high surface area at the gram scale needed to enable MEA studies, and the integration of these 

perovskite oxide ORR catalysts into AEMFCs. Based on the existing literature describing activity 
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of perovskite oxides,16,21,22,50,51 we have focused on La and Al co-doped CaMnO3 synthesized by 

an aerogel method with a theoretical composition of Ca0.9La0.1Al0.1Mn0.9O3-δ. This synthesis route 

relies on low-cost precursors, yields material at the gram scale, and has been demonstrated to 

produce electrocatalysts with promising performance.52 In this work, optimization of the synthesis 

conditions – calcination temperature in particular – is conducted to investigate the interplay 

between composition, structure, morphology, and the subsequent impact of these parameters on 

the ORR. Following down-selection to a material with the best ORR performance, perovskite 

oxide:carbon and perovskite oxide:N-doped carbon composites are evaluated in AEMFCs.  

 

2.3 Experimental 

 All relevant experimental details are presented below. Synthesis methodology and material 

used are detailed, as well as necessary equipment identified. All characterization methods are 

explained, including both physicochemical characterizations and electrochemical 

characterizations.  

 

2.3.1 Materials 

 La and Al co-doped CaMnO3 was synthesized with a theoretical stoichiometry of 

Ca0.9La0.1Al0.1Mn0.9O3-δ by a previously reported aerogel method.52 Calcium methoxide, 

lanthanum isopropoxide, aluminum isopropoxide, and manganese acetate in stoichiometric ratios 

were ground separately, totaling 3.65 g of precursor material. Metal alkoxide precursors were 

added to 100 mL methanol, and stirred for 2 hours. While stirring the mixture, 1.046 g of urea and 

5 mL of DI water were added. The mixture was then sonicated for 15 minutes, followed by an 

additional 30 minutes of stirring. Once all solids were dissolved, the mixture was placed in an 

autoclave and purged with argon gas. The reaction chamber was then charged with 9 bars of argon 

before heating at 200 °C for 3 hours, and then 265 °C for 1 hour, where the pressure reached 

approximately 110 bar. The pressure was then completely released over 1 minute before turning 

off the heat. The chamber was purged five times with argon gas to remove any residual solvent 

and allowed to cool overnight in air. Calcinations of the resulting material at varied temperatures 

were conducted in air with a heating ramp of 5 °C min-1, and a dwell time of 10 hours at the 

calcination temperature. 
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 Composites of perovskite oxides with carbon were prepared by mixing as-synthesized 

perovskite oxide with as-received carbon black (Vulcan XC-72R). For studies of perovskite oxide 

composites with N-doped carbon, Vulcan XC-72R was doped with nitrogen via ion-implantation. 

Approximately 500 mg of Vulcan was placed in a rotating holder in the implantation chamber, 

which was evacuated to a base pressure of 5x10-6 Torr. The chamber was then refilled with pure 

N2 to an operating pressure of ~1x10-3 Torr. A 3 cm DC ion source (Veeco) was operated at 13 

mA beam current, 55 V discharge potential, and 100 V accelerator potential for 1 hour while 

rotating the sample at 30 rpm to produce nitrogen-doped Vulcan (N-Vulcan). 

 

2.3.2 Physicochemical Characterization 

 Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MPD 

system with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54060 Å) with a step size of 0.017° 2θ and a scan step time of 

15.2400 s. Samples were prepared by placing the powder on a zero-background quartz holder. 

Data was processed using HighScore Plus software. Reference spectra were obtained from the 

Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD). 

 Surface area was estimated by applying the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) model to N2 

physisorption data, which was conducted using a Micromeritics TriStar II surface area and porosity 

analyzer and SmartPrep Degas system. Degassing was performed under flowing N2 at 100 °C for 

360 minutes, with a ramp rate of 10 °C min-1. A 5-point surface area analysis was performed using 

nitrogen gas. 

 Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) were conducted using an FEI Talos F200X operated at 200 kV. Samples were 

prepared by brushing Cu grids with holey C support films through the powders. Compositional 

EDS maps at various magnifications were acquired for up to 11 min per area, and data was 

processed using Bruker ESPIRIT software. 

 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a Kratos AXIS Nova 

photoelectron spectrometer using a monochromatic Al Kα source operating at 300 W, and a charge 

compensation using low energy electrons. The operating pressure was 2 × 10−9 Torr. Survey and 

high-resolution spectra were acquired at pass energies of 160 eV and 20 eV, respectively. High-

resolution spectra were recorded for the C 1s, O 1s, Al 2p, Ca 2p, Mn 2p, and La 3d core levels 

for perovskite oxides. XPS data was processed using Casa XPS software. A linear background 
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subtraction was used for quantification of C 1s and O 1s regions, while a Shirley background was 

applied to Al 2p, Ca 2p, Mn 2p, and La 3d spectra. All spectra were charge referenced by adjusting 

the C 1s region to 284.8 eV, the value for adventitious carbon. Peak fitting of the O 1s and Ca 2p 

was performed using a series of components with a 70% Gaussian, 30% Lorentzian line shape. 

Fitting parameters for each region are shown in ST 2.1, where the values correspond to the average 

of two fits, collected from different spots on a given sample. Elemental concentrations obtained 

from peak areas of high-resolution spectra of each element were used to evaluate surface 

composition. 

 

2.3.3 RDE measurements 

 Thin catalyst films were prepared by applying 10 μL of a catalyst ink to RDEs (Pine 

Instruments – 0.196 cm2 glassy carbon geometric area). Ink preparation consisted of dispersing 5 

mg total of 40:60 perovskite oxide and Vulcan XC-72R mixture in 4.99 mL of 26% by volume 

isopropanol (IPA) in ultra-pure deionized (DI) H2O, and 10 μL anion exchange ionomer 

(Tokyama). The ink solution was bath sonicated in ice water for 25 minutes, then horn sonicated 

surrounded by ice for 30 seconds immediately prior to application. Electrodes were first polished 

with a 0.05 μm alumina slurry, then rinsed and sonicated in DI H2O. After ink deposition, 

electrodes were dried in a box furnace at 40 °C in air and had total composite loadings of ~50 μg 

cm-2.  

 Electrochemical measurements were performed in 0.1 M KOH electrolyte (Macron, 86% 

assay, diluted with DI H2O) using an Autolab PGSTAT302N potentiostat. A glass electrochemical 

cell was used to perform electrochemical measurements at room temperature, with a reversible 

hydrogen electrode (RHE) and Pt mesh as reference and counter electrodes, respectively. A 

conditioning step in which electrodes were cycled in N2 saturated electrolyte from 1.2 V to 0.7 V 

vs. RHE at 500 mV s-1 for 20 cycles was first performed. Catalytic activity was measured by linear 

sweep voltammetry by scanning the electrode disk cathodically from 1.1 V to 0.4 V vs. RHE at 20 

mV s-1 in O2 saturated electrolyte. All currents measured were iR corrected by manually applying 

a correction of typically 32-36 Ω, or the highest value that did not cause oscillations in the data. 

These iR values were verified by averaging the results of 4 impedance (ZiR) scans in which the 

working electrode is set to 1.0 V vs. RHE and a sinus is applied to the working electrode with a 
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frequency of 100 kHz and an amplitude of 20 mV. In order to avoid cell contamination due to 

glass corrosion, 53 experimental time never exceeded 2 hrs. 

 

2.3.4 MEA Fabrication and Testing 

 MEAs were fabricated with a geometric area of 6.25 cm2. The Pt-based anode was made 

using an ink consisting of 80 mg commercial Pt/C (40% by weight Pt – Alfa Aesar) and 0.655 g 

anion exchange ionomer (Tokuyama), or 28% relative to the total catalyst mass. The solvent was 

a mixture of 8 mL IPA and 10.5 mL DI H2O. Dispersion of the ink was carried out by 25 minutes 

of sonication in an ice water bath and 1 minute of horn sonication surrounded by ice. The same 

procedure was followed to prepare cathode ink, with dispersion in the same amounts of solvent 

and ionomer, and consisting of 80 mg total of perovskite oxide and carbon (Vulcan or N-Vulcan) 

in the desired ratio. The inks were then hand sprayed onto a (Tokuyama A-201) membrane and a 

gas diffusion layer (GDL) simultaneously, with the GDL serving as a reference from which the 

loading was calculated. Loadings of 1.7 mg cm-2 total catalyst and, in a single case, 3.0 mg cm-2 

total catalyst were used, with the carbon loading fixed by the reported ratio. 

 MEAs were tested at 60 °C with humidified H2 flowing to the anode at 200 cm3 min-1, and 

humidified O2 flowing to the cathode at 200 cm3 min-1. The back pressure was kept at 150 kPa. 

For ORR polarization curves, the potential was scanned cathodically from 1.1 V to 0.1 V vs RHE 

at a rate of 20 mV s-1. 

 

2.4 Results and Discussion 

 Previous work utilizing an aerogel synthesis method showed that perovskite oxides with 

theoretical stoichiometry of Ca0.9La0.1Al0.1Mn0.9O3-δ calcined at 1000 °C produced materials with 

higher surface area compared to other synthesis routes (solid state and hybrid sol-gel).52 However, 

6 m2 g-1 is still limited compared to traditional catalysts based on carbon-supported metal 

nanoparticles. In this work, the same synthetic route was employed to synthesize a set of 

Ca0.9La0.1Al0.1Mn0.9O3-δ materials, exploring if it is viable to produce higher surface areas by 

lowering calcination temperatures. Six calcination temperatures (550 °C, 650 °C, 750 °C, 800 °C, 

900 °C, and 1000 °C) were chosen to explore the relationship between temperature, surface area, 

and surface chemistry, as well as the subsequent impact on ORR activity. 
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2.4.1 RDE Experiments  

 From literature reports and our previous studies, composites of perovskite oxides and 

carbon are expected to be more effective than stand-alone perovskite oxide catalysts. Therefore, 

initial evaluations of ORR activity conducted by linear sweep voltammetry in O2 saturated 0.1 M 

KOH electrolyte were done on composites of perovskite oxides calcined at different temperatures 

with Vulcan carbon, with the aim of determining the impact of calcination temperature on 

electrochemical performance, and the down-selection of a single material for use in AEMFCs. The 

resulting iR-corrected polarization curves are shown in Figure. 2.1a. Activity of the different 

composites was calculated at 0.7 V vs RHE, which is close to the half-wave potential. Kinetic 

current was first calculated at 0.7 V vs RHE by applying equation 2.1: 

      �� =
����×�	/�

������	/�
     (2.1) 

where ik is the kinetic current at 0.7 V vs RHE, ilim is the transport limited current, taken to be the 

current at 0.4 V vs RHE, and i1/2 is the current at the half-wave potential of 0.7 V vs RHE.18,32,40,52,54  

 
Figure. 2.1. a) ORR polarization curves of 40:60 perovskite oxide:Vulcan carbon composites with 
a total loading of 50 μg cm-2 were measured in O2 saturated KOH electrolyte with a rotation rate 
of 1600 rpm and a scan rate of 20 mV s-1, showing the difference in performance due to calcination 
temperature of perovskite oxides. b) Specific activity and mass activity trends with temperature 
are shown; specific activity increases with temperature, while mass activity initially increases with 
temperature to a maximum value at 800 °C, after which mass activity decreases. 
 

Values for kinetic current were then divided by either the mass of perovskite oxide in the composite 

for mass activity, or the BET surface area of the perovskite oxide for specific activity (Figure. 

2.1b). It should be noted that any conclusions on catalytic activity based on BET surface area must 
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be drawn with caution, as BET does not measure the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA). 

However, in systems where the true active site is still unknown and a reliable ECSA measurement 

method is unavailable, it is still useful to account for BET surface area as a first pass in analyzing 

specific activity.  

 The resulting activities show an interesting trend in that specific activity continuously 

increases with increase in the calcination temperature, while mass activity initially increases with 

temperature to a maximum value at 800 °C, after which mass activity decreases. Detailed 

characterization of the materials was conducted to elucidate factors contributing to these trends in 

activity. 

 

2.4.2 Physicochemical Characterization 

 STEM imaging and elemental EDS mapping show the morphology and composition of 

each sample (Figure. 2.2). Every calcination temperature produces a heterogeneous distribution of 

both size/shape and of the relative distribution of the four primary perovskite elements. Different 

elements segregate at different temperatures, for example pronounced segregations are observed 

for Ca at 650 °C, La at 650 °C and 750 °C, Mn at 750 °C and 800 °C, and finally Al at 900 °C and 

1000 °C. At lower temperatures, more needle-like particles are present throughout the aggregations 

and there is greater segregation of Ca from the other elements. The thin, needle-like particles in 

samples calcined at 650 °C and 750 °C appear to be La-rich, while those observed at temperatures 

from 750 °C to 900 °C are visible in the maps of several elements, including Ca, La, and Mn. At 

800 °C and above, the majority of particles are smaller and more regular in shape, while the 

elemental distribution still varies widely. Higher magnification mapping at 800 °C (for the sample 

with highest mass activity) reveals that the particles vary in both size and shape (Figure 2.3). 

Medium-sized particles (Figure 2.3a) appear sintered into complex chains that are rich in Mn 

(Table 2.1, page 33) while the largest isolated particles (Figure 2.3c) are clearly rich in Ca and Mn. 

The smallest particles (Figure 2.3b, c) produce the most homogenous elemental distribution as 

measured by EDS mapping. Considering individual elements across all samples, Ca is the most 
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heterogeneously dispersed and phase-segregated, while distributions of the other elements appear 

more homogenous across all of the samples. 

 

Figure 2.2. Dark-field STEM images and individual elemental maps of the primary perovskite 
components of samples, at each of the calcination temperatures.  
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Figure 2.3. Dark-field STEM images and individual elemental maps of the primary components 
for three representative areas of the sample calcined at 800 °C. Imaging and maps were taken under 
the same conditions (collection times, magnifications, image settings). 
 

 In order to probe the different possible crystalline phases, XRD was performed on all 

samples and normalized patterns are reported alongside reference materials (Figure 2.4).  Since a 

reference pattern for Ca0.9La0.1Al0.1Mn0.9O3-δ has not been reported, we use several similar 

perovskite structured materials instead, with Ca0.9La0.1MnO3 being the closest match. The XRD 

pattern of Ca0.9La0.1MnO3 has its most prominent peak at 33.8 ° 2θ. Our lowest calcination 

temperatures show little to no signal at this 2θ value, indicating that a perovskite with the 

aforementioned stoichiometry has yet to form. The 550 °C sample appears to be primarily 

composed of Mn oxides (Mn2O3 at 33.0 ° 2θ, Mn3O4 at 36.1 ° 2θ and 32.4 ° 2θ) and CaCO3 (32.9 

° 2θ, 27.1 ° 2θ, and 24.9 ° 2θ). Additionally, a peak at 32.6 ° 2θ matches the primary peak of the 

LaMnO3 perovskite phase. At 650 °C, diffraction peaks from the CaCO3 phase are eliminated, and 

the primary peak appears to have shifted to 37.6 ° 2θ, in good agreement with the CaO reference. 
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The second most intense peak (33.2 ° 2θ) indicates the formation of a single or more likely mixed 

perovskite phase, as it falls in the range between Ca0.9La0.1MnO3 and LaMnO3 structures. The  

 

 

Figure 2.4. XRD patterns of material calcined at varied temperatures shows a reduction in the 
number of phases present with increased temperature. Reference patterns from ICSD are included. 
 

sharp peak protruding on the left of the broad perovskite peak matches with CaO. As calcination 

temperature increases, the CaO phase diminishes in intensity while the main perovskite peak 

becomes narrower and more intense. At 750 °C, the main perovskite peak between 32.6 ° 2θ and 

33.8 ° 2θ has become the most intense. For the 900 °C sample, the CaO phase is severely 

diminished to the point of being barely present, while the main perovskite peak is resolved into 

two features. The main peak is centered at 33.8 ° 2θ with a secondary peak positioned at 32.9 ° 2θ, 

indicative of two perovskite phases corresponding closely to Ca0.9La0.1MnO3 and LaMnO3, 

respectively. At the highest calcination temperature (1000 °C), the secondary peak at 32.9 ° 2θ is 

further diminished, indicating that materials calcined at this temperature have more pure phase 
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perovskites than the lower-temperature samples. It should be noted that no reference of Al oxides 

or hydroxides had a positive match, indicating that the Al is likely either in an amorphous phase 

or integrated into the perovskite structure. 

 Based on the XRD analysis, the primary perovskite phase(s) is not formed until 650 °C, 

with the material’s crystalline component primarily composed of mixed oxides, particularly CaO. 

As calcination temperature is increased, CaO content is reduced and the perovskite phase(s) 

become primary constituents. An exact assignment of the perovskite phase(s) is currently 

impossible due to the lack of concrete agreement with available references, but the XRD results 

do indicate formation of a perovskite phase with new stoichiometry.  

 

Table 2.1. Surface (XPS) and bulk (EDS) elemental concentration (%) of perovskite oxides at 
varied calcination temperatures are shown. Only Ca, La, Al, Mn, and O were considered although 
C was also quantified. Colors are indicative of calcination temperature as in Figure 2.1. 
 

 O Ca La Al Mn 

550-XPS 68.0 4.7 3.2 5.8 18.2 

650-XPS 68.3 9.0 2.7 4.9 15.2 

650-EDS 62.9 3.4 2.9 3.2 27.7 

750-XPS 58.2 12.4 3.5 7.6 18.3 

750-EDS 55.4 11.5 3.7 3.0 26.5 

800-XPS 57.8 14.1 3.1 8.7 16.2 

800-EDS 58.0 12.7 2.9 2.9 23.4 

900-XPS 58.1 20.5 2.0 7.1 12.3 

900-EDS 48.0 21.4 3.4 2.8 24.4 

1000-XPS 58.5 23.6 1.6 5.5 10.8 

1000-EDS 43.4 23.4 4.2 3.6 25.5 

 

 In order to better understand the composition and elemental states of the surface, all 

samples were studied with XPS. Surface elemental composition was quantified and reported along 

with more bulk-like compositions estimated from EDS (Table 2.1). In both cases, carbon was 

included in initial quantification, but excluded from the data reported in Table 2.1, as the majority 
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of signal comes from adventitious carbon in the case of XPS and the holey carbon support film in 

EDS. Since a portion of the O signal originates from oxidized carbon rather than the oxide, 

derivation of stoichiometric amounts of oxygen species is not attempted in this work.  

 At the lowest calcination temperature (550 °C), the surface is rich in Mn, specifically 

manganese oxides, in agreement with XRD. At 650 °C, the surface Ca content measured via XPS 

increases, causing all other constituents to decrease, while bulk analysis via EDS shows that the 

sample is still very rich in Mn. As calcination temperature is further increased, Ca content 

continues to increase in both surface and bulk measurements. The EDS ratio of Ca-to-Mn is closest 

to the theoretical value of 1 at 1000 °C, but the surface ratio measured with XPS reaches this value 

at a lower temperature (800°C). Bulk Mn content is relatively constant, therefore changes in the 

Ca-to-Mn ratio are primarily due to changes in the Ca amount – most likely associated with better 

incorporation of Ca into the material. Importantly, these observations agree with the XRD data, 

which shows an increase in the relative amount of the perovskite peak that is in best agreement 

with Ca0.9La0.1MnO3. La and Al have similar bulk atomic concentrations across the range of 

temperatures, however relative to La, the surface is consistently rich in Al.  

 XPS spectra of every element contributing to the perovskite structure are reported for all 

calcination temperatures (Figure 2.5), with the O 1s and Ca 2p regions fit to deconvolute the 

contribution of different species. The O 1s region can be fit by 4 components, and the Ca 2p by 2 

components, with each exhibiting spin-orbital splitting, resulting in 4 components. Component A 

of the O 1s (Figure 2.5a), which is assigned to lattice O in the perovskite structure, was strictly 

constrained to 528.6 eV with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.0 eV; this binding energy 

(BE) is consistent with other studies on similar perovskite oxide structures.16,22 It is noted that 

La2O3 can also be assigned at values near 528.6 eV, however that phase is not expected to be 

present as La2O3 reacts spontaneously and completely with moisture in the air to form La(OH)3.55 

Other peaks had slight variations in BE and FWHM due to possible contributions from multiple 

species. Component B at 529.4 – 529.6 eV, is assigned to CaO and MnxOy, which are known to 

occur in this BE range.56,57 Component C, between 531.0 and 531.1 eV, cannot be clearly assigned 

due to a mixture of likely species that could contribute to this peak; these include La(OH)3, 

Ca(OH)2, CaCO3, Al2O3, and Al(OH)3.55,56,58 Oxidized carbon species and adsorbed water are 

assigned to component D.  
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Figure 2.5. High resolution spectra of the a) O 1s, b) Ca 2p, c) La 3d5/2, d) Al 2p, and e) Mn 2p3/2 
at each calcination temperature are displayed in order to show changes in spectra, and in the case 
of the O 1s and Ca 2p, differences in deconvoluted components. Vertical lines are added to 
illustrate shifts in peak maxima as the calcination temperature is varied. 
 

 The O in the perovskite lattice increases with increasing calcination temperature, 

corroborating with the bulk results of XRD and EDS, which show that the highest temperature 

results in the most elemental homogeneity and the highest percentage of perovskite structure. This 

also correlates with a steady decrease in the CaO/MnxOy component, indicating that as the 

calcination temperature is increased, higher percentages of Ca and Mn on the surface are integrated 

into the perovskite structure rather than existing in simple oxide form. Little can be learned from 

the third component as it has a variety of possible assignments and shows no clear trend with 

calcination temperature, however it does confirm that segregated surface species remain present 
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at the higher calcination temperatures despite not being seen in XRD, which is in agreement with 

EDS results.  

 Deconvolution of the Ca 2p region is displayed (Figure 2.5b), where component A was 

constrained to 346.7 eV and a FHWM of 1.8 eV, while component B 2p3/2, attributed to Ca in the 

perovskite lattice, broadens and shifts. Component A 2p3/2 is due to species other than those in 

perovskite  lattice, with possible assignment to CaO, CaCO3, and Ca(OH)2.56,59 From XRD, CaO 

is observed in the bulk of the material at lower calcination temperatures, and is likely also present 

on the surface, shown by the deconvolution of the O 1s. As shown in Figure S2.1, the C 1s region, 

in addition to the adventitious carbon peak at 284.8 eV, has a broad feature with a peak maximum 

at 288.5 - 289.5 eV that corresponds to carbonate species. These correlations confirm the presence 

of both CaO and CaCO3.  

 At 550 °C, the vast majority of Ca is due to surface impurities, in good agreement with the 

corresponding O 1s deconvolution and XRD. As calcination temperature is increased to 800 °C, 

lattice Ca content increases to a maximum of 65.7% of the Ca 2p signal, after which little change 

occurs. This also agrees with the trend in O 1s component B, which steadily decreases with 

increased calcination temperature. Since the lattice Ca does not continue to increase relative to 

total Ca at higher temperatures, it may indicate that CaCO3 is still present on the surface.  

 La 3d5/2 spectra are shown in Figure 2.5c, demonstrating that the range of peak positions 

are all in reasonable agreement with reports of La3+ components, including various stoichiometries 

of perovskite oxides.16,21,51,60 As expected, La 3d5/2 peaks exhibit multiplet splitting due to the 

transfer of an electron from bonded oxygen to the empty La 4f state.16,61 Based on this relationship, 

the separation of multiplet peaks and their ratio can be indicative of La chemical speciation, with 

a particular sensitivity to La and O coordination. Solid and dashed lines are used to illustrate the 

shift in the main La 3d5/2 peak, which moves to lower BE at higher calcination temperatures. While 

the position and the peak separation values indicate that La2O3 is a reasonable assignment, the ratio 

of the multiplet peaks is not consistent with La2O3 samples, which exhibit similar intensity.55 A 

reduction in the intensity of multiplet splitting, as seen at higher calcination temperatures, could 

indicate a lesser degree of coordination between La and O. Similar positions and multiplet splitting 

behavior have been shown for LaAlO3 structures, suggesting increased coordination between La 

and Al as the perovskite structure is formed.60,62  
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 Al 2p spectra also exhibit a shift in BE with calcination temperature (Figure 2.5d). At lower 

calcination temperatures, the Al 2p peak maximum is found at 73.4 – 73.5 eV, which is a lower 

value than BEs typically reported for  Al2O3 and Al(OH)3,63 yet still much higher than those 

reported for Al metal, which is not expected to be present in our samples. Without a positive match 

to known oxide/hydroxide phases in XRD and XPS, and since the BE is lower than that of Al2O3 

and Al(OH)3, it is possible to assign this peak to Al3+ with a lower coordination to O than in a 

typical stochiometric oxide/hydroxide. This indicates that Al is indeed present in the perovskite 

structure. At 800 °C, the Al peak begins shifting to higher BE and continues to shift with increased 

calcination temperature. The 1000 °C sample shows broadening in addition to shifting, which is 

likely correlated with an increase of Al segregation as seen in EDS mapping of the 900 and 1000 

°C samples. This indicates that a surface Al species – perhaps Al2O3 or Al(OH)3 – is forming at 

higher calcination temperatures, whereas at lower temperatures most of the Al is present in the 

perovskite lattice. 

 The Mn 2p3/2 peak is displayed with vertical lines emphasizing changes in the peak shape 

(Figure 2.5e). Mn commonly forms different oxides with oxidation states of 2+, 3+, a combination 

of 2+ and 3+, and 4+ that overlap and require multiple components to fit each, making quantitative 

Mn 2p3/2 interpretation notoriously complicated.57 Qualitatively, Mn2+ is expected to contribute 

most to the signal at lower BE, while Mn3+ and Mn4+ contribute more significantly to higher BEs. 

Two trends emerge in the calcination temperature series: the reduction in a lower BE shoulder, 

and a switch in peak asymmetry as the maximum value moves from higher to lower BE. The first 

trend can be attributed to a loss of Mn2+ character, while the latter may indicate either a change in 

the relative amount of Mn4+ and Mn3+, and could also be due in part to the loss of Mn2+. Mn2+ 

components are not expected to be part of the perovskite phase(s), and are most likely present in 

the form of MnO. The loss of MnO, which is most notable at higher calcination temperatures, 

agrees with the reduced CaO/MnxOy component of the O 1s, and may be responsible for the 

continued diminishing of this O 1s feature at higher temperature, after the CaO component of Ca 

2p has stopped evolving. Mn4+ is the oxidation state in the theoretical Ca0.9La0.1Al0.1Mn0.9O3-δ 

stoichiometry, and Mn3+ is present in LaMnO3. While the potential presence of MnO2 at lower 

calcination temperatures further complicates the analysis, literature on La-doped CaMnO3 

materials has shown an enrichment in Mn3+ as increasing amounts of La are incorporated into the 

structure.16,22 This change in peak maximum position could be indicative of loss of MnO2, and/or 
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increase in La incorporation into the perovskite structure that results in Mn3+ enrichment of the 

material. 

 Physiochemical characterization indicates that ORR activity is related to an interplay 

between two factors: BET surface area and the percentage of the O 1s region attributed to lattice 

perovskite from XPS (surface perovskite content) as shown in Figure 2.6. The amount of surface 

perovskite steadily increases with calcination temperature, displaying the same trend as specific 

activity. The agreement in the trends of specific activity, which removes the impact of surface 

area, and surface perovskite content indicates that the latter dictates the specific activity. When 

evaluating the trend in mass activity, both surface chemistry (surface perovskite content) and 

surface area must be considered. Surface area decreases with increasing calcination temperature – 

in direct contrast with surface perovskite content – producing the parabolic relationship between 

mass activity and perovskite calcination temperature.  

 

 
Figure 2.6. The interplay of surface area and surface chemistry at varied perovskite oxide 
calcination temperatures is shown. BET surface area as determined from N2 physisorption data is 
highest at low calcination temperature, while the percentage of the XPS O 1s peak attributed to 
lattice O in the perovskite structure is highest at high calcination temperature.  
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2.4.3 AEMFC Performance 

 For incorporation into MEAs, the perovskite oxide calcined at 800 °C was selected, given 

that this material displayed the best balance between mass and specific activities. The first set of 

experiments targeted optimization of the composite composition, i.e., the relative amount of 

perovskite oxide and Vulcan (Figure 2.7a and b). By mixing the perovskite oxide with Vulcan, we 

expect significant performance increases from the availability of the 2x2 mechanism due to the 

activity of carbon for the first step of this pathway, and the increased electrical conductivity of the 

composite when Vulcan is included. Additionally, transport properties, ionomer incorporation, and 

water management may be impacted by the mixing of different sized particles when fabricating 

MEAs, illustrating the importance of optimizing the composite formulation. All MEAs were 

fabricated such that the total catalyst loading (perovskite oxide + Vulcan) was a constant 1.7 mg 

cm-2. MEAs containing only perovskite oxide or only Vulcan show the worst performance, with 

maximum power densities below 10 mW cm-2. Increasing the amount of Vulcan improves 

performance, resulting in the highest power density of ~30 mW cm-2 at a composition of 30:70 

perovskite oxide:Vulcan. This illustrates the importance of including Vulcan in a composite, as a 

simple mixing process results in greater than 3x increase in maximum power density. Interestingly 

so, a further increase in carbon to a composition of 20:80 and 10:90 results in superior power 

density at lower current densities (< 70 mA cm-2 for 20:80 and <35 mA cm-2 for 10:90), but a loss 

of performance at higher current densities (> 70 mA cm-2 for 20:80 and >35 mA cm-2 for 10:90). 

The composites with high Vulcan content (20:80 and 10:90) may show better performance than 

the 30:70 formulation if further optimization of the electrode fabrication and AEMFC testing 

conditions is performed to address performance losses due to transport issues at higher current 

densities. The best performance of 30 mW cm-2 is respectable, although still far from that of some 

of the most active PGM-free AEMFCs.39,43–45  

 While various cathode loadings of have been used in AEMFCs, increasing catalyst loading 

of PGM-free catalysts is a common approach to improve performance. Increasing our cathode 

composite loading from 1.7 mg cm-2 to 3 mg cm-2 (corresponding to perovskite oxide loading of 

0.9 mg cm-2) results in a maximum power density of 76 mW cm-2 (Figure 2.7c and d). This 

corresponds to an increase in performance of ~2.5x when compared to performance obtained with 

the lower loadings. This increase is higher than expected and could be explained by better water 

management when the electrode is thicker. In order to frame our AEMFC performance for  
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Figure 2.7. a) ORR cathode polarization curves and b) performance of perovskite oxide:carbon 
composites (diamonds = voltage; square points = power density;) with a total loading of 1.7 mg 
cm-2 prepared with different ratios of Ca0.9La0.1Al0.1Mn0.9O3-δ calcined at 800 °C and Vulcan 
carbon. c) ORR cathode polarization curves and d) performance of perovskite oxide:carbon 
composites (diamonds = voltage; square points = power density;) prepared with 
Ca0.9La0.1Al0.1Mn0.9O3-δ calcined at 800 °C and Vulcan carbon in a  30:70 ratio showing an increase 
in performance with an increase in loading of total composite. 
 

comparison to other materials with different testing conditions, the 30:70 perovskite oxide:Vulcan 

composites at both loadings are compared to an AEMFC with a commercial Pt/C (40 wt.% Pt) at 

0.5 mg cm-2 (Figure S2.2). The 3.0 mg cm-2 perovskite oxide:Vulcan composite reaches 86% of 

the Pt/C maximum power density. 

 A promising approach to improve performance of perovskite oxide/carbon composite is by 

the replacement of traditional carbon with N-functionalized carbon. Nitrogen species have been 
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found to benefit various fuel cell applications, including PGM and PGM-free ORR catalysts.64 

Some studies have indicated that graphitic-N species may reduce the energy barriers for O2 

dissociation, promoting the 4e- ORR mechanism, although a combination of 4e- and 2x2e- 

mechanisms is still likely.65 Pyridinic N species have also been identified as contributing to the 

ORR through activity towards peroxide chemical disproportionation, allowing a pseudo-4e- 

mechanism while also contributing to the first step of the 2x2e- mechanism.29,66  

 

 

Figure 2.8. a) ORR cathode polarization curves for 30:70 800 °C perovskite oxide:carbon 
composite tested in MEAs with a total loading of 1.7 mg cm-2 where the carbon is either Vulcan 
or N-Vulcan are shown. b) MEA performance (current and power densities) are shown, with N-
Vulcan containing MEAs outperforming those with unmodified Vulcan. 
 

 In our study, N-Vulcan was produced by doping Vulcan with nitrogen via ion implantation, 

incorporating ~ 1 at% of nitrogen. Ion implantation leads to incorporation of multiple nitrogen 

functionalities, including pyrrolic, pyridinic, amine, and graphitic N, in agreement with the 

literature. 64,67,68 An MEA prepared with a composite containing N-Vulcan is compared to one 

prepared with unmodified Vulcan, with both MEAs having the same total loading of composite 

(1.7 mg cm-2) and perovskite oxide:carbon ratio (30:70) (Figure 2.8). The MEA prepared with N-

Vulcan reached a maximum power density of ~44 mW cm-2 – approximately 50% higher 

performance than that of the unmodified carbon composite catalyst. There is a significant 

difference in performance at lower current densities, indicating that the N-Vulcan containing 

composite is intrinsically more active. However, the performance at high current densities drops 
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off significantly, indicating that a separate optimization for incorporating N-Vulcan into AEMFCs 

is needed to address performance at higher current densities. Having demonstrated higher power 

densities with higher loadings of perovskite oxide:Vulcan composites and improvements when 

using N-doped Vulcan, further study of the material is justified. Continued optimization of the 

total catalyst loadings, the carbon type and N functionalization, ionomer integration and the testing 

conditions will lead to further improvements in AEMFC performance.  

 

2.5 Conclusions 

 Perovskite oxides with a theoretical stoichiometry of Ca0.9La0.1Al0.1Mn0.9O3-δ were 

synthesized and calcined at various temperatures. Bulk characterization by XRD and EDS showed 

that lower calcination temperatures produced primarily mixed metal oxides, and that perovskite 

phase(s) were dominant at higher temperatures. Surface characterization by XPS also indicated 

that the perovskite phase(s) increased in relative percentage with increased calcination 

temperature, and that surface segregated phases of CaO, MnxOy, CaCO3, and La(OH)3 were 

possibly present in small amounts. ORR activity measured with RDEs revealed that 800 °C 

calcination produced the highest mass activity material, while 1000 °C produced the material with 

the highest specific activity. The positive trend of specific activity with calcination temperature 

correlates with surface perovskite content, indicating that the surface perovskite phase(s) is 

responsible for the intrinsic activity of the catalyst. Maximum mass activity is obtained using the 

material calcined at 800 °C, which demonstrated higher surface area and surface composition close 

to the target. This material showed promising results when tested in MEAs, and strategies for 

further performance improvements were demonstrated. Specifically, the composition of perovskite 

oxide:Vulcan composites was optimized, resulting in the highest power density at a 30:70 

composition. Increasing the total composite loading from 1.7 mg cm-2 to 3.0 mg cm-2 resulted in a 

2.5x increase in power density, while replacement of Vulcan with N-doped Vulcan provided a 1.5x 

enhancement in power density. Use of higher loadings of the perovskite oxide-N-doped is expected 

to result in even further improvements in activity and resulting power density. For this first account 

of perovskite oxides in AEMFCs, the maximum power density of 76 mW cm-2 is a competitive 

value. Continued optimization of perovskite oxide surface properties, nitrogen functionalities in 

carbon, integration of the composite with ionomer and MEA fabrication will inevitably lead to 
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further improvements in power density, perhaps thereby approaching values from the most active 

PGM-free and PGM AEMFCs. 
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2.7 Supporting Information 

 

Figure S2.1. High resolution C 1s spectra for perovskite oxides calcined at various temperatures, 
showing a main feature from adventitious carbon set to 284.8 eV, and a secondary carbonate 
feature at 289-289.5 eV.   
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Figure S2.2. MEA data for 30:70 perovskite oxide:Vulcan composites at 1.7 mg cm-2 and 3.0 mg 
cm-2 are compared to a commercial Pt/C (40 wt.% Pt) catalyst at 0.5 mg cm-2 tested with the same 
conditions. 
 

Table S2.1. Fitting parameters for a) O 1s and b) Ca 2p spectra are shown, with each value 
corresponding to an average of two different spots measured from the same sample.  
 

a) Component A Component B Component C Component D 

Temp BE FWHM at% BE FWHM at% BE FWHM at% BE FWHM at% 

550 528.6 1.0 0.7 529.6 1.3 54.3 531.1 1.8 36.0 532.5 2.1 9.0 

650 528.6 1.0 6.3 529.5 1.4 50.8 531.1 1.7 35.5 532.8 2.1 7.3 

750 528.6 1.0 16.3 529.6 1.4 44.6 531.0 1.8 29.8 532.7 2.4 9.2 

800 528.6 1.0 20.1 529.6 1.5 37.2 531.0 1.8 28.7 532.4 2.5 14.0 

900 528.6 1.0 30.1 529.4 1.4 18.4 531.0 1.8 34.9 532.3 2.5 16.6 

1000 528.6 1.0 37.6 529.5 1.4 10.8 531.0 1.7 34.2 532.3 2.5 17.4 

 

b) Component A 2p3/2 Component A 2p1/2  Component B 2p3/2 Component B 2p1/2  

Temp BE FWHM BE FWHM at% BE FWHM BE FWHM at% 

550 346.7 1.8 350.2 1.8 90.8 345.3 1.0 348.8 1.0 9.2 

650 346.7 1.8 350.2 1.8 57.1 345.4 1.4 348.9 1.4 42.9 

750 346.7 1.8 350.2 1.8 36.3 345.2 1.4 348.7 1.4 63.7 

800 346.7 1.8 350.2 1.8 34.3 345.3 1.3 348.8 1.3 65.7 

900 346.7 1.8 350.2 1.8 36.6 345.2 1.3 348.7 1.3 63.3 

1000 346.7 1.8 350.2 1.8 37.4 345.2 1.3 348.7 1.3 62.6 
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CHAPTER 3 
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3.1 Abstract 

 Electrocatalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) based on complexes of iron and 

nitrogen in a carbon matrix (Fe-N-C) are a promising alternative to platinum group metal (PGM) 

based catalysts in polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells. Further improvements of Fe-

N-C catalysts would benefit from model thin film studies of activity and stability of catalytic sites, 

but synthesis of Fe-N-C model thin films is challenging. Here we report on synthesis and 

characterization of Fe-N-C thin films produced by co-sputtering iron and carbon in a reactive 

nitrogen atmosphere onto removable glassy carbon rotating disk electrode (RDE) tips. Scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) measurements indicate that the Fe-N-C films deposited at high 

temperature are smoother than the films annealed at high temperature. ORR activity measured on 

the thin Fe-N-C films is greater for both high-temperature samples than for the room-temperature 

sample. From the analysis of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data, exposure of the films 

to high temperatures results in increased graphitization of the carbon with the Fe-N-C films, and 

increased relative amount of graphitic and hydrogenated nitrogen species. Overall, the results of 
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this study demonstrate the feasibility of a thin film model system approach for studying active sites 

in PGM-free catalysts. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

 Electrochemical energy storage and conversion devices are a cornerstone of a renewable, 

emission free energy sector. In devices such as metal-air batteries and polymer electrolyte 

membrane (PEM) fuel cells the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) taking place at the cathode plays 

a crucial role in determining the overall performance and cost of the system; similar to the oxygen 

evolution reaction (OER) in PEM electrolyzers used for hydrogen generation. Since the ORR is a 

kinetically sluggish process, a significant amount of catalyst - typically based on platinum-group-

metal (PGM) - is required, impeding the commercialization of fuel cell devices due to the 

disproportionately high cost of PGM catalysts.1 Thus, extensive efforts have been devoted to 

reducing or eliminating the use of precious metals in the past decades, and the pursuit of low-PGM 

and PGM-free catalysts has become an extensively explored research area.2–5 A class of PGM-free 

electrocatalysts for the ORR consisting of nitrogen coordinated transition metals (TM-Nx, where 

TM = Fe, Co, Ni) embedded in a porous graphitic carbon matrix, (TM-N-C), have emerged as 

promising candidates.3,6–9 Recent advances have demonstrated PGM-free Fe-N-C catalysts with 

ORR activities on par with PGM-based catalysts in acidic media.10,11 Most Fe-N-C catalysts are 

synthesized using a high temperature pyrolysis of metal, nitrogen, and carbon precursors followed 

by subsequent acid leaching of inactive metal/metal oxide species, resulting in multiple active 

functionalities and defect sites for the ORR.12–14 Significant amounts of research have been 

dedicated to optimizing the performance and improving electrochemical kinetics of PGM-free 

electrocatalysts, but the role played by various active site moieties is still not completely 

understood. 

 Improvement of PGM-free catalysts could be significantly accelerated by understanding 

which Fe-N-C active sites promote a direct 4 e- ORR mechanism vs. a stepwise 2x2 e- ORR 

pathway, but there is still significant controversy surrounding this topic in the literature. Species 

with atomically dispersed iron coordinated with nitrogen defects within a carbon network are 

typically viewed as the most active sites, however debate continues as to the relative activity of 

other species, depending on factors such as degree of coordination (Fe ligated by 2, 3, or 4 nitrogen 

atoms), location of the Fe-Nx complex in the carbon, and the electronic structure of the iron 
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atom.15–17 Identification of active Fe-Nx is further complicated due to the presence of numerous 

types of N-C species that may also contribute to ORR activity. Some investigations link ORR 

activity with pyridinic nitrogen and hydrogenated nitrogen species,18 while others attribute 

enhanced ORR activity to the presence of graphitic or quaternary nitrogen moieties.18,19 Also, some 

mechanistic studies concluded that these nitrogen species are responsible for the partial reduction 

of oxygen to hydrogen peroxide through the indirect 2x2 e− mechanism, whereas others have 

proposed the direct 4 e- reduction of oxygen to water.20,21 Yet another group of reports have 

suggested that while nitrogen defects are necessary to create an active catalyst, it is the carbon 

atom adjacent to the nitrogen defect that is the true active site.20,22  

Understanding of the catalysts which have a heterogenous structure with numerous types 

of possible defects and locations of nitrogen sites is limited by information depth and spatial 

resolution of common characterization techniques. For example, X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) of the N 1s core level has an information depth of 5-10 nm which can lead to 

significant contribution from species in the “bulk” of the catalyst powders that may be inaccessible 

for the ORR. In addition, the typical area of analysis in XPS is 0.5-5.0 mm, which means analysis 

provides information about species present over a large area and quantification provides heavily 

averaged data. Sputtered thin films are a promising model system to study ORR active sites, in 

conjunction with XPS, because of their potentially smooth and homogenous surface. Two such 

notable prior studies synthesized TM-N-C (TM= Fe or Co) thin films as model ORR 

electrocatalysts by ambient temperature magnetron sputtering followed by high temperature 

annealing in a mixed Ar/N2 atmosphere.23,24 Of particular interest is the study in which thin film 

combinatorial sample libraries of FexC1−x−yNy (0< x< 0.06, 0< y <0.5) were investigated, and the 

nitrogen and iron content of as-produced films were characterized by XPS. The films annealed at 

800 °C showed the highest ORR activity, and had the highest initial N content and highest retained 

Fe content after acid exposure. However, due to the existence of Fe in as-deposited thin films, 

carbon nanotubes were observed to grow on the surface at these high temperatures (800 -1000 °C) 

and increased the surface area to a very large extent. Therefore, conclusions about the role of 

specific ORR sites may have been convoluted with surface morphological differences due to the 

presence of nanotubes. 

The objective of this study is to explore controlled synthesis of Fe-N-C thin films with 

active surface area similar to the apparent surface area, and to correlate the kinetic ORR current 
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with the surface chemistry. As shown in Figure 3.1, sputter deposited Fe-N-C materials were 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Illustration of methods flow of this study, including co-sputtering on heated substrate 
from Fe and C targets in N plasma, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy before and after 
electrochemical measurements, and rotating disc electrode electrochemical measurements. 

 

characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to determine the morphology of as-

prepared samples, while RDE in acidic media was used to evaluate their ORR activity, and XPS 

was employed to understand chemical speciation of samples before and after RDE testing. The 

RDE results indicate that the Fe-N-C thin films processed at high temperature have higher ORR 

activity than at ambient temperature. SEM images show that heating the substrate during the 

deposition leads to smoother morphology than post-deposition annealing. XPS results demonstrate 

that sputtering methods can produce graphitic and N-containing surface species, but alongside 

remove Fe-containing species that have low stability under acidic ORR conditions. Overall, these 

results demonstrate the feasibility of thin film model system studies of ORR catalysts. Further 

improvements to maximize active site density and decrease the concentration of unstable species 

should be possible by tuning of the sputter synthesis parameters. 

 

3.3 Experimental Methods 

 Both glassy carbon flat substrates and removable glassy carbon RDE tips were placed on 

the stationary sample holder, with iron and carbon targets on either side of the deposition chamber 

at 45-degree angle with respect to the substrates (Figure 3.1). A 2-inch diameter target of carbon 
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(graphite, 0.25-inch thickness Kurt J. Lesker, 99.9% purity) and 2-inch diameter iron (0.125-inch 

thickness, Kurt J. Lesker, 99.999% purity) were sputtered using Radio Frequency (RF) power of 

90 W and 15 W respectively. Nitrogen was introduced through an RF plasma source with a power 

of 250 W. Samples were sputtered in an Ar/N2 (1:1) gas mixture with flow rate of 10 sccm for 

both Ar and N2, in a chamber with a base pressure of 1x10-6 Torr, and under process pressure of 

15 mTorr. A total deposition time of 60 mins was used in order to produce an approximate film 

thickness of 50 nm, which is similar is scale to state-of-the-art “atomically dispersed” catalysts.25,26 

Three samples were prepared, including one deposited at room temperature (RT), one deposited 

with the substrate heated to 650 °C (HT), and one deposited at room temperature and post-annealed 

at 750 °C (AN). For the AN sample, the substrate was heated to 750 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min and 

held at 750 °C for 5 mins. These temperatures are consistent with the recently published work 

reporting active site formation in this range of processing conditions.27,28 However, the use of the 

available non-removable rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) tips was not possible due to high 

temperature involved in the sample processing. 

Electrochemical studies of the magnetron sputtered thin films were performed using the 

Pine Instrument Company electrochemical analysis system in a three-electrode cell containing 0.5 

M H2SO4 electrolyte (Figure 3.1). A carbon counter-electrode and a Hg/HgSO4 reference electrode 

was used. The working electrode was a glassy carbon rotating disc electrode (RDE) with a 

geometric area of 0.1967 cm2. The Fe-N-C sputtered thin films were deposited on the RDE to 

evaluate their electrocatalytic properties. The electrolyte was first saturated with N2 for obtaining 

cyclic voltammograms (CV), first at a higher scan rate of 50 mV/s for stabilization, followed by 

slower scan rate at 5 mV/s. The gases were switched and the electrolyte was then saturated with 

O2 for obtaining Linear Scan Voltammograms (LSV). Both the CV’s and LSV’s were obtained at 

900 RPM and at 5 mV/s. The disc current densities were normalized to the geometric area of the 

glassy carbon disc electrode. All potentials (E) in the manuscript are referred to the reversible 

hydrogen electrode (RHE). The RHE potentials were confirmed by standardizing the Hg/HgSO4 

reference electrode at room temperature by immersing a platinum counter electrode into a solution 

of 0.5 M H2SO4 saturated with hydrogen and recording the voltage measurements between the 

counter and reference electrode. Following electrochemical testing, RDE tips were rinsed with 

deionized water and removed from the electrode housing for XPS analysis post-ORR testing. The 

morphology of each sample was determined using a JEOL JSM-7000F Field Emission Scanning 
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Electron Microscope (FE-SEM). Images were taken at a 15.0 kV accelerating voltage and a 

working distance of 10 mm. The concurrent energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectroscopy of the 

Fe-N-C films was complicated by the interference with the glassy C substrate. 

In order to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the as-produced and post- 

ORR thin film compositions, XPS was performed with a Kratos Axis spectrometer using a 

monochromatic Al Kα source operating at 300 W (Figure 3.1). The operating pressure was ~2 × 

10-9 Torr, and the photon energy 1486.6 eV. Survey and high-resolution spectra were acquired at 

pass energies of 160 eV and 20 eV, respectively. Samples were mounted on conductive carbon 

tape so that charge neutralization was not necessary. Typically, three spots on each sample were 

measured, and any quantification reported is an average of those values. High-resolution spectra 

were recorded for the C 1s, O 1s, N 1s, and Fe 2p. XPS data was processed (CasaXPS software) 

using a linear background subtraction for quantification of C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s, and a Shirley 

background for the Fe 2p. Peak fitting of the N 1s was performed by a least-squares method using 

a series of components with a 70% Gaussian, 30% Lorentzian line shape. The same fit was applied 

to all samples, in which the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of each component was fully 

constrained and the position was allowed to vary by only 0.1 eV.  

 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

 Physicochemical characterization in the form of top-down SEM is presented first in order 

to evaluate the morphology of the as-produced films. RDE testing for ORR activity was then 

performed to evaluate whether active sites were formed in the model films. XPS measurements, 

acquired both prior to and post RDE testing are presented in order to explain differences in ORR 

activity. 

 

3.4.1 Oxygen Reduction Reaction and Morphology 

Prior to ORR measurements, sample morphology and surface area were studied using 

SEM. Figure 3.2 displays SEM images of the three samples featured in this study. From these SEM 

images, we can see that the RT sample has a smooth surface compared to the samples deposited 

or post-annealed at high temperatures. The AN sample treated at elevated temperature 

demonstrates the presence of rather large particles (estimated 100-200 nm in size), which also 

correlates with changes in the chemical state of iron species, as discussed later in the XPS section. 
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Under the same magnification, the HT sample showed a more homogenous surface morphology 

compared to the AN sample, with estimated particle size of 30-50 nm. All the samples reported 

here are much smoother compared to previous publications of sputtered and annealed Fe-N-C thin 

films,24 which could be advantageous for model system studies with advanced characterization 

techniques. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 SEM images of each film are displayed, with images taken at the same x50k 
magnification. Samples deposited at high temperature (HT) show rougher morphology compared 
to samples deposited at room temperature (RT), but smoother morphology compared to RT-
deposited samples that have been annealed (AN). 

 

The ORR activity of Fe-N-C thin film model catalysts was evaluated using a RDE setup 

in acidic electrolyte. Figure 3.3a shows the CV results performed as a part of the stabilization 

procedure before LSV measurements for the Fe-N-C thin film model catalysts deposited on 

RDE tips. The CVs, taken in N2-saturated acidic electrolyte, show the formation of a well-

defined redox peak at 0.7 V vs. RHE which appears with increasing pyrolysis temperature. This 

peak is most defined for the AN sample, while no redox peak is observed for the RT sample.  

It has been proposed that the 0.7 eV peak is related to the pseudocapacitive behavior due 

to faradaic redox reactions of active sites in the Fe-N-C matrix.29 Other studies have attributed the 

availability or activity of the transition metal-based sites to a change in the oxidation state e.g., 

from Fe3+ to Fe2+.30 However, due to the coordination of atomically-dispersed Fe atoms with other 

moieties (e.g. pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen) the net change in oxidation state of the active sites 

is likely to have a non-integer value.31  
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Figure 3.3a further shows that the CV of the RT sample is also tilted and strongly deviates 

from a square signal, typical for samples with low electronic conductivity. Small peaks 

corresponding to the reduction and oxidation of some surface adsorbed species appear at 0.2 V 

and 0.3 V vs. RHE respectively. However, the pyrolyzed HT and AN samples have a higher 

capacitive signal, and defined redox peaks at 0.7 V vs. RHE. This suggests that thermal annealing 

not only has an effect on the formation of Fe-Nx moieties, but also leads to the formation new 

nitrogen-containing surface species that are only formed at elevated temperatures.  

 Figure 3.3b shows the LSVs obtained in O2 saturated electrolyte for the Fe-N-C thin film 

model catalysts. From the current densities obtained at 3 different potentials (0.2-0.4 V vs. 

RHE) from the LSV polarization curves in Figure 3.3b, it can be noted that the AN and HT 

samples outperform the RT sample, with the latter showing only negligible current densities. 

Moreover, the AN sample has a higher ORR onset potential, with a positive shift in potential 

by almost 150 mV compared to HT, demonstrating improvements in the ORR kinetics. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 a) Cyclic Voltammograms (CV) and b) Linear Sweep Voltammograms (LSV) of the 
thin films. The HT and AN samples show strong CV redox peaks and are active ORR catalysts, 
in contrast to the RT sample. 
 

Two additional important factors that affect the ORR performance of a catalyst are the 

number of active sites and pore structure of the catalyst layer. Corresponding performance of a 

material towards the ORR can be determined by the half wave potentials in the kinetic region. 
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However, since these thin films have a thickness of 50 nm and are deposited on a non-porous 

glassy carbon, they were not able to attain diffusion limited currents under potentials <0.65 V 

vs. RHE. As a result, evaluation of the number of transferred electrons using Kouteky-Levich 

Equation was also not possible. The lack of diffusion limited currents was also reported in other 

studies utilizing thin film model catalysts, with similar values of onset potentials in the LSV 

curves.24  

Overall, the RDE results suggest that the Fe-N-C films processed at high temperatures 

(HT, AN) are active ORR catalysts, whereas the film deposited at room temperature (RT) is not 

ORR-active (Figure 3.3b). The deposition of thin films at room temperature might form some 

Fe-N-C moieties in the RT sample, but the majority of iron species most likely exist in forms 

that are not active for ORR or stable in acidic media, as suggested from the lack of Fe2+/3+ redox 

peaks. Thus, counterintuitively the RT sample produced the lowest current densities, despite 

having the highest nitrogen abundance, determined using N1s XPS spectra as summarized in 

Table 3.1 and discussed next. This result motivates a more thorough investigation of the surface 

chemistry, and its evolution following RDE testing. 

 

3.4.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Analysis 

Quantitative compositional XPS analysis was performed on all films (both as-prepared and 

post-RDE testing), with the results summarized in Table 3.1. All values presented are an average 

of the composition of 3 unique areas of analysis. A comparison of the 3 separate areas of analysis 

is available in section 1 of the SI, and Table S3.1 and Figure S3.1 show that there is no significant 

change in composition or chemical state from area to area. Temperature used during deposition or 

during annealing step after room-temperature synthesis has a major effect on nitrogen and iron 

speciation. First, post-RDE testing, iron content decreased below the detection level of XPS for all 

three samples, suggesting that all films contain primarily unstable iron-containing species. Indeed, 

many Fe-N-C synthetic schemes include acid leaching steps in order to remove inactive iron.14 In 

the case of the films reported here, this step was performed in situ during electrochemical 

conditioning prior to collecting CVs and LSVs. Second, there is quite a large loss of nitrogen in 

the as-prepared HT and AN films relative to the RT film, accompanied by an increase in oxygen 

content. In contrast, post-RDE the trend in relative nitrogen content is reversed compared to the 

as-produced films – the RT film has the smallest amount of nitrogen, while the two films exposed 
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to higher temperature show a higher nitrogen amount. This suggests that HT and AN films contain 

the most stable nitrogen species, despite having less nitrogen in the as-deposited films. However, 

we note that comparing relative compositional changes before and after ORR testing is convoluted 

with the decrease in iron content. While the decrease in iron content explains in part the changes 

in nitrogen film composition after ORR testing, the dramatic change seen when comparing the 

trend in nitrogen amount before and after ORR testing cannot be fully attributed solely to iron 

species dissolution.  

 

Table 3.1 XPS compositional analysis of the films pre and post RDE testing. The Fe content is 
below the detection limit post-RDE testing. Pre-RDE testing the N content is higher for RT 
compared to HT and AN, but this trend is reversed post-RDE testing. 
 

Thin Film 

Samples 

XPS:  Pre-RDE Testing (at. %) XPS: Post-RDE Testing (at. %) 

C 1s O 1s N 1s Fe C 1s O 1s N 

1s 

Fe 

RT 52.8 25.8 18.4 3.0 82.9 15.0 2.2 <0.1 

HT 61.7 29.3 3.4 5.6 68.3 25.6 6.1 <0.1 

AN 62.2 31.6 2.4 3.8 56.8 33.6 9.6 <0.1 

 

 To get a deeper understanding of the surface chemistry of the studied Fe-N-C thin films, 

high-resolution XPS of each core level is analyzed pre and post RDE testing to identify possible 

trends in the active species present in the films. The N 1s is analyzed in detail through curve fitting 

(Figure 3.4), for which the development of the N 1s fit and assignment to chemical species is based 

upon the literature and on our previous experience fitting N 1s spectra.16,17,32–34 A discussion of 

the rationale for the assignment of components to chemical species, and a table of fitting 

parameters is presented in Table S3.2,  while a complete analysis of all other core levels (Fe 2p, O 

1s, and C 1s) and a full discussion of the trends in surface chemistry with preparation conditions 

is found in Figure S3.2. 
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Figure 3.4 Representative curve fit, background-subtracted N 1s spectra are shown for all samples 
as-prepared. The RT samples show N in multiple species in C matrix, whereas for HT samples Fe-
N species appear, and for AN samples concentration of graphitic N is increased. 
 

According to our XPS analysis, nitrogen in the RT sample primarily exists in form of N-C 

species that are common for nitrogen present in a carbon framework, with additional possible 

contributions from FeNx complexes. The majority of iron is found in oxide form, with the carbon 

also showing some oxidation. In the HT sample, iron nitride species are formed, in addition to the 

same N-C, FeNx, and iron oxide species present in RT. Additionally, more graphitization of the 
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carbon matrix was observed in HT sample due to the high temperature deposition (Figure s3.2c). 

The composition of the AN sample presents an intermediate case relative to the RT and HT 

samples, with fewer iron nitrides, an intermediate amount of N-C and FeNx species, and the highest 

relative amount of graphitic nitrogen, as well as hydrogenated nitrogen, amongst the three samples.  

The increase in graphitization observed for the HT and AN samples has significant 

implications towards ORR performance, as the nitrogen defects that are stabilized within a 

graphitic carbon network are more likely to be active and stable than nitrogen species in a more 

disordered carbon. Additionally, this likely explains the increased electronic conductivity observed 

for HT and AN samples, deduced from Figure 3.3a. From the combination of the XPS analysis 

and RDE testing, it is possible to conclude that all three samples in as-prepared state contain 

species that have been attributed to ORR activity – pyridinic nitrogen, Fe-Nx complexes, 

hydrogenated nitrogen (in-plane and edge conformation), and graphitic nitrogen, all in different 

proportions.  

The results of XPS analysis post-RDE testing are shown for the N 1s in Figure 3.5 and the 

analysis results are summarized in Table 3.1. Due to the significant changes in relative N amount, 

we normalized data to the total N 1s area in Figure 3.5, so that relative comparisons can be made. 

As expected from exposure to H2SO4 electrolyte, all metallic iron, iron oxide, and iron nitride 

species are removed post RDE. Any possible Fe species remaining are below the detectable limit 

of the XPS instrument (<0.1 at. %), as shown in Table 3.1. In addition, significant changes were 

observed in N amount, with the HT and AN samples showing higher N concentration than the RT 

sample. All samples also show a significant shift in N 1s signal from lower BE to higher BE post-

RDE testing. The position of the N 1s core level for HT and AN is in good agreement with 

protonated nitrogen species, and graphitic nitrogen, while the RT sample also shows the formation 

of a significant shoulder at this position not present in the as-produced film.35 This increase in high 

BE signal in post-RDE testing N 1s spectra for RT films is accompanied by a corresponding loss 

in lower BE signal, suggesting the protonation of an electron-rich species, likely pyridine, is 

responsible for the shift in BE.  
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Figure 3.5 Overlays of representative background subtracted, area normalized N 1s spectra 
collected before and after RDE testing. For all samples, a significant shift to higher binding energy 
is observed after RDE testing. Since spectra are normalized to the total peak area to account for 
differences in N amount, at. % of N values from Table 3.1 are presented. 

 

A complete analysis of compositional changes and XPS core level plots for the O 1s and 

C 1s can be found in Figure S3.3. All 3 samples have their primary C 1s peak between 284.4 and 

284.7 eV, indicating a high amount of graphitic carbon, and suggesting that graphitic species are 

the most stable carbon species under ORR conditions, as expected. The HT and AN samples show 

a strong secondary peak at 286.1 -286.3 eV, that can be attributed to C-O, C-N species, or both. 
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An increase in oxidation of the carbon matrix, indicated by O 1s spectra, could be due to the 

generation of a peroxide intermediate during the stepwise 2x2 e- pathway of the ORR.21,36,37 This 

feature therefore can be assigned to either oxidized carbon species due to the production of 

peroxide, or stabilized nitrogen defects within the carbon matrix. ORR activity trends with the 

relative intensity of this component, increasing from RT to HT samples and having a maximum 

value for AN sample. Additionally, the trend in relative abundance of this species post-RDE testing 

with relative nitrogen amount remaining in the film suggests that the stabilization of nitrogen-

based defects within a graphitic carbon network during high temperature processing may result in 

available ORR active sites, most likely either graphitic nitrogen, hydrogenated nitrogen, or FeNx 

complexes. 

 

3.4.3 Correlation of ORR and XPS Results 

The XPS and ORR results presented above indicate that the ORR active Fe-Nx and N-C 

moieties most likely are stabilized during high temperature growth, or upon annealing of Fe-N-

C precursors deposited at RT. In these Fe-N-C precursors prepared by room temperature 

deposition, on the other hand, the elements most likely exist in mixed iron oxide and disordered 

N-C forms. XPS characterization also shows that high temperature exposure increased the 

relative abundances of graphitic-N and hydrogenated-N moieties in the annealed HT and AN 

samples. However, the HT sample still has a higher relative concentration of inactive Fe-oxides 

or Fe-nitrides, whereas the AN sample has the highest relative abundance of graphitic and 

hydrogenated-N moieties. Thus, while higher current densities and onset potentials obtained for 

HT and AN (Figure 3.3), correlate with the highest relative abundance of graphitic and 

hydrogenated nitrogen species (Figure 3.4), changes in chemical composition (Figure 3.5) and 

surface morphology (Figure 3.2) may be still influencing this correlation. 

The correlation between the ORR activity (represented by current density at certain 

voltage) and the concentration of different N-containing surface chemical species both pre RDE 

and post RDE testing is summarized in Table 3.2. Since a multitude of specific nitrogen and 

carbon moieties (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5) with different concentrations (Table 3.1 and Table 

s3.2) was shown to form depending on the processing temperature and other conditions, Table 

3.2 lists only several parameters which trend with the ORR activity (Figure 3.3). The ORR 

activity in Table 3.2 is represented by the current densities obtained from RDE measurements 
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at several different voltages, due to thin film geometry of the experiment. As shown in Table 

3.2, the ORR activity increases as the fraction of the graphitized species in N 1s peak in pre-

RDE measurement increases, and as the relative amount of N in post-RDE measurement 

increases. We stress that based on the data available in this paper, the relationship of these 

species with the ORR activity presented in Table 3.2 is correlative and not necessarily causal. 

Further experiments would be necessary to provide definitive, qualitative and quantitative 

information about the effect of various species and their concentrations on the ORR taking place 

in acidic media. 

 

Table 3.2 XPS parameters found to trend with the current densities at 0.2 V, 0.3 V and 0.4 V of 
RT, HT and AN samples from RDE measurements. Relative contribution to the N 1s fit of the 
as-prepared films for three components (graphitic, and both in-plane and edge conformation 
hydrogenated-N) are summed, and displayed along with post-RDE N content (at.%).  
 

Thin Film 

Samples 

XPS: Pre-RDE 

Testing 

XPS: Post-

RDE Testing 

ORR Current Density, J 

(mA/cm2) 

% of all graphitized 

species in N 1s 

peak 

N Relative 

Amount (at.%) 0.4 V 0.3 V 0.2 V 

RT 9.4 2.2 -0.009 -0.005 -0.007 

HT 16.3 6.1 -0.030 -0.103 -0.214 

AN 35.8 9.6 -0.142 -0.362 -0.600 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

 This study presents synthesis-structure-property correlations of chemical moieties present 

in sputtered Fe-N-C thin films as model systems for the ORR catalysts in acidic electrolytes. A set 

of model Fe-N-C ORR catalyst films was produced by co-sputtering iron and carbon onto glassy 

carbon substrates in a reactive nitrogen atmosphere at three different conditions – room 

temperature (RT) deposition, 650 °C deposition (HT), and RT deposition followed by a 750 °C 

anneal in nitrogen (AN). Deposition of each film onto a removable glassy carbon RDE tip enabled 

electrochemical testing through CV and LSV techniques to evaluate ORR activity. 

Characterization was performed by SEM to evaluate the sample morphology, while the relative 
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abundances of various nitrogen species in the Fe-N-C thin films were evaluated with XPS, which 

was performed both pre RDE and post RDE tests. These results were correlated with the ORR 

activity. 

SEM results indicate that depositions at elevated temperature (HT sample) can produce 

smoother films than the room-temperature deposition (RT sample) followed by the annealing (AN 

sample). XPS analysis results showed that a set of Fe-N-C materials with varying concentrations 

and speciation of iron, nitrogen, and carbon were produced at different processing conditions (i.e. 

RT, HT, AN). In particular, the types and the concentrations of the nitrogen moieties - graphitic-

N, FeNx complexes, hydrogenated-N (representing both pyrrolic nitrogen and hydrogenated 

pyridine), and pyridinic-N - varied considerably, with some of these species correlating with ORR 

activity. Specifically, the improvement in ORR activity of the Fe-N-C thin films correlates with 

an increase in graphitic and hydrogenated-N moieties in the as-synthesized thin films. Moreover, 

high temperatures result in the formation of iron nitrides and possibly Fe-Nx active sites, along 

with graphitization of the carbon within the film.  

ORR testing followed by XPS measurements showed that the remaining nitrogen 

concentration in the films increases for samples exposed to elevated temperatures. The changes in 

the film composition post-RDE testing are primarily due to protonation of pyridinic nitrogen 

species under ORR conditions, while all iron containing species are leached out of the film due to 

their low stability in acidic environment. From the comparison of the ORR and XPS results, we 

conclude that high temperature processing that promotes graphitization of the Fe-N-C films is 

necessary to produce and/or stabilize active ORR sites accessible for catalysis.  

Overall, this study offers a method for synthesis of model samples with more complex 

chemistries and smoother morphology that are typically reported. This method may assist in 

elucidating the role of active site moieties in Fe-N-C thin films, contributing to development of 

non-PGM catalysts for ORR in PEM fuel cells, and for OER in PEM electrolyzers in the future. 

However, further optimization of the sputtering technique would be necessary to quantitatively 

correlate the active sites and catalytic activity, and to progress towards derivation of causal 

relationships between them. 
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3.7 Supplementary Data 

 The supplementary data and discussion feature a comprehensive and thorough presentation 

of all compositional changes discernable through XPS measurements. Additionally, the rationale 

for developing a curve-fit of the N 1s is presented, along with all other necessary supplemental 

information necessary to fully present the XPS measurements.  

 

3.7.1. Spatial Homogeneity of Films Measured by XPS  

 To account for possible film heterogeneity, XPS was performed on 3 different areas of the 

sample. Table S3.1 shows the individual composition for each area of analysis. Our results indicate 

that there are no significant variations between each area of analysis, while some slight differences 

are seen that would not change the trends present in the average values. These small differences 

may be related to quantitation of XPS data which is relative in nature (all compositions add up to 

unity), and therefore is subject to variation based on several factors other than sample 

heterogeneity. These factors include varying degrees of contamination due to adsorbed gases, 

adventitious carbon, and other common atmospheric contaminants that primarily impact the C 1s 

and O 1s signals. However, the relative quantitation process will cause any differences in the C 1s 

and O 1s signals also impact deduced compositions for other elements of interest, in this case the 

Fe 2p and N 1s results. Therefore, it is also valuable to evaluate any changes in the spectral features 

of the elements of interest, to determine spatial homogeneity of the sample’s chemical state. Figure 

S3.1 shows the Fe 2p region for each of the 3 areas of analysis for all 3 samples. Essentially no 

change in chemical state of the Fe is seen, confirming the spatial homogeneity of these samples.  
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Table S3.1 XPS compositional analysis of 3 unique areas of analysis for each film (pre-RDE 
testing) are displayed to highlight the spatial homogeneity of the films. 
 

 

 

 

Figure S3.1 Background subtracted, peak max normalized Fe 2p spectra are shown overlaid for 
each sample at each area of analysis, showing no change in chemical state at different areas of 
analysis. 
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3.7.2 Development of N 1s Peak Fit 

All components were constrained to a 0.1 eV range in position, with a set value for FWHM 

to ensure a consistent fit. The FWHM must be constrained to ensure a narrow peak – 1.0 eV is 

used in the case when only one type of species are likely to contribute at that binding energy, while 

broader peaks (1.3 - 1.5 eV) are used when a component cannot be assigned to a single species. 

Fitting parameters and relative abundance of each component can be found in Table S1. 

Assignment of components to physical species is based upon a combination of prior experience 

working with organic nitrogen species and other metal nitrides, along with survey of the literature 

(citations in text at first mention of Figure 3.3). The two lowest BE components are assigned to 

iron nitrides of differing stoichiometry, with the lowest BE species likely to be a more nitridic 

species, and the higher BE component likely to be a more Fe rich stoichiometry. A variety of 

species rich in nitrogen such as inorganic carbon-nitride, N clusters, triazines, and imines can 

contribute to the peak centered at 398.0 eV. Pyridine is assigned to the component at 398.7 - 398.8 

eV. Several species are possible for the peak at 399.5 - 399.6 eV, with amines and Fe-coordinated 

to organic N complexes contributing to this component. Two overlapping species make up the 

peak at 400.6 - 400.7 eV; pyrrolic nitrogen and hydrogenated pyridine present in an in-plane 

conformation. Graphitic nitrogen species, which can be classified as ordered/disordered depending 

on the presence of other defects which perturb the electronic structure of the graphitic nitrogen 

atom, are assigned to the broad peak at 401.8 - 401.9 eV. The final component at 403.5 – 403.6 

eV is assigned to edge-conformation hydrogenated nitrogen, although it should be noted that 

oxidized organic-nitrogen species such as pyridine oxide and amide species can contribute at this 

and higher binding energies. 
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Table S3.2 Fitting parameters (BE, FWHM, and relative percentage of the fit) of the N 1s are 
displayed for all components of all as-prepared samples. Components that are not present in a 
sample are denoted with an X in the BE column. 
 

 

3.7.3 XPS of As-Prepared Fe-N-C Films 

 Compositional analysis of XP spectra for the Fe 2p, O 1s, and C 1s are shown in Figure 

S3.2. The RT sample shows features of mixed iron oxides, and oxidized carbon species, while the 

HT sample has additional feature of iron nitrides and likely metallic Fe. The Fe 2p3/2 region in 

Figure S3.2a has an additional feature not present in the RT sample, a small low BE shoulder. This 

reduced state present at 706.9 eV is most likely metallic Fe, which has been assigned to a range of 

values between 706.5 and 707 eV.38,39 It is possible that iron nitride contributes to this feature, 

however it is more likely to appear at a BE between that of metallic iron and iron oxide, as 

coordination with nitrogen is likely to result in an iron species with less electron density than that 

in a metallic structure, but more than that of iron in an oxide. Indeed, at slightly higher BE values 

than that attributed to metallic iron, there is a slight asymmetric broadening to lower BE that is 

present in the Fe 2p3/2 at 707-708 eV not observed in the RT sample, which can be attributed to 

the formation of an iron rich nitride phase.40 The increase in relative O and decrease in relative N 

content reported in Table 3.1 can be explained by the changes in O 1s and C 1s peak shapes relative 

to the RT sample as shown in Figure S3.2b and Figure S3.2c. The O 1s peak max is at 530.0 eV, 

showing that oxygen present in iron oxide(s) is now the dominant oxygen species. The C 1s shows 

less signal from 285 - 288 eV, which is the result of less oxidation and nitridation of carbon. What 
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is also worth noting is the shift in the C 1s peak max from 284.8 eV to 284.5 eV, which indicates 

an increased graphitization of the carbon matrix.41,42 This corroborates the results from Table 3.1, 

as an increase in carbon content relative to the total amount of oxygen and nitrogen is expected 

when comparing a graphitic system (HT) to a more disordered, defected system (RT).  

 

 

 

Figure S3.2 Background subtracted, peak max normalized spectra are shown overlaid for each 
sample for the relevant core levels – a) Fe 2p, b) O 1s, c) C 1s. 

 

With respect to nitride formation, the composition of AN sample presents an intermediate 

case relative to the RT and HT samples. Nitrogen is present primarily as organic functionalities, 

with the highest relative amount of graphitic nitrogen, as well as hydrogenated nitrogen, among 

the three samples. While some nitrides are formed, it is at a much lower concentration than the HT 

sample. Despite this, the Fe 2p3/2 feature at 706.9 eV has a similar relative intensity as the HT 

sample, further indicating that this feature is likely due to the presence of a small amount of 

metallic iron. This feature is better resolved from the slight broadening at 707 - 708 eV than in the 

HT, consistent with the N 1s results that suggest some nitride is present in the AN sample, but at 

a lower amount than in the HT. The O 1s and the C 1s for the AN sample are very similar to that 

of the HT sample, with the only significant difference present in the relative contribution of iron 

oxide(s) and oxidized carbon to the O 1s – the AN sample has a more significant contribution from 

oxidized carbon.  
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3.7.4 XPS Post-RDE Testing 

 O 1s and C 1s core levels are plotted overlaid for each sample in Figure S3.3. The loss of 

nitride species is observable from the N 1s, while the loss of oxides is confirmed in the O 1s (Figure 

S3.3a) for all samples, as there is little to no signal from 529-530 eV. Within the N 1s, the RT 

sample has slightly different characteristics than the two films processed at higher temperatures. 

All samples show a significant shift in N 1s signal from lower BE to higher BE. It is possible that 

some of the signal loss is due to delamination or dissolution during testing, particularly in the case 

of the RT sample where the relative nitrogen amount decreased significantly post testing. The 

relative increase in nitrogen amount for the HT and AN samples, likely due in part to the loss of 

iron oxide species, indicates that a process other than delamination/dissolution is responsible for 

the changes in the N 1s features of these samples post RDE testing. Further insights into material 

changes and possible stable active sites can be obtained by examining the changes in peak shape 

for each sample.  

 

 

Figure S3.3. Background subtracted, peak max normalized spectra collected on RDE tips post-
ORR testing are shown overlaid for each sample for the relevant core levels – a) O 1s, and b) C 1s 
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 The position of the N 1s peak maximum is at 399.8 eV for the RT sample, while HT and 

AN have values that are shifted to higher BE - 401.5 and 401.7 eV, respectively. For the RT 

sample, this value corresponds closest to FeNx complexes, and hydrogenated nitrogen species. The 

position for HT and AN is in good agreement with protonated nitrogen species, and graphitic 

nitrogen, while the RT sample also shows the formation of a significant shoulder at this position 

not present in the as-produced film.35 This increase in high BE signal in post-ORR in N 1s spectra 

is accompanied by a corresponding loss in lower BE signal, suggesting the protonation of an 

electron-rich species is responsible for the shift in BE. Indeed, it has been previously shown that 

pyridinic nitrogen is readily protonated under the conditions necessary for the ORR in acidic 

media.35,37 A small amount of signal remains at 398-399 eV, indicating that some pyridinic 

nitrogen remains in the film post-ORR testing, however it is likely in the depth of the film where 

it would not be accessible to the corrosive electrolyte and therefore is not protonated. Signal 

remains at the position of each other possible active species post-ORR testing, however the overlap 

between protonated and graphitic nitrogen prevents accurate comparisons of the relative 

abundance of each species.  

 Analysis of the C 1s (Figure S3.3b) further confirms the nature of the differences seen in 

N 1s changes among the 3 samples post-ORR testing. All 3 samples have their primary peak 

between 284.4 and 284.7 eV, indicating a high amount of graphitic carbon, and suggesting that 

graphitic species are the most stable carbon species under ORR conditions. This also explains the 

dramatic change in nitrogen amount for the RT sample – the majority of its nitrogen species were 

likely formed in disordered carbon that was not stable during ORR testing. It is possible that the 

shift to lower BE observed for RT is due in part to a higher contribution from the glassy carbon 

substrate if a significant amount of the film dissolved or delaminated. Within the post-ORR C 1s, 

there is also a feature of note from 286.1 - 286.3 eV, which appears as a shoulder in the case of the 

RT sample, and a more well resolved peak for the two high temperature samples. Several species 

are possible at this BE, including C-O-C and C-OH species, as well as nitrogen defects in graphitic 

carbon.43 The possible contributions of C-O-C and C-OH species, and the very small shifts in C 

1s position of the different nitrogen defects prevent this feature from being unequivocally assigned 

to any one Nx or C-O species.  
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CHAPTER 4 

CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPLEX INTERACTIONS AT THE GAS-SOLID 
INTERFACE WITH IN SITU SPECTROSCOPY: THE CASE OF NITROGEN-

FUNCTIONALIZED CARBON 
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4.1 Abstract 

 Interactions at the gas-solid interface drive physicochemical processes in many energy and 

environmental applications, however the challenges associated with characterization and 

development of these dynamic interactions in complex systems limit progress in developing 

effective materials. Therefore, structure-property-performance correlations greatly depend on the 

development of advanced techniques and analysis methods for the investigation of gas-solid 

interactions. In this work, adsorption behavior of O2 and humidified O2 on nitrogen-functionalized 

carbon (N-C) materials was investigated to provide a better understanding of the role of nitrogen 

species in the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). N-C materials were produced by solvothermal 

synthesis and N-ion implantation, resulting in a set of materials with varied nitrogen amount and 

speciation in carbon matrices with different morphologies. Adsorption behavior of the N-C 

samples was characterized by in situ diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy 

(DRIFTS) and ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS) experiments. A new 
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analysis method for the interpretation of AP-XPS data was developed, allowing both the 

determination of overall adsorption behavior of each N-C material and identification of which 

nitrogen species were responsible for adsorption. The complementary information provided by in 

situ DRIFTS and AP-XPS indicates that O2 adsorption primarily takes place on either electron-

rich nitrogen species like pyridine, hydrogenated nitrogen species, or graphitic nitrogen. 

Adsorption of O2 and H2O occurs competitively on solvothermally prepared N-Cs, while 

adsorption of H2O and O2 occurs at different sites on N-ion implanted N-Cs, highlighting the 

importance of tuning the composition of N-C materials to promote the most efficient ORR 

pathway. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

 The demand for advanced materials with controlled, unique properties is evergrowing as 

the complexity of novel devices and systems increases to meet societal challenges. Designing 

improved materials for applications such as heterogenous catalysis, gas storage in energy and 

environmental fields, adsorbents, and fuel cell and air battery electrode materials relies heavily on 

knowledge of surface properties, which largely depend on surface chemical speciation.1–4 

Interactions at the gas-solid interface are the foundation of many processes involved in these 

applications. However, these interfaces are often very complex and the interactions are challenging 

to observe and interpret, further slowing progress in material development.5–7  

 Common techniques to quantify elemental speciation, correlate material properties to 

synthetic variables, and develop synthesis-property-performance relationships include, but are not 

limited to: transmission and scanning transmission electron microscopies (TEM and STEM), 

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Techniques such as these typically require high or ultra-

high vacuum (UHV), or are bulk measurements, making interactions between solids and gaseous 

species inaccessible under usual conditions. Utilizing in situ/in operando characterization through 

surface sensitive techniques like ambient pressure XPS (AP-XPS) and diffuse reflectance infrared 

Fourier-transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) enables multi-modal study of gas-solid interactions. 

AP-XPS and DRIFTS have been used to monitor surface changes, track adsorption behavior, and 

identify reactive intermediates in various material systems.8,9,18,10–17 Complementary information 

obtained through AP-XPS and DRIFTS mitigate the drawbacks of the base techniques; the extreme 
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surface sensitivity of DRIFTS balances the 1-10 nm information depth in AP-XPS, while the 

ability to quantify AP-XPS data and the breadth of different bonding types and chemical state 

information available from AP-XPS compensates for corresponding weaknesses in DRIFTS.7,19 

These are of particular value when investigating complex material systems and processes common 

to energy applications where corroborative multi-technique studies are needed.20–22 

 Carbon based materials – from commonly used high surface area carbons such as carbon 

black to more novel nanostructures such as carbon nanotubes and graphene – are at the forefront 

of materials development for energy and environmental applications.4,23–26 Nanostructured carbons 

are promising due to the breadth of carbon allotropes, as well as the ability to tune the physical, 

chemical, and electronic properties through modifications of their composition, structure, and 

morphology. The applicability of carbon-based materials is expanded when considering carbon 

materials functionalized with various heteroatoms such as nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorous, and 

others.27–29 In the case of nitrogen, which is very close in size to carbon and has one more electron, 

it is possible to control electronic properties without significant structural modification to the 

carbon matrix being functionalized.29 Various methods that have been employed to incorporate 

nitrogen into carbon can generally be categorized into two groups: direct-incorporation (chemical 

synthesis of carbon structure including nitrogen-containing precursors) and post-treatment (such 

as ammonia treatment or physical modification via implantation).28–31 The inability of either 

synthetic route to produce single nitrogen functionalities and the diversity of functionalization 

approaches used across the literature results in the vast library of nitrogen species observed in the 

field. Such heterogeneity makes the characterization of the role of different nitrogen species 

present in nitrogen-functionalized-carbon (N-C) materials in various processes very 

challenging.28,29,32 

 A case of particular interest is the use of N-C materials in polymer electrolyte membrane 

fuel cells (PEMFCs), where they can act either as a support or an active component of the catalyst 

in the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the cathode.33–36 Replacing unmodified carbon supports 

with N-Cs has shown increased activity and durability of catalysts based on nanoparticles of 

platinum-group metals (PGMs), as well as PGM-free alternatives.30,37,38 Both N-C and transition 

metal-N-C (M-N-C) materials have been studied as PGM-free catalysts, where certain nitrogen 

species are considered to be active for the ORR.3,39 In the field of PEMFCs, development of these 

PGM-free catalysts is crucial in order to meet the goal of drastic reduction in the amount of PGMs 
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used in these devices.2 Use of N-C materials may reduce reliance on PGMs by stabilizing PGM 

catalysts and/or as a component of PGM-free N-C and M-N-C catalysts, although both systems 

lack definitive understanding of the role that different nitrogen and nitrogen-metal species play in 

the ORR.2,3,39 The literature suggests that multiple pathways are possible for the ORR on N-C and 

M-N-C based electrocatalysts, featuring either a direct 4 electron transfer, or an indirect 2 x 2 

electron transfer that may involve a hydrogen peroxide intermediate.40,41 Since hydrogen peroxide 

is corrosive to PEMFC hardware, it is critical to understand which species are responsible for 

which pathway so that those promoting the desirable pathways can be maximized.42 However, 

since incorporation of nitrogen into high surface area carbons typically results in very 

heterogeneous materials with nitrogen present in a variety of functionalities and environments, it 

is difficult to isolate and assign activity/selectivity to the multitude of nitrogen species. This puzzle 

is made more complex in the case of generally more active M-N-C catalysts where both metal-

nitrogen complexes and nitrogen species may contribute to the ORR. Therefore, it is key to 

understand the role of nitrogen species both for the goal of developing more active N-C and M-N-

C catalysts, and towards isolating the contributions of metal-nitrogen species in M-N-C catalysts. 

 An approach to elucidating the role of particular nitrogen species in the ORR is to develop 

model N-C materials with controlled surface features and to subsequently conduct fundamental 

mechanistic studies, often complemented by theoretical simulations. Typical model systems thus 

far have featured ordered carbons such as highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), graphene, 

and carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Studies of HOPG materials where nitrogen was incorporated 

through N-ion implantation, while demonstrating a variety of nitrogen species, primarily indicated 

a correlation between pyridinic nitrogen and ORR activity.38,41 Several experimental and density 

functional theory (DFT) studies on ORR mechanisms of N-doped graphene and N-CNTs have 

proposed that activity may be due to pyridinic nitrogen, graphitic nitrogen, or both species, with 

either the nitrogen atom or an adjacent carbon atom as active.40,43–46 Additional work on N-CNTs 

suggests that different nitrogen species may support different steps of the ORR mechanism, 

indicating that the presence of multiple nitrogen moieties may be beneficial for ORR activity by 

enabling different reaction pathways.47–49 While studies of model N-C materials and theoretical 

work have enhanced the understanding of the role of specific nitrogen species in certain material 

systems, there is still no consensus on the respective contributions of each nitrogen species towards 

the possible steps of the ORR.  
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 Of particular importance is the first step of the ORR that involves adsorption of O2 to a 

potentially active site. Therefore, this work focuses on identifying adsorption behavior of O2 on 

N-doped carbons with different composition and morphology. To this end, a set of N-C materials 

with different surface properties was prepared by two methods: direct-incorporation (solvothermal 

synthesis resulting in size-controlled spheres) and post-treatment (N-ion implantation of carbon 

black and graphitic nanoplatelets).38,50 All materials were characterized at UHV with STEM-EDS 

and laboratory source UHV-XPS to understand their composition and morphology. DRIFTS 

experiments in O2 were conducted to confirm the adsorption of O2 on the N-C samples and to 

complement the AP-XPS studies. AP-XPS studies were carried out at beamline 9.3.2 of the 

Advanced Light Source (ALS) synchrotron user facility at Lawrence Berkeley National 

Laboratory (LBNL), using lower photon energy (630 eV) at UHV and in O2 with and without 

humidification.51 Reduced photon energy provides more surface sensitive measurements and 

permits subsequent analysis of subtle changes in the N 1s and O 1s spectra, enabling this work to 

shed light on the O2 binding behavior of various nitrogen species.  

 

4.3 Experimental 

 A description of all experimental techniques used is included as follows. This features 

synthetic approaches and materials used, as well as sources of the materials. Additionally, 

procedures for performing physicochemical characterization are presented, including some details 

on AP-XPS data processing and analysis. 

 

4.3.1 Solvothermal Synthesis 

The preparation of nitrogen functionalized carbon spheres (N-Csph) was adapted from a 

previously reported solvothermal synthesis.50 An aqueous alcohol solution was prepared from 

320 mL of deionized (DI) H2O (18.2 MΩ) and 128 mL of ethanol (Pharmco-Aaper, 200 proof 

absolute anhydrous) in in a 1 L high density polyethylene (HDPE) screwcap bottle while stirring 

at 300 RPM. 3.2 g of resorcinol (Sigma Aldrich, >99%), 6.0 mL of ethylenediamine (EDA; 

Sigma Aldrich, >99.5%), and 4.8 mL of formaldehyde (Alfa Aesar, 37 wt%) were added, while 

stirring continued for 24 hours. Solvothermal conditions were then achieved by sealing the bottle 

with DuraFilmTM and heating at 100 °C for 24 hours, after which the sealed bottle was cooled 

under running water. Polymerized spheres (PS) were isolated by centrifugation of the reaction 
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mixture at 9000 RPM (9327 g) in a Marathon 22kbr centrifuge for 20 minutes, followed by 

aspiration of excess solution. The PS were then re-dispersed in ethanol, transferred into quartz 

boats, and air-dried at 70 °C for 12 hours to drive off the ethanol. PS were then pulverized into a 

fine powder via mortar and pestle to ensure uniform treatment during pyrolization. Pyrolysis of 

PS was accomplished via thermal treatment at variable temperatures under N2 flowing at 100 

sccm. A quartz boat containing PS was heated at 2 °C/min to 350 °C, dwelled for 4 hours, then 

heated at 5 °C/min to either 600, 700, or 900 °C, where it dwelled for 2 hours before cooling to 

room temperature. 

 

4.3.2 Nitrogen Implantation 

 Nitrogen functionalization of two commercially available carbons, a carbon black (Vulcan 

XC-72R, Cabot Corp.) and graphitic nanoplatelets (GnP, Nanesa Inc.), was performed through ion 

implantation as previously reported.38,52 Approximately 500 mg of the carbon sample was placed 

in a rotating holder in the implantation chamber, which was evacuated to a base pressure of 5 x 

10-6 Torr. The chamber was then refilled with pure N2 to an operating pressure of ~1 x 10-3 Torr. 

A 3 cm DC ion source (Veeco) was operated at a 13 mA beam current, 55 V discharge potential, 

and 100 V accelerator potential for 1 hour while rotating the sample at 30 rpm to produce N-Vulcan 

or N-GnP. 

 

4.3.3 STEM-EDS 

 STEM-EDS was conducted using an FEI Talos F200X operated at 200 kV. Samples were 

prepared by brushing Cu grids with holey C support films through the powders. Elemental EDS 

maps at various magnifications were acquired for up to 11 min per area, and data was both 

collected and processed by standard methods using Bruker ESPIRIT software. 

 

4.3.4 Quantitative XPS 

 Laboratory-based UHV-XPS was performed with a Kratos AXIS Nova photoelectron 

spectrometer using a monochromatic Al Kα source operating at 300 W (1486.6 eV). The operating 

pressure was 2 x 10-9 Torr. Survey and high-resolution spectra were acquired at pass energies of 

160 eV and 20 eV, respectively. High resolution spectra were recorded for the C 1s, O 1s, and N 

1s core levels for all N-C materials. XPS data was processed using Casa XPS software. A linear 
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background subtraction was used for the quantification of C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s regions. Elemental 

concentrations obtained from peak areas of high-resolution spectra of each element were used to 

evaluate surface composition. All spectra were charge referenced by adjusting the C 1s region to 

284.5 eV, which is the average value obtained from the measurement of 3 spots on each sample 

mounted on conducting carbon tape.  

 

4.3.5 DRIFTS 

 In situ DRIFTS was conducted using a Thermo Nicolet 4700 IR spectrometer fitted with a 

liquid nitrogen cooled MCT detector and Harrick Scientific Praying Mantis DRIFTS accessory 

with ZnSe windows. Spectra were collected as an accumulation of 1020 scans over a range of 4000 

– 600 cm-1 at a resolution of 4 cm-1. Each sample was heated to 150 °C at 10 °C per minute and 

held for 1 hour, then allowed to cool to 60 °C while maintaining high vacuum. A background 

spectrum was taken at 60 °C and used for subsequent spectra after oxygen introduction. The 

DRIFTS chamber was pressurized with approximately 1 Torr of oxygen and IR data was collected 

under static oxygen pressure. 

 

4.3.6 AP-XPS 

 Reduced photon energy UHV and AP-XPS was performed at beamline 9.3.2 at the ALS 

synchrotron user facility at LBNL.51 Samples were dispersed in isopropyl alcohol and drop-cast 

onto conducting gas-diffusion-electrode carbon paper. All samples were first measured at ambient 

temperature under UHV (<1 x 10-8 Torr). High resolution C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s spectra were 

collected with a photon energy of 630 eV and pass energy of 100 eV, excluding the N 1s, which 

had a pass energy of 50 eV. The same measurement settings were used to acquire data during in 

situ conditions (100 mTorr O2 or 200 mTorr 1:1 O2:H2O dosed sequentially) at a temperature of 

60 °C. In situ measurements were performed on the same area of analysis with the same focal 

distance as the initial UHV measurements. Deconvolution of N 1s and O 1s spectra was performed 

by a least-squares method using a series of components with a 70% Gaussian, 30% Lorentzian line 

shape. For spectral subtraction, background-subtracted spectra were normalized by area before 

subtraction to account for differences in signal.  
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4.4 Results and Discussion 

 A set of five N-C materials were prepared with systematically varied nitrogen amounts and 

speciation, introduced into the carbon either through chemical or physical methods. It is well 

documented that changing pyrolysis temperature can control both the amount and distribution of 

nitrogen functionalities incorporated in carbon-based materials.28,29,50,53  Therefore, N-Csph 

synthesized here using a solvothermal treatment were pyrolyzed at 600, 700, and 900 °C. Physical 

routes such as nitrogen ion implantation are also known to produce a wide range of functionalities,  

with implantation parameters affecting the amount and speciation of incorporated nitrogen.32,38,41,52 

The distribution of functionalities in implanted samples greatly depends on not only the ion dosage, 

but also the nature of each carbon material.52 Two commercially available carbons were selected 

for this study, given their different shape, structure, and degree of graphiticity: Vulcan XC-72R 

and graphitic nanoplatelets. The various distributions of nitrogen environments in this set of 

samples should allow the comparison of adsorption behavior between N-C materials with different 

properties.  

 

4.4.1 Morphology and Elemental Distribution 

 N-C materials were first characterized by STEM-EDS in order to better understand their 

differences in morphology, while also gaining insight into nitrogen content and spatial distribution. 

A collection of bright-field (BF) STEM images and corresponding elemental EDS maps for N and 

C (Figure 4.1) show the representative morphology and elemental distribution for each sample. 

Higher magnification images were taken in high angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM mode, 

showing the differences (or lack thereof) in morphology at different scales (Figure 4.2). The three 

N-Csph samples appear qualitatively similar at both length scales, confirming that pyrolyzation 

temperature does not significantly impact particle size or nitrogen spatial distribution. As expected, 

N-Csph are spherical in shape and fairly uniform in size, around 100 nm in diameter. N-Vulcan has 

the typical features for this type of carbon: a variety of near-spherical particles fused together and 

more amorphous structures with features in the 20 - 50 nm range, which is shown more clearly at 

higher magnification (Figure 4.2). N-GnP shows the expected presence of many overlapping 

carbon sheets, with a random distribution of graphene sheet edges leading to regions of thicker or 

thinner nanoplatelets at the particle edges.  All samples show a fairly even spatial distribution of 

nitrogen at lower magnification. Chemically modified samples (for which the 700 °C sample was  
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Figure 4.1 Representative BF-STEM images and EDS maps showing the morphology and 
elemental distribution of all N-C materials at lower magnification. 
 

selected as representative in Figure 4.2) show an even distribution of nitrogen, consistent with the 

incorporation of nitrogen throughout the bulk of N-Csph. However, the physically modified 

samples show increased heterogeneity at the smaller scale. Since N-ion implantation is a line-of-

sight technique it is not likely that the entirety of the sample is accessible to be modified; it is thus 

not surprising to observe heterogeneity in the spatial distribution of nitrogen in the EDS maps, 

particularly with N-Vulcan. Heterogeneity can also be observed in the N-GnP sample at the edges 

of sheets which is likely due to the relative ease with which nitrogen can be implanted into the 

more defected edge sites.  

 Elemental concentrations were quantified from both EDS and lab-based UHV-XPS data 

(Table S1). EDS has an information depth on the order of 100 nm, while XPS quantifies the top 5 

- 10 nm of material, enabling comparison of surface and bulk elemental concentration. Little to no 

difference in elemental concentration from EDS is seen amongst the chemically derived N-Csph 

materials, with 1.6 - 1.5 at. % oxygen and 1.9 - 1.8 at. % nitrogen present. From EDS, physically 

modified samples have less oxygen and nitrogen, with both samples having the same amount of  
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Figure 4.2 HAADF-STEM images and EDS maps (including C and N overlaid) showing 
morphology and elemental distribution at higher magnification. N-Csph is represented by the 
sample pyrolyzed at 700 °C. 
  
oxygen (0.6 at. %) and slightly different amounts of nitrogen (0.6 at. % nitrogen in N-Vulcan vs. 

0.8 at. % in N-GnP). It is expected that the physically modified samples have less nitrogen in a 

bulk measurement as N-ion implantation only modifies the outermost layers of carbon, while 

chemical modification incorporates nitrogen throughout the material’s surface and bulk.  All 

samples have more oxygen and nitrogen present in the XPS quantification, indicating that these 

elements are enriched in the outermost few nanometers of the carbon structure. The oxygen 

concentration in chemically modified N-C materials decreases with increased pyrolyzation 

temperature, from 4.1 at. % at 600 °C to 3.6 at. % at 700 °C, and finally to 3.1 at. % at 900 °C. 

The N-Csph pyrolyzed at 600 and 700 °C have a fairly similar nitrogen concentration, 3.1 and 3.0 

at. % of nitrogen, respectively, but higher pyrolyzation temperature leads to loss of surface 

nitrogen (down to 2.0 at. %). Little difference exists between surface and bulk nitrogen 

concentrations (2.0 at. % from XPS vs. 1.8 at. % from EDS) for the 900 °C pyrolyzed sample, 
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indicating that the decrease in total nitrogen with increased pyrolyzation temperature is primarily 

due to changing surface chemistry. Although the two physically modified samples were implanted 

under the same conditions, there is a significant difference: N-Vulcan shows relatively low 

amounts of heteroatoms, comparable to those observed in samples obtained with thermochemical 

method (2.4 at. % of oxygen and 0.9 at. % of nitrogen), whereas N-GnP shows significantly higher 

amounts of heteroatoms (6.2 at. % of oxygen and 6.1 at. % of nitrogen). and introduced new 

nitrogen species that were not present on as-received samples.52 This illustrates that the initial 

carbon structure is a key variable in physically modifying carbon with nitrogen – N-GnP has a 

very high relative amount of exposed edges that can be more easily implanted with nitrogen than 

the more continuous structure of Vulcan. The combination of STEM imaging, EDS mapping, and 

quantitative analysis of EDS and XPS spectra demonstrate that the spatial distribution and 

elemental concentration of nitrogen are varied, producing an interesting set of N-C materials for 

further study.   

 

4.4.2 Distribution of Surface Nitrogen Species  

 Having characterized the amount and spatial distribution of nitrogen within the N-C 

materials, the next step is to better understand the types of nitrogen species present by examining 

the N 1s in greater detail. Properly deconvoluting the N 1s and assigning physical meaning to 

component peaks is particularly complex due to the abundance of possible nitrogen species in N-

C materials and their relative proximity to each other in terms of binding energy (BE). Here, the 

full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) for each component was rigidly constrained to 1.0 eV, in 

order to show sensitivity towards subtle changes in the N 1s expected during the in situ 

experiments, and to illuminate subtle compositional differences in samples.  

 Fits of the N 1s in the literature are often comprised of only several components with 

FWHMs broader than 1.0 eV, however it is impossible to assign such broader components to a 

single nitrogen species/environment. Even using numerous individual peaks with 1.0 eV FWHM 

it remains a challenge to definitively assign a unique physical meaning to each peak, and therefore 

peaks are also grouped by the similarities in nitrogen bonding and electronic properties of the 

proposed species. For the initial fit of the N 1s, UHV-XPS collected at ALS with a photon energy 

of 630 eV was used (Figure 4.3). The spectrum of each material was fit with up to nine 1.0 eV 

peaks. Positions were rigidly constrained to a 0.2 eV BE range across all UHV data. Relative  
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Figure 4.3 Deconvoluted N 1s spectra collected with synchrotron source energy (630 eV) at UHV 
and room temperature are shown for all N-C materials.  
 

abundance, position, and FWHM of all components for each sample is reported in Table s4.2. 

Assigning physical species to the component peaks in the N 1s deconvolutions is based on a 

combination of previous work and a survey of the literature that encompasses theoretical 
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calculations and experimental data on both reference materials and catalyst materials.11,32,38,48,52,54–

57 The lowest BE peak (397.6 eV) cannot be assigned to a single group, and is attributed to 

nitrogen-rich species such as inorganic carbon-nitrides, triazines, and multi-N-defect clusters. The 

component at 398.0 - 398.2 eV is assigned to the imine functional group and can encompass both 

aliphatic and aromatic imine species. The peak at 398.6 - 398.8 eV is attributed to pyridinic 

nitrogen. These three low-BE components can be grouped and described as electron-rich nitrogen 

species, as low BE species are the most likely to have a higher electron density due to nitrogen 

lone pairs, the proximity of other nitrogen atoms in the carbon matrix, and resonant pi bonding in 

aromatic rings. Species contributing to signal at 399.3 - 399.5 eV can be attributed to several 

functionalities, namely amine and nitrile species. Previous work on N-Vulcan has concluded that 

this component is due to amine species, and it is unlikely that nitrile species will form in highly 

graphitic carbons.52 Species located at 400.0 - 401.0 eV are commonly reported as a single peak 

and assigned to pyrrole, however recent work combining DFT calculations and XPS measurement 

of reference materials has shown that signal in this region arises from both pyrrolic nitrogen and 

hydrogenated pyridinic nitrogen.54 Therefore, the two components at 399.9 - 400.1 eV and 400.6 

- 400.8 eV in our data are assigned to surface hydrogenated nitrogen species; when considered as 

one set of species, they contribute between a third and one half of the total nitrogen species of each 

sample. For the remaining N 1s signal above 401 eV, three components were used to complete the 

fit of the N 1s. Graphitic nitrogen species have been assigned to a broad range of BE values in the 

literature – here two components are used to represent two possible regimes of graphitic nitrogen: 

graphitic nitrogen species in a more nitrogen-rich and/or less ordered environment (401.2 - 401.4), 

and graphitic N that can be viewed as a substitutional point defect in a well ordered environment 

(402.0 - 402.2).54 Protonated nitrogen (quaternary edge, in-plane protonated graphitic, or 

protonated edge pyridinic) can also contribute to these higher BE peaks. The final component 

ranges from 402.8 - 403.0 eV and is assigned to a mixture of oxidized organic nitrogen species 

such as oxidized pyridine and hydrogenated nitrogen defects that are embedded in deeper layers 

surrounded by aliphatic carbon.54,57 

 From the analysis of N 1s spectra, we can see that there is a variation in nitrogen species 

from sample to sample. In general, both routes result in a large concentration of hydrogenated 

species, while the physical modification route produces larger amounts of pyridine and amine 

species, and direct incorporation via a chemical route results in larger amounts of imine species, 
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and. For samples prepared via the chemical route, the relative proportions of major species can be 

tuned by changing the temperature. Imine, graphitic, and hydrogenated nitrogen species all 

increase with increased pyrolyzation temperature, while pyridine and amine species decrease at 

higher temperatures, corresponding to the loss of surface N observed in Table S4.1. The physically 

modified samples also show a preference for certain species, likely the result of differences in 

initial composition and structure of carbon. N-GnP has a higher proportion of imine and amine, 

while N-Vulcan has more hydrogenated and graphitic nitrogen, likely due to N-GnP having a 

larger proportion of edges where nitrogen can be more easily incorporated into the carbon 

structure. This analysis confirms that using both chemical and physical routes produces a diverse 

set of materials with different nitrogen speciation.  

 

4.4.3 Oxygen Adsorption Studies by DRIFTS 

The adsorption of oxygen is the first step in catalyzing the ORR, thus to better understand 

the role of nitrogen it is necessary to investigate the oxygen adsorption behavior of nitrogen 

species.44 Initial study of O2 adsorption was conducted with DRIFTS on a selected set of samples 

with the most different composition and structure (N-Csph 600 and 900 °C, and N-Vulcan). A 

spectrum of the sample was collected under vacuum at 60 °C to serve as a background, prior to 

introducing approximately 1 Torr of oxygen. Performing the background correction in this fashion 

results in spectra with features due to the interactions between oxygen and the sample (Figure 4.4). 

The three selected samples all have peaks aligning with the symmetric NO2 stretch between 1320 

- 1390 cm-1 and the asymmetric NO2 stretch between 1485 - 1560 cm-1 indicating some degree of 

oxygen adsorption to nitrogen sites in all samples. Spectra from each sample also contain evidence 

of carbon-oxygen interaction with strong IR absorption in the 1100-1300 cm-1 range, consistent 

with C-O stretching.19,58 However, there are several differences in other spectral features that point 

to different adsorption processes on each sample.  

Two broad lower energy hydroxyl stretches between 3200 - 3400 and 3400 - 3570 cm-1 are 

present primarily in N-Csph samples and correspond to the O-H stretch of hydrogen-bonded 

hydroxyl groups.19 Hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl O-H stretching character can be attributed to the 

adsorption of oxygen to hydrogenated nitrogen species, as it has previously been suggested that 

adsorption of this nature would result in interactions of oxygen with both the nitrogen and the 

hydrogen in a hydrogenated nitrogen species.11,59 The N-Csph materials pyrolyzed at 600 and 
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900 °C both have a strong and relatively sharp peak at approximately 3730 cm-1, which correlates 

to a free hydroxyl O-H stretch, as does the peak at 3690 cm-1.60–62 This feature may be due to 

resonant effects of oxygen adsorption to carbon that induces oxygen-hydrogen interactions.  

 While the N-Csph samples both have strong O-H stretching features, the N-Vulcan sample 

shows more strong N-O stretches at lower wavenumber, indicating that adsorption to hydrogenated 

nitrogen is not the only process occurring. The broad feature at 2800 - 2900 cm-1 corresponding to 

alkane-like C-H stretching can shed light onto two other possible adsorption processes occurring: 

oxygen interaction with electron-rich nitrogen in an aromatic ring, such as pyrimidine or pyridine, 

or interaction with graphitic nitrogen species that both result in a loss of electron density at the 

nitrogen atom.11,63 As the nitrogen atom is no longer donating as much electron density to the 

aromatic ring, it follows that there may be a loss of C=C pi bonding and a subsequent increase in 

the alkane-like character due to resonant effects. All three samples show an increase in alkane 

character, indicating adsorption to either electron-rich nitrogen, graphitic nitrogen species, or 

graphitic carbon.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 DRIFTS spectra show surface interactions due to exposure of N-C materials to 1 Torr 
of O2 at 60 °C. 
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 Adsorption to hydrogenated species occurs in all three samples measured with DRIFTS 

and is indicated by hydrogen bonded hydroxyl O-H stretching. Electron-rich nitrogen species and 

graphitic nitrogen are characterized by an increase in alkane-like C-H stretching. It should be noted 

that all samples measured with DRIFTS show some degree of carbon-oxygen interaction; this 

could be due to either direct adsorption to carbon species, or weaker interactions with a 

neighboring carbon when oxygen adsorbs to a nitrogen species in an aromatic carbon structure. 

Through in situ DRIFTS analysis of oxygen adsorption in N-Vulcan and N-Csph 600 and 900 °C 

samples, we have confirmed that adsorption of O2 is occurring on chemically and physically-

derived N-Cs, indicating that both nitrogen and carbon species participate in the adsorption 

process, with notable variations stemming from differences in available nitrogen functionalities.  

 

4.4.4 Oxygen and Water Adsorption Studies by AP-XPS 

Adsorption behavior differences are further elucidated using AP-XPS at the ALS. In the 

interest of mimicking the operating conditions of a fuel cell, AP-XPS was performed on all N-C 

materials with a photon energy of 630 eV in 100 mTorr of O2 at 60 °C, and then in 200 mTorr of 

approximately 1:1 O2 and H2O, also at 60 °C. These measurements are performed sequentially by 

adding water vapor to the oxygen that is already present. The N 1s has been fit for both the oxygen 

(Figure S4.1) and humidified oxygen (Figure S4.2) conditions, with fitting parameters available in 

Table S4.4 and Table S4.5. A similar strategy in peak deconvolution was applied as in Figure 4.3: 

FWHM values were set at 1.0 eV, while positions were set to the same value as used to fit the 

UHV data. This approach attempts to account for any changes in the N 1s by allowing only one 

variable, the relative percentage of the components, to change in response to shifts in the data.  

Several intricacies are associated with the analysis of such data. Even with the increased 

surface sensitivity of the reduced photon energy measurements, the fraction of data that comes 

from the true surface that adsorbs gaseous species is small and the covalent interactions between 

gas and nitrogen species are weak, resulting in very subtle changes in the XPS spectra. With the 

presence of different types of nitrogen species, a multitude of binding energy shifts can occur upon 

adsorption on these various sites. Oxygen bound directly to a nitrogen species that is bonded only 

to carbon, as in the case of pyridine, will draw electron density away from the nitrogen atom and 

result in a positive shift to higher BE.11,63 However, in the case of hydrogenated nitrogen species, 

the interaction between the adsorbed gas and hydrogen atom results in an increase of electron 
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density around the nitrogen atom, and a subsequent shift to lower BE in the N 1s.11,59 Therefore, 

on samples with hydrogenated and non-hydrogenated nitrogen species, it is likely that gas 

adsorption will result in competitive shifts as hydrogenated species move to lower BE and non-

hydrogenated species move to higher BE. When fitting data, shifts would appear as changes in the 

relative amounts of components, or changes in position. Allowing both position and relative 

percentage to change will result in a deconvolution that matches the in situ data, however allowing 

two variables to change will reduce the confidence with which spectral deconvolution changes can 

be assigned to physical processes. The fits (Figures S4.2 and S4.3) have position constrained, 

however, the quality of fit suffers and sensitivity to small shifts is lost, therefore a different 

approach to analysis must be employed. 

 An alternative data analysis methodology (Figure 4.5) was developed to overcome the 

above challenges. Interpretation of the N-Csph sample pyrolyzed at 700 °C is shown as an example. 

Since our main goal is to identify the role of nitrogen species in oxygen adsorption, the N 1s and 

O 1s high resolution spectra are examined. First, overlays of background-subtracted, area-

normalized N 1s and O 1s data are shown. Changes in the spectral features of the N 1s (Figure 

4.5a) are similar for the oxygen and humidified oxygen conditions, primarily impacting the region 

between 397 - 401 eV. If such changes in the N 1s are indeed due to O2 adsorption, corresponding 

changes should also be present in the O 1s. The most intense peaks present in the O 1s (Figure 

4.5b) are from the gas phase itself, as resolved in the doublet (538.7 and 539.8 eV) corresponding 

to O2 gas, and the single peak (535.2 eV) due to H2O vapor.  Now it is necessary to isolate the 

changes due to gas-solid interactions. In the case of the N 1s, the difference spectra are calculated 

by subtracting the UHV data from spectrum at each atmosphere (Figure 4.5c). Changes up to ~10 

% of the total normalized signal are observed. Difference spectra are not easily employed in the 

case of the O 1s due to the presence of the gas phase signal. Discounting the O2 gas signal is simple 

due to its separation in BE from the O 1s signal attributed to the N-C structure, however the peak 

due to water vapor overlaps that of the sample. In this case, thorough curve fitting can be applied 

to identify adsorbed oxygen and water species. The initial O 1s region from the sample in UHV is 

fit by four components (Figure 4.5d), with contributions from different carbon-oxygen species. 

This allows both the unchanged oxygen species in the N-C solid and the gas phase peaks to be 

accounted for. Fits of the O 1s under UHV for all samples can be found in Figure s4.4.3, with the  
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Figure 4.5 Overlaid data is shown for the N 1s (a) and the O 1s (b). To account for inactive and 
sub-surface species, N 1s difference spectra are calculated (c), while ambient temperature UHV O 
1s data is deconvoluted (d). A threshold (±0.01) was applied to the N 1s difference spectra to 
remove contributions from noise (e) and allow identification of adsorbing nitrogen species. 
Deconvoluted O 1s in 100 mTorr of O2 at 60 °C is shown (f). The absolute value of the difference 
spectra was taken (g) to allow quantification of the total change in the N 1s. Deconvoluted O 1s in 
100 mTorr of O2 and 100 mTorr of H2O at 60 °C is shown (h). 
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corresponding fitting parameters in Table s4.5. Now, both the solid adsorbate species and the 

adsorbed gaseous species can be identified. It is important to consider that some of the N 1s  

changes may come from instrumental noise. With this in mind, a threshold was applied to discount 

changes with a normalized intensity value of less than 0.01 a.u. – approximately 3 % of the max 

intensity of the N 1s (Figure 4.5e). This threshold value was validated by calculating the difference 

spectra of repeated UHV measurements conducted on the same area of analysis (Figure s4.4). Due 

to the nature of synchrotron experiments, there are additional challenges to face concerning the 

collection of a statistically significant amount of data to enable more robust error evaluation. In 

particular, there exists a trade-off between repeating measurements and characterizing a broad 

enough range of samples with varied properties to elucidate trends within a finite amount of 

experiment time. This strategy may eliminate some small changes due to physical processes, 

however this is acceptable within the goal of identifying the main adsorbing species. In difference 

spectra, a negative peak should be due to species that are actively adsorbing O2 and have decreased 

intensity due to a shift in BE induced by covalent interaction with an adsorbed gas species. Positive 

peaks are representative of a “destination” species, referring to the new BE of the nitrogen species 

covalently interacting with adsorbed gas. To better understand the adsorbed gas species, the fit 

used for the O 1s UHV data (i.e., peak positions, FWHMs, and area ratios amongst each other) is 

rigidly constrained and applied to the data acquired in the presence of oxygen (Figure 4.5f). After 

the peaks accounting for the gas phase O2 are added, an additional loosely constrained peak is 

added to complete the curve fit. This peak accounts for any difference in the O 1s associated with 

adsorption on the N-C material. Here, a single broad peak with low intensity is required to 

complete the fit, and is assigned to adsorbed O2 (Oads). By quantifying the percentage of the O 1s 

that is assigned to adsorbed gas relative to the total oxygen in the N-C material, differences in 

amount of gas adsorbed can be identified. As the amount of gas phase signal varies for each 

sample, contributions from the gas phase components are omitted when quantifying Oads. Towards 

this goal, a similar parameter can be generated for the N 1s by taking the absolute values of the N 

1s difference spectra after thresholding (Figure 4.5g), then integrating to represent the magnitude 

of the total change in the N 1s due to gas adsorption. This will allow the overall adsorption behavior 

of the N-C materials to be tracked, and the contributions of N and C in adsorption to be analyzed 

– absolute difference spectra for all materials are shown in Figure s4.5. To complete the analysis, 

the same fitting approach from the O 1s data in O2 atmosphere is applied to the humidified O2 
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atmosphere data (Figure 4.5h). The new Oads peak has a greater intensity than that of the O2 

atmosphere case, indicating adsorption of both H2O and O2. Analyzing AP-XPS data in this 

holistic fashion allows for analysis of correlations between changes in the N 1s and overall 

adsorption behavior of N-C materials.   

 With a thorough method to analyze changes in XPS data due to gas adsorption established, 

we next apply it to the data obtained on the entire material set to identify adsorbing N species in 

both O2 and humidified O2 environments. The changes in the N 1s are observed through the 

generation of difference spectra for each atmosphere (Figure 4.6). Only a small difference can be 

seen in the UHV and atmospheric data for the N-Csph pyrolyzed at 600 °C, indicating that its 

nitrogen species are only somewhat active/available for O2/H2O adsorption. The remaining 

negative peaks after thresholding are present at positions that indicate O2 binding to graphitic 

nitrogen (401 - 402 eV) and H2O binding to electron-rich nitrogen (397.5 - 398.5 eV), supporting 

the conclusion from O2 DRIFTS that the 600 °C sample has an adsorption process that increases 

alkane character due to resonant effects. More significant changes are seen in the N-Csph samples 

pyrolyzed at higher temperatures. The 700 °C N-Csph sample shows a primary negative peak at 

low BE for both O2 and humidified O2, indicating that the majority of its O2 adsorption is taking 

place on electron-rich nitrogen species such as pyridine, pyrimidine, and N-clusters. With the 

addition of water vapour, a negative peak develops between 400 - 402 eV, indicating H2O 

adsorption to hydrogenated and graphitic nitrogen species. For the 900 °C N-Csph sample, negative 

peaks are present at positions that could indicate adsorption of O2 to electron-rich nitrogen, 

graphitic nitrogen, and hydrogenated nitrogen, with the latter species producing the most 

prominent peak. This is in good agreement with what is observed with DRIFTS, as adsorption to 

graphitic and electron-rich nitrogen would cause the increase in alkane character observed, while 

adsorption to hydrogenated nitrogen explains the increase in O-H character that occurs. The 

difference spectra for O2 and humidified O2 conditions are very similar, indicating that O2 and 

H2O primarily adsorb at the same sites. N-Vulcan shows two negative peaks, at positions that 

indicate adsorption to graphitic nitrogen – correlating to the adsorption behavior seen in DRIFTS, 

as the N-Vulcan sample displayed an increase in alkane character attributed to the adsorption of 

O2 to graphitic nitrogen. The adsorption of H2O in N-Vulcan occurs at the same sites as O2, and 

with a more significant increase in magnitude than that of the N-Csph samples. N-GnP shows the 

most variation in adsorption sites between the two atmospheres. In O2, the only negative peak is ~ 
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399 eV, which suggests adsorption to amine species. In the case of humidified O2, the main 

adsorption is taking place on hydrogenated nitrogen species. Amongst the chemically modified  

 

Figure 4.6 Overlaid N 1s spectra measured in UHV at ambient temperature, 100 mTorr O2 at 60 
°C, and 200 mTorr 1:1 O2:H2O at 60 °C are displayed for all samples, along with difference spectra 
calculated by subtracting the UHV spectrum from each in situ spectrum. Difference spectra are 
displayed with data below the threshold of instrumental noise removed. 
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samples, most of the changes in the N 1s occur during O2 adsorption, while the addition of H2O 

increased the magnitude of some changes but did not significantly shift the peaks that are present 

in the difference spectra. With respect to the physically modified samples, there is less similarity 

between the peaks in the difference spectra at the two atmospheres. This indicates that the 

chemically modified samples primarily adsorb O2 and H2O at the same sites, while physically 

modified samples have sites that preferentially adsorb O2 vs H2O gaseous species.  

In order to confirm that changes in the N 1s are due to gas adsorption and not other 

processes such as protonation, the changes in the O 1s were also evaluated by spectral 

deconvolution (Figure 4.7). Fitting parameters for each environment can be found in Table s4.6 

and Table s4.7, respectively. Components due to gas adsorption are slightly different for each 

sample, where the O2 adsorption peak is at low BE (530.6 eV) for the N-Csph sample pyrolyzed at 

600 °C, while the Oads component ranges from 533.6 - 534.4 eV for the remaining samples. Such 

behavior confirms that O2 adsorption on different sites from sample to sample results in different 

perturbations in the O2 electron density. There are slight changes in the BE of the Oads component 

when H2O vapor is introduced, with the largest shift occurring in N-GnP, from 534.4 eV to 532.7 

eV, indicating that H2O is likely adsorbing on a different site than O2. All materials show an 

increase in the relative percentage of the Oads component when H2O vapor is introduced, 

confirming that some degree of adsorption takes place for both gases on all samples.  
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Figure 4.7 Deconvoluted O 1s spectra measured in 100 mTorr O2 at 60 °C and 200 mTorr 1:1 
O2:H2O at 60 °C are displayed for all samples. 

 

Overall adsorption trends for each gas environment can be examined from the above 

analysis of the O 1s and N 1s spectral regions by comparing the relative amount of the O 1s 

assigned to adsorbed gas species and the total change in the N 1s calculated by integrating the 
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absolute area under the curve of the N 1s difference spectra (Figure 4.8). First, the contribution of 

the Oads component due to O2 adsorption is plotted on the x-axis, while the Oads component for  

Figure 4.8 Trends in adsorption behavior are shown by comparing quantified changes in the N 1s 
and O 1s. Percentage of the O 1s attributed to adsorbed species is plotted for O2 and H2O 
atmospheres (a), along with change in N 1s from integrated absolute difference spectra (b). Both 
spectral regions are combined to show overall adsorption changes for each environment (c).  
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humidified oxygen is plotted on the y-axis (Figure 4.8a). The line y=x is included, as a sample 

present on that line indicates that no further gas adsorption occurred when H2O vapor was 

introduced following O2 introduction. A sample above the y=x line indicates that more gas is 

adsorbed when H2O vapor is introduced following O2 adsorption; all sampls fall into this regime. 

The three chemically modified samples are only slightly above y=x, indicating much less 

adsorption of H2O than O2 gas. Both N-Vulcan and N-GnP are well above the y=x line, indicating 

that H2O adsorption is still favorable despite the presence of adsorbed O2; these observations 

suggest that O2 and H2O are adsorbing on different sites for the physically modified samples. The 

N 1s change is plotted for O2 environment on the x-axis and humidified O2 on the y-axis (Figure 

4.8b), differing from Figure 4.8a in that it is specific to nitrogen only – hence any differences 

between the two plots should denote an interaction between gas and carbon, as that is the only 

other available species for gas adsorption. The chemically modified species and N-Vulcan show 

similar positions relative to the y=x line to those in Figure 4.8a, indicating that the adsorption 

behavior characterized in the O 1s corresponds to nitrogen species. In contrast, N-GnP now has a 

value not as far above the y=x when considering changes due to N only, suggesting that a portion 

of the O2 adsorbed was due to carbon sites rather than nitrogen. The trends in oxygen adsorption 

behavior are summarized by showing the N 1s change (x-axis) and the O 1s change (y-axis) on the 

same plot for each atmosphere (Figure 4.8c). Changes in each of the chemically modified species 

are small and direct, thus the majority of available adsorption sites are occupied by O2 when H2O 

is introduced and little adsorption of water occurs. For the N-GnP sample, a significant increase 

that is much steeper than direct indicates that both H2O and O2 species are favorably adsorbed, 

likely due to adsorption occurring at different active nitrogen and carbon species. N-Vulcan has a 

relationship between that of the chemically modified samples and N-GnP – significantly more H2O 

is adsorbed than O2, however a greater proportion of this change is accompanied by changes in the 

N 1s than that of N-GnP. This suggests that N-Vulcan still has some adsorption of H2O to carbon 

sites, but to a lesser extent than that of N-GnP. Considering that the N-ion implantation process 

can create more defects in the carbon structure other than incorporation of nitrogen species, and 

that N-GnP is more impacted by the implantation process, it follows that the defected nature of 

these carbons would result in more adsorption to carbon species.  
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4.5 Conclusion 

 A set of five N-C materials was produced via two methods: a direct-incorporation, 

solvothermal treatment in which pyrolysis temperature was varied, and a post-treatment, N-ion 

implantation varying the initial carbon structure. STEM-EDS and UHV-XPS confirmed that these 

methods produced a variety of different nitrogen species and amounts incorporated into different 

carbon morphologies. In addition to thorough characterization of the samples in UHV to confirm 

the diverse set of nitrogen properties, several in situ studies were performed in order to better 

understand adsorption of O2 and H2O on N-C materials. Through analysis of difference spectra 

from both AP-XPS and DRIFTS, it was determined that each sample displayed adsorption of 

oxygen to different N-C functionalities. The N-Csph sample pyrolyzed at 700 °C primarily adsorbed 

oxygen to electron-rich nitrogen species, while the 900 °C pyrolyzed N-Csph sample adsorbed more 

to hydrogenated nitrogen species, with additional contributions from electron-rich nitrogen and 

graphitic nitrogen. Adsorption of oxygen to N-Vulcan took place on graphitic nitrogen and carbon 

species, while N-GnP adsorbed oxygen at aliphatic nitrogen species, possibly amine species. The 

600 °C N-Csph sample was the least active for adsorption of both gases. Physically modified 

samples were significantly more active for H2O adsorption, likely due to a more defected carbon 

structure resulting from the N-ion implantation process. Since the participation of certain nitrogen 

species in the ORR has been linked to differences in selectivity of the possible ORR pathways, 

correlating such experiments with catalytic activity and moving towards in operando AP-XPS 

measurements may enable direct confirmation of which species are responsible for what steps of 

the ORR. This will be of particular value when applied to M-N-C catalysts, as this work provides 

a baseline study of adsorption behavior of nitrogen species that will aid in isolating the behavior 

of metal-containing sites from the behavior of N-C species. Overall, it is shown that multiple 

nitrogen species are able to adsorb oxygen and are therefore potentially active for the ORR, while 

a route is established for future AP-XPS analysis of subtle solid-gas interactions both in nitrogen 

containing materials and other relevant systems. 
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4.7 Supporting Information 

 Supporting information includes: tables of elemental composition from EDS and XPS, 

tables of XPS fitting parameters for all peak deconvolutions, peak deconvolutions of the N 1s 

during in situ measurements, peak deconvolution of the O 1s at UHV, duplicate N 1s spectra for 

thresholding, and the absolute value of thresholded N 1s difference spectra used for integration to 

determine the total change in N 1s difference spectra. 

 

Table S4.1 Elemental compositions of all N-C samples obtained from EDS and XPS are displayed 
as atomic percentages. 
 

 

Table S4.2 Fitting parameters (BE and relative percentage of the fit) of the N 1s measured at UHV 
and ambient temperature are displayed for all components of all samples. Components that are not 
present in a sample are denoted with an X in the BE column. The FWHM of all components is 1.0 
eV.  
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Figure S4.1 Deconvoluted N 1s spectra collected with synchrotron source energy (630 eV) at 100 
mTorr O2 at 60 °C are shown for all N-C materials.  
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Table S4.3 Fitting parameters (BE and relative percentage of the fit) of the N 1s measured in 100 
mTorr of O2 at 60 °C are displayed for all components of all samples. Components that are not 
present in a sample are denoted with an X in the BE column. The FWHM of all components is 1.0 
eV. 
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Figure S4.2 Deconvoluted N 1s spectra collected with synchrotron source energy (630 eV) at 100 
mTorr O2 and 100 mTorr H2O at 60 °C are shown for all N-C materials.  
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Table S4.4 Fitting parameters (BE and relative percentage of the fit) of the N 1s measured in 100 
mTorr each of O2 and H2O at 60 °C are displayed for all components of all samples. Components 
that are not present in a sample are denoted with an X in the BE column. The FWHM of all 
components is 1.0 eV. 
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Figure S4.3 Deconvoluted O 1s spectra collected with synchrotron source energy (630 eV) at UHV 
are shown for all N-C materials. 
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Table S4.5 Fitting parameters (BE, FWHM in eV, and relative percentage of the fit) of the O 1s 
measured at UHV and ambient temperature are displayed for all components of all samples. 
Components that are not present in a sample are denoted with an X in the BE column.  
 

 

 

 

 

Figure S4.4 Overlaid N 1s spectra taken with the exact same conditions are shown along with the 
difference spectrum in order to validate the use of a threshold to remove instrumental noise. 
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Figure S4.5 Absolute N 1s difference spectra are shown for each atmosphere, relative to UHV 
measurements and after thresholding. These spectra are integrated to produce a value for the total 
change in N 1s. 
 

Table S4.6 Fitting parameters (BE, FWHM in eV, and relative percentage of the fit) of the N 1s 
measured in 100 mTorr of O2 at 60 °C are displayed for all components of all samples. Components 
that are not present in a sample are denoted with an X in the BE column. 
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Table S4.7 Fitting parameters (BE, FWHM in eV, and relative percentage of the fit) of the O 1s 
measured in 100 mTorr each of O2 and H2O at 60 °C are displayed for all components of all 
samples. Components that are not present in a sample are denoted with an X in the BE column. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CHARACTERIZING COMPLEX GAS-SOLID INTERFACES WITH IN SITU 
SPECTROSCOPY: OXYGEN ADSORPTION BEHAVIOR ON FE-N-C CATALYSTS 
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and Svitlana Pylypenko11* 

 

5.1 Abstract 

 Electrocatalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) within polymer electrolyte 

membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) based on iron, nitrogen, and carbon elements (Fe-N-C) have 

received significant research attention as they offer an inexpensive alternative to catalysts based 

on platinum-group metals (PGMs). While both the performance and the fundamental 

understanding of Fe-N-C catalysts have improved over the past decade, there remains a need to 

differentiate the relative activity of different active sites. Towards this goal, our study is focused 

on characterizing the interactions between O2 and a set of five structurally-different Fe-N-C 

materials. Detailed characterization of the Fe speciation was performed with 57Fe Mössbauer 

spectroscopy and soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy (sXAS) of the Fe L3,2-edge, while nitrogen 

chemical states were investigated with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). In addition to 

initial sXAS and XPS measurements performed in ultra-high vacuum (UHV), measurements were 
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also collected (at the identical location) in an atmosphere of 100 mTorr of O2 at 80 °C (O2-rich). 

XPS and sXAS results reveal the presence of several types of FeNxCy adsorption sites. FeNxCy 

sites that are proposed as the most active ones do not show significant change (based on the 

techniques used in this study) when their environment is changed from UHV to O2-rich. 

Correlation with Mössbauer and sXAS results suggest this is most likely due to the persistence of 

strongly adsorbed O2 molecules from their previous exposure to air. However, other species do 

show spectroscopic changes from UHV conditions to O2-rich. This implies these sites have a 

weaker interaction with O2 that results in its desorption in vacuum conditions, and re-adsorption 

when re-exposed to the O2-rich environment. The nature of these weakly and strongly O2-

adsorbing FeNxCy sites is discussed in the context of different synthetic and processing parameters 

employed to fabricate each of these five Fe-N-C materials.  

 

5.2 Introduction 

 Significant research effort has been put towards the development of cost-effective, high 

performance electrocatalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) with the goal of enabling 

widespread commercial adoption of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) as a 

carbon emission-free energy conversion device.1,2 While many promising catalysts are based upon 

nanostructured platinum group metal (PGM) elements and alloys,3–8 PGM-free alternatives – 

particularly those based on high surface area iron and nitrogen functionalized carbon (Fe-N-C) 

structures – have become increasingly competitive over the past decade.9–11 The Fe-N-C family of 

catalysts is inherently complex due to the multitude of bonding states available for nitrogen and 

carbon, and the structural/morphological heterogeneity of high surface area carbons.12 

Additionally, their complexity is further compounded by the use of various synthetic approaches 

to form highly active Fe-N-C catalysts, often involving multiple steps and utilizing different iron, 

nitrogen, and carbon sources.11,13–17 This typically results in the presence of multiple potential 

active sites, including defective carbon, various nitrogen-carbon (NC) species, and Fe-based sites 

that can be described as FeNxCy moieties formed by covalent bonding of atomically dispersed iron 

ions to 2-4 nitrogen atoms within the carbon matrix.12,18,19 While FeNxCy moieties, particularly 

those where x=4, are frequently suggested in the literature to be the most active site, the debate 

continues on the exact nature of the most active site, the impact of different C and NC sites on 

overall fuel cell performance, and on the relative activity of the different FeNxCy structures. 
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Therefore, it is necessary to attempt to separate the contributions of the various possible active 

sites to the ORR to further optimize these catalysts by increasing the density of the most active 

sites while also decreasing the density of species detrimental to fuel cell performance.18,20,21 

 Analysis of Fe-N-C catalysts necessitates in-depth characterization combining multiple 

techniques that provide information at multiple scales. A selection of the most commonly featured 

techniques includes (but is not limited to): transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) to evaluate morphology and spatially resolved elemental 

dispersion, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) to identify atomically dispersed iron species, 

X-ray absorption spectroscopies (XAS) for evaluation of iron and nitrogen coordination and iron 

oxidation state, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) primarily to identify different surface 

nitrogen and carbon speciation, and 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy for identification of differences 

in iron coordination and oxidation state, electronic properties, and spin state.22–25 While each 

technique has its own strengths and weaknesses, it is possible to draw robust correlations with 

synthesis parameters and/or electrochemical testing results by combining several of the above 

techniques, along with other complementary characterization as needed. Additionally, 

complementing characterization with theoretical calculations, or designing model materials with 

systematically controlled properties has been used effectively to add further clarity to a 

characterization study.26–30  

 Experimental differentiation of the various FeNxCy sites has primarily been done with 57Fe 

Mössbauer spectroscopy, quite often in conjunction with XAS and computations.25,26,31 Even 

within Fe-N-C catalysts free or quasi-free of Fe clusters, two or more distinct iron species in an 

FeNxCy-type configuration are ubiquitously identified.26,31–33 Within 57Fe Mössbauer 

spectroscopy-based studies, a particular quadrupole doublet (usually referred to in the literature, 

and herein, as D1) has been shown to correlate with catalytic activity.34,35 However it has remained 

a challenge to unambiguously assign the precise stoichiometry, oxidation state, and spin state of 

this FeNxCy moiety. Until recently, D1 has most often been assigned to Fe(II) with no spin (S=0), 

or Fe(III) in a high spin (S=5/2) state.34,36–38 However, two recent studies by Wagner et al. and 

Mineva et al. have provided substantial evidence highlighting the complexity of definitively 

assigning the D1 feature, and proposed alternative physicochemical interpretations.26,39 The results 

of Wagner et al.’s work suggests that D1 collected by room temperature 57Fe Mössbauer 

spectroscopy with no applied magnetic field may be convoluted by overlapping signal from very 
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small (<3 nm) clusters of iron oxide. Additionally, the portion of the D1 signal still assigned to an 

FeN4 species was found to consist of neither pure ferrous or ferric character, but rather a mixture 

of oxidation states.39 This result had previously been postulated to be caused by O2 adsorption on 

FeNxCy sites, resulting in a change in oxidation state of the Fe(II) center to Fe(III),32,40–42 a 

hypothesis the authors also suggest. Mineva et al.’s recent study supplies a thorough argument 

suggesting that the highly active FeNxCy sites attributed to D1 signal have a Fe(III)N4C12 structure 

with high spin. The authors hypothesize that this can be attributed to the presence of an adsorbed 

O2 molecule at the iron center. In turn, they additionally proposed that this differentiates surface 

sites (gas-phase accessible) from those present within the bulk of the catalyst (gas-phase 

inaccessible) and that remain in all conditions in an Fe(II) state (quadrupole doublet component 

with high quadrupole splitting of ca 2.4-2.7 mm s-1, usually labelled D2 in literature). Another 

possible explanation is that D1 and D2 differentiate the surface sites with strong oxygen binding 

(D1 component) from other surface sites with weaker oxygen binding (D2, or a fraction of D2 

signal). Surface sites with a sufficiently high Fe(III)/Fe(II) redox potential would be in an Fe(II) 

state at open circuit conditions, and may bind O2 more weakly, and also reversibly.26 These recent 

advances in the understanding of the nature of FeNxCy species, and the complexity in 

characterizing and analyzing their differences has significant implications both to catalyst design 

and interpretation of characterization results, and motivates further characterization studies 

focused on understanding FeNxCy sites and their interactions with O2. 

 Accessing the catalyst-O2 interface is of particular interest in order to definitively identify 

which species interact with O2, and to what extent. The strength of the interaction between an 

FeNxCy site and O2 have been suggested to correlate with ORR activity, and may follow a Volcano-

type relationship where an optimal “not too strong, not too weak” interaction is ideal.43 Both 57Fe 

Mössbauer spectroscopy and XAS do not have ultra-high vacuum (UHV) requirements (although 

certain instrumental configurations may enable such experiments) and therefore, when operated at 

ambient conditions, may preserve the existing interactions of FeNxCy surface sites with O2 from 

the air, and/or enable studies in a controlled environment targeted at understanding interactions 

with O2. Indeed, several XAS studies on Fe-N-C catalysts under applied potentials (at the Fe K-

edge, in N2 or O2 saturated electrolyte) have identified that the potential that Fe(III)/Fe(II) 

switching occurs at correlates with a catalyst’s activity.29,40,44 However, both 57Fe Mössbauer 

spectroscopy and XAS are bulk techniques that, depending on the Fe-N-C material, may contain 
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a majority of contributions from Fe species that are inaccessible by gas-phase or liquid-electrolyte. 

Utilizing near-ambient pressure XPS (nAP-XPS) instruments enables in situ measurements (in this 

work in situ refers to measurement in the presence of one or more external stimuli, e.g. elevated 

temperature, applied potential, or controlled gaseous environments, not during device operation) 

at pressures ranging from hundreds of mTorr to tens of Torr, making the gas-solid interface in Fe-

N-C catalysts accessible for study.45–47 The majority of nAP-XPS catalyst-gas interaction studies 

investigate crystalline films of metals or metal oxides,48–51 and only a few recent studies have 

reported the characterization of complex interactions between oxygen and high surface area NC 

and Fe-N-C materials.52,53 This may be due in part to several challenges associated with nAP-XPS 

measurements of the NC/Fe-N-C catalyst-O2 interface. Due to the very low density of FeNxCy sites 

present in Fe-N-C catalysts (typically near or below 1 at. %), and the inherent complexity 

associated with analyzing changes in oxidation state in Fe 2p core level XP spectra due to multiplet 

splitting,54 it is exceedingly difficult at present time to analyze the changes in FeNxCy species 

through measurement of the Fe 2p narrow scan spectrum using nAP-XPS. While signal due to 

FeNxCy species may still be accessed through analysis of the N 1s core level, contributions from 

other N-groups in NC that are not engaged in the coordination of Fe cations will also be present 

and their corresponding shifts must also be accounted for. Recently, adsorption of O2 to 

hydrogenated nitrogen, electron-rich nitrogen species, and graphitic nitrogen species was isolated 

within a sample set of NC materials produced through different synthetic routes through the use 

of spectral subtraction,52 providing a methodology for a similar analysis of changes in the N 1s 

due to catalyst-O2 interactions on Fe-N-C catalysts in an attempt to isolate O2 adsorption to FeNxCy 

species. This type of measurement can be effectively complemented by conducting XAS 

measurements using a soft X-ray source (sXAS) of the Fe L-edge in total electron yield (TEY) 

mode. Such a configuration results in a surface sensitive measurement with an information depth 

on the order of several nanometers, similar to that achieved by XPS.55 While Fe L-edge sXAS has 

been performed (both ex situ and in situ) on a diverse set of Fe-based samples for a variety of 

applications,56–58 it has not been commonly applied to Fe-N-C-type ORR catalysts. However, a 

study on Fe-CNT-GN hybrid materials that features sXAS of the Fe L-edge under UHV did 

identify the presence of an Fe(III)Nx type species, and through confirmation with the O K-edge, 

attributed the presence of the Fe(III) species to an adsorbed O2 molecule on the iron center.41 An 

in situ sXAS study focused on O2 and H2 exposure of Co- and Fe-phthalocyanine macro-molecular 
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catalysts found evidence for an increase in the ratio of Fe(III)/Fe(II) upon exposure to O2, while 

restricted changes in the spectra for Co suggested a retained Co(II) oxidation state.42 Therefore, it 

is evident that using both nAP-XPS and sXAS of the Fe L-edge, it is possible to conduct a robust 

in situ experiment with surface sensitive measurement of both nitrogen and iron species, and how 

they evolve when switching from an O2-free to an O2-rich gaseous environment. 

 This work presents the first in situ study of O2 interactions with Fe-N-C catalysts featuring 

measurement of both the N 1s core level by nAP-XPS and the Fe L-edge by sXAS, capturing 

surface sensitive data that is both nitrogen atom specific and iron atom specific on the same area 

of analysis and with the same temperature and pressure conditions. This unique approach is 

enabled by the capabilities at end-station 11.0.2 of the Advanced Light Source (ALS) user facility, 

described in detail elsewhere.59,60 The different O2 interactions are related to physicochemical 

properties such as morphology, spatial elemental distribution, initial nitrogen chemistry, and initial 

iron properties, which were thoroughly characterized by 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy, 

(S)TEM/EDS, UHV XPS, and UHV sXAS. The sample set of Fe-N-C materials was carefully 

selected to include both highly active catalysts and model high surface area structures. The highly 

active catalysts include an Fe-N-C material derived from a sacrificial Zn-based imidazolate (ZIF-

8) metal-organic-framework (MOF) and a templated material based on the sacrificial-support-

method (SSM).10,32,61 Model Fe-N-C structures based on nano-spherical particles (herein referred 

to as NS-i, where i is 1, 2, or 3 depending upon the exact synthetic process, described in section 

2.1.1) on the order of 150-250 nm in diameter were produced by several variations of a previously 

reported hydrothermal synthesis.27,52,62,63 This work provides evidence that i) different NC and 

FeNxCy sites may show different strength of interactions with oxygen and ii) some sites are 

typically more accessible for adsorption than others (e.g. D1 vs. D2). Specifically, some FeNxCy 

sites have a strongly adsorbed O2 molecule (which remains on the catalyst surface  even during 

UHV measurements) that results in an Fe(III) center for the fraction of such sites that is accessible 

for gas-phase adsorption, while other FeNxCy sites as well as NC functional groups adsorb O2 less 

strongly, leading to O2 desorption in UHV conditions and O2 re-adsorption at 100 mTorr of O2 

pressure. 
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5.3 Methods 

 A description of all experimental techniques used is included as follows. This features 

synthetic approaches and materials used, as well as sources of the materials. Additionally, 

procedures for performing physicochemical characterization are presented. 

 

5.3.1 Solvothermal Synthesis of Fe-N-C Nanospheres 

 A solvothermal synthetic scheme previously reported for the production of NC NS was 

adapted to synthesize Fe-N-C NS samples.27,52,62,63 The samples featured in this study were 

produced by two variations of the following procedure: in the first, the Fe precursor is added in 

the first step, prior to the formation of the spherical NC particles (designated 1-HT as there is only 

a single heat treatment), while the second method introduces the Fe precursor in a separate process 

after the preparation of the NC NS (2-HT). For both syntheses, an aqueous alcohol solution was 

first prepared by mixing 320 mL of 18.2 MΩ deionized (DI) H2O and 128 mL of ethanol (Pharmco-

Aaper, HPLC grade) in a 1 L high density polyethylene bottle. Then, 3.2 g of resorcinol (Sigma-

Aldrich, >99%) was dissolved while stirring at 300 RPM. Once fully dissolved, 5.4 mL of 

ethylenediamine (Sigma-Aldrich, >99.5%) was dissolved in solution, followed by 4.8 mL of 37 

wt. % formaldehyde (Alfa Aesar, 36.5-38%). Finally, in the case of the 1-HT Fe-N-C spheres, an 

aliquot of Fe(II) acetate tetrahydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) was added such that the mass of Fe 

was 5 wt.% of the total precursor mass. The solution was stirred at room temperature for 24 hours, 

then the bottle was sealed with DurafilmTM and heated in an oven at 100 °C for 24 hours. After 

cooling the vessel, the product was isolated via centrifugation at 9327 G for 20 minutes, then 

transferred to a quartz boat and dried for 12 hours. After drying, the product was pyrolyzed in a 

Lindberg Blue-M tube furnace under flowing N2 by heating at 2 °C/min up to 350 °C, dwelling 

for 4 hours, then heating at 5 °C/min up to 600 °C and dwelling for 2 hours, resulting in either the 

final product in the case of sample NS-1, or finished NC NS for use in the synthesis of NS-2 and 

NS-3. 

 The second step of the 2-HT synthesis was started by dispersing 200 mg of NC NS and an 

amount of Fe precursor such that the mass of Fe is 5 wt. % in 200 mL of methanol (Pharmco-

Aaper, Reagent Grade) in a 500 mL round bottom flask. The Fe precursors used were either Fe(II) 

acetate tetrahydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) in the case of NS-2, or Fe(III) Cl3 hexahydrate (Sigma 

Aldrich, >98% Reagent Grade) for NS-3. The dispersion was then sonicated for 90 minutes. A 
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rotary evaporator was used at 60 °C and ~350 mbar in order to remove the solvent. The resulting 

powder was pyrolyzed in a Lindberg Blue-M tube furnace under flowing N2 at 700 °C for 4 hours. 

The temperature was ramped to 700 °C at a rate of 3 °C/min and allowed to cool at 5 °C/min, 

resulting in a fine black powder. 

 

5.3.2 MOF Fe-N-C Synthesis 

 The synthesis of the ZIF-8 derived Fe-N-C material (labelled MOF-Fe0.5) was first reported 

by Zitolo et al.32 The synthesis involves the dry ball-milling of the three precursors, namely ZIF-

8 (Basolite Z1200 from BASF), Fe(II) acetate, and 1,10-phenanthroline (Phen - Sigma Aldrich), 

followed by a single pyrolysis in flowing argon. The first step of the synthesis involved the dry 

ball-milling of ZIF-8 (800 mg), Phen (200 mg), and Fe(II) acetate (16 mg) in a zirconium oxide 

crucible filled with 100 zirconium oxide balls (5 mm diameter) in a planetary ball miller (Fritsch 

Pulverisette 7 Premium, Fritsch, Idar-Oberstein, Germany). The milling was performed at 400 rpm 

for a total duration of 2 hours, split in four cycles of 30 min each, with resting time in between to 

avoid heating. The catalyst precursor contains 0.5 wt. % Fe, explaining the subscript in the catalyst 

label, MOF-Fe0.5. The catalyst precursor following the ball-milling was collected as such, and was 

pyrolyzed in flash mode in Ar at 1050 °C for 1 hour. The flash mode means that the oven was pre-

heated at 1050 °C for 1.5 hours, and then the quartz boat and catalyst precursor was pushed inside 

the heating zone with an outer magnet.64 The catalyst precursor powder experiences an increase in 

temperature from room temperature to 1050 °C within circa 45 s, and the pyrolysis is then 

continued for 1 hour, after which the split hinge oven is opened and the quartz tube immediately 

removed and let to cool down in ambient atmosphere, still with flowing Ar in the tube. Once cooled 

down, the tube is opened and the catalyst collected. No other step is applied. It is important to note 

that, owing to a mass loss of 65–70 wt. % during pyrolysis in Ar caused by volatile products 

formed from ZIF-8 and Phen, the bulk iron content in Fe0.5 is about three times the iron content in 

the catalyst precursor, circa 1.5 wt. % Fe. 

 

5.3.3 SSM Fe-N-C Synthesis 

 The catalyst was synthesized by modified SSM61 practiced at Pajarito Powder, LLC as a 

VariPore™ method. Iron nitrate (2.5 g, Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, Sigma Aldrich) was mechanically mixed 

with 25 g of the nitrogen-rich organic precursors (Pipemidic acid) and 10 g of LM-150 fumed 
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silica (Cabot Cab-O-sil®, surface area ~150 m2/g). The homogeneous powder was dried at a 

temperature of 80 °C for 8h and pyrolyzed at 950 °C, for 55 minutes in flowing ultra high purity 

(UHP) nitrogen, 100 ccm. After heat treatment, silica was removed by 20 wt. % HF (1st acid 

treatment), followed by washing with DI water until neutral pH was reached. The obtained powder 

was dried overnight at 85 °C. In order to remove Fe metallic particles, the catalysts were acid 

treated with 1 M HNO3 (2nd acid treatment). Additional heat treatment was done in UHP nitrogen 

atmosphere at a temperature of 1000 °C for 45 minutes. 

 

5.3.4 Microscopy 

 STEM-EDS was conducted using a FEI Talos F200X operated at 200 kV. Samples were 

prepared by brushing Cu grids with holey carbon support films through the powders. Elemental 

EDS maps at various magnifications were acquired for up to 30 minutes per area, and data was 

both collected and processed by standard methods using Bruker ESPRIT software. 

 

5.3.5 57Fe Mössbauer Spectroscopy 

 All spectra were acquired ex situ at room temperature and in ambient air, and the Fe-N-C 

materials had also been exposed to air since their synthesis. The 57Fe Mössbauer spectrometer 

(Wissel, Germany) was operated in transmission mode with a 57Co:Rh source. The velocity driver 

was operated in constant acceleration mode with a triangular velocity waveform. The velocity 

scale was calibrated with the magnetically split sextet of a high-purity α-Fe foil at room 

temperature. The spectra were fitted by least-squares method to appropriate combinations of 

Lorentzian profiles representing quadrupole doublets, sextets and singlets. The values of isomer 

shifts (IS) are reported relative to α-Fe foil at room temperature. 

 

5.3.6 UHV- and nAP-XPS, sXAS 

 Synchrotron facilities at beamline 11.0.2 were used to collect all XPS and sXAS data 

shown.59,60 Samples were dispersed in isopropyl alcohol and drop-cast onto conducting gas-

diffusion-electrode carbon paper. All samples were first measured at room temperature (RT) under 

UHV (<1 × 10−8 Torr). High-resolution C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s spectra were collected with photon 

energies of 490 eV, 735 eV, and 630 eV such that the kinetic energy of ejected photoelectrons 

would be roughly the same. A pass energy of 100 eV was used, excluding the N 1s, which had a 
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pass energy of 50 eV. The same measurement settings were used to acquire data under in situ 

conditions (100 mTorr O2) at a temperature of 80 °C, and also 100 mTorr each of O2 and H2O 

vapor, also at 80 °C. For the humidified O2 atmosphere, H2O vapor was added after O2 only 

measurements were already taken, and so the two gases were added sequentially (O2, then H2O) 

not simultaneously. In situ measurements were performed on the same area of analysis with the 

same focal distance as the initial UHV measurements to reduce the impact of sample heterogeneity. 

Energy calibration of XP spectra was performed by collecting the Au 4f region at UHV and RT of 

a gold metal contact present as part of the sample holder at each PE used. Correction to 83.95 eV 

was used, and then the BE difference was applied to each environment through the C 1s which 

showed no appreciable change in spectral features. C 1s data is shown for calibration validation in 

Figure S5.1. For spectral subtraction, background-subtracted (a linear background was used) 

spectra were normalized by total peak area before subtraction to account for differences in 

photoelectron intensity due to attenuation in the O2 atmosphere measurements. Data collected at 

UHV was subtracted from the O2 atmosphere data. 

 sXAS at the Fe L-edge was also collected at beamline 11.0.2 with the detector in TEY 

mode, at the same pressure and temperature combinations as the nAP-XPS data, and on the same 

position of analysis on the sample. 

 

5.4 Results 

 The materials used in this study were carefully selected to represent a variety of common 

catalyst structures with different Fe and N species present. Two samples (MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM) 

represent highly active Fe-N-C catalysts with different structures, one derived from a sacrificial 

MOF (ZIF-8) used to prepare a highly microporous N-doped carbon matrix, and the other a 

mesoporous, templated material based on the sacrificial support method (SSM). Both have been 

the subject of prior rigorous studies investigating ORR performance, and relating the performance 

to physicochemical properties.10,21,32,61,65–67 The other three samples are based on microporous NS 

particles produced by variations of a solvothermal synthesis method.27,52,62,63 These three materials 

were designed to model different Fe species often found in Fe-N-C catalysts (e.g. discrete particles 

vs. atomically dispersed Fe cations) while attempting to maintain very similar size, shape, 

morphological properties, and distribution of nitrogen species. Across the sample set, one of the 

most significant differences in sample preparation is the pyrolysis temperature the samples are 
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exposed to. A recent study has shown that FeN4 type bonding forms as low as 400 °C.68 It is also 

well documented that further evolution of the carbonaceous matrix, including increased 

graphitization, occurs at higher temperatures – often resulting in significantly improved ORR 

activity compared to low temperature pyrolyzed materials.18,68 Indeed, many highly active Fe-N-

C catalysts (including MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM) are pyrolyzed at much higher temperatures, usually 

in excess of 900 °C.10,21,32,61,65 Conversely, the NS samples were all pyrolyzed at lower 

temperatures of either 600 °C (NS-1) or 700 °C (NS-2 and NS-3). This difference in temperature 

is likely to impact the localized structure of the carbon surrounding a possible FeNxCy active site 

and could result in different O2 adsorption behavior. Therefore, differences in structure, 

morphology, and Fe and N speciation resulting from the different synthetic and processing 

parameters the samples experiences are first investigated with ex situ characterization techniques. 

 

5.4.1 Characterization of Materials Under UHV Conditions: STEM-EDS, XPS, and sXAS  

 Figure 5.1 shows STEM bright field (BF) images alongside EDS maps specific to C, N, 

and Fe for the three samples with the most differences in morphology, highlighting their main 

differences and the range of studied structures. The MOF-Fe0.5 sample has the most open structure, 

with a high specific surface area mostly from micropores with some contribution from narrow 

mesopores.21  SSM has relatively smaller structural features, and is known to contain a bimodal 

pore size distribution due to the controlled size of pore-formers.10,61 NS-3 shows the typical 

structure and morphology of the NS samples. This particular sample was selected to be displayed 

alongside MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM as it also has a uniform Fe dispersion, while highlighting the major 

differences in overall structure of NS samples compared to the MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM catalysts. The 

C specific EDS map of NS-3 shows a degree of texturing across the surface of the NS. This 

texturing is likely related to the porosity of the NS samples, as they have a bimodal pore size 

distribution and the texturing can be explained by the presence of both meso- and micropores.62 

All three Fe-N-C samples in Figure 5.1 show a relatively even distribution of C, N, and Fe. In 

these examples, all samples show highly dispersed Fe species and do not reveal the presence of Fe 

nanoparticles, at this resolution. A comparison of the three different NS samples is displayed in 

Figure 5.2 to highlight their differences in iron distribution. All three NS samples displayed in  
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Figure 5.1 BF-mode (S)TEM images and C, N, and Fe specific EDS maps are displayed for the 
MOF-Fe0.5, SSM, and NS-3. 

 

Figure 5.2 have similar overall shape, size, and morphology, as can be seen in the high angle 

annular dark field (HAADF) images. The EDS maps below also show similar N distribution for 

each sample, and both NS-1 and NS-3 show a well distributed signal for Fe, implying either only 

atomically dispersed Fe and/or (sub)nanosized particles, whereas NS-2 has Fe present in particle 

form (from single nanometers to tens of nanometers in diameter with no regular shape. Relative 

quantification of all samples from EDS is reported in Table 5.1. All five samples have very similar 

composition, with NS-2 displaying the largest amount of Fe and lowest amount of N due to the 

presence of Fe particles. Both NS-1 and NS-3 have less overall Fe and N content than the MOF-

Fe0.5 and SSM catalysts.  
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Figure 5.2 HAADF-mode TEM images and C, N, and Fe specific EDS maps are displayed at 
high-magnification for the three NS samples. 

 

Table 5.1 EDS Compositional Analysis 

 

 C (at. %) O (at. %) N (at. %) Fe (at. %) 

MOF-Fe0.5 93.5 3.0 3.1 0.4 

NS-1 94.3 3.2 2.4 0.2 

NS-2 96.7 1.1 0.7 1.2 

NS-3 95.2 2.5 2.2 0.2 

SSM 95.4 1.4 2.7 0.5 

 

 An analysis of the N 1s core level by XPS was performed in order to qualitatively examine 

the differences in N species present. Many studies in the literature featuring XPS data on Fe-N-C 
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based catalysts have employed curve-fitting of the N 1s core level in order to attempt to 

differentiate the various N species present, in which identifying FeNxCy moieties by the N atoms 

involved in the coordination of Fe cations is of particular interest. Such detailed information 

obtained from the N1s fitting results is then often related to the ORR activity of 

catalysts.13,19,27,52,53,63 However, curve-fitting and the subsequent assignment of components to N 

species is very complex due to the abundance of a variety of possible N moieties that may be 

present in an Fe-N-C catalyst. Additionally, the BE position of a particular N species can be 

impacted by local structural differences (e.g. edge effects and proximity of other dopant elements 

or defects in the C structure), which can cause shifts in the position of a species up to several eV 

in value.69 Therefore, we display N 1s data without curve-fitting, in order to highlight and compare 

the main features present in these samples (Figure 5.3). It is important to note that this data was 

collected with a lower photon energy (hν=600 eV) than typical, resulting in a photoelectron kinetic 

energy of ~200 eV, circa five-times lower than that of N 1s photoelectrons ejected upon exposure 

of a sample to the typical Al kα X-ray source. This does not necessarily mean that the N 1s data 

displayed in Figure 5.3 has exactly a 5x smaller information depth than classical XPS 

measurements, since the relationship between photoelectron kinetic energy and information depth 

is complex.70 However we can safely assume that the lower photon energy measurements 

presented here are more surface sensitive than those typically reported in the literature.  The N 1s 

spectra of all five samples show two distinct peaks at BE values between 400-398 eV and 402-400 

eV, respectively. It is also clear, without any fitting, that the ratio of the two distinct peaks changes 

among the samples. While this certainly represents a simplified picture, each sample can be 

characterized as being predominantly comprised of either electron-rich, sp2 type nitrogen species 

(pyridine, imine, and FeNxCy moieties) or sp3 type hydrogenated nitrogen species (pyrrole, 

hydrogenated pyridine, and other protonated N species) by evaluating the relative abundance of 

these two main peaks. The MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM samples represent the two extreme cases, as the 

MOF-Fe0.5 sample contains the highest ratio of electron-rich nitrogen species to hydrogenated 

species, while the SSM sample contains the lowest ratio of electron-rich to hydrogenated species. 

The three NS samples present intermediate cases with a more balanced mix of electron-rich and 

hydrogenated species. NS-1 has nearly equal contribution from the two classes of nitrogen species. 

NS-2 and NS-3 have close to identical N 1s spectra, with greater relative contribution from 

hydrogenated species than electron-rich. This is expected as it follows previous results on a set of  
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Figure 5.3 XPS N 1s spectra collected with a photon energy of 630 eV at UHV and RT are 
displayed for all samples. A gradient fill color is applied to qualitatively highlight the trend in the 
ratio of pyridine-like species to hydrogenated-nitrogen species from sample to sample. 
 

metal-free NS in which pyrolysis temperature was shown to be the main variable impacting 

nitrogen chemistry.52 It should be noted that the N 1s signal from FeNxCy moieties can be found 

at several different positions ranging from ~400-398.5 eV, depending on the exact configuration 

of the species and the local environment of the N atoms.19,28,69,71 Due to the difficulty in definitively 

isolating these species and their typically low abundance relative to other N species, no attempt is 
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made to differentiate FeNxCy species within the N 1s signal and we turn to Fe specific 

characterization techniques to further interrogate such species.  

 To complement the XPS analysis of the N 1s core level, surface sensitive analysis of the 

Fe oxidation state distribution in each sample was performed by collecting the Fe L3,2-edge using 

soft X-rays and in TEY mode. Such measurements have an information depth on the order of 

several nanometers or less.41,55 Capabilities at end-station 11.0.2 at the ALS user facility enables 

sXAS measurements to be performed sequentially with XPS measurements, and so the sXA 

spectra displayed in Figure 5.4 were collected on the identical area of analysis and at identical 

environmental conditions (in the case of Figures 5.3 and 5.4, RT and UHV). Both surface 

sensitivity and the ability to collect XPS and sXAS at identical locations and environmental 

conditions distinguishes this approach from more commonly seen XAS experiments in which hard 

X-ray sources are used.  

 There is a clear distinction in the features of the Fe L3-edge dependent upon the oxidation 

state of the iron atoms in a sample, and approximate positions reported in the literature for pure 

(in terms of oxidation state) Fe(III), Fe(II), and Fe(0) compounds are indicated as dashed vertical 

lines in Figure 5.4.42,55,57,72 First, the spectra in Figure 5.4 reveal that none of the samples analyzed 

in this work show a well resolved peak for Fe0. The presence of some signal at this value is due to 

the broad contributions from Fe(II) species, since “pure” (pure in the sense of oxidation state, not 

necessarily pure in terms of compound or phase) Fe(II) references within the literature show a 

similar tail-like feature between 704 and 707 eV as well.42,55,57,72 In all samples, two features (in 

the form of a peak or shoulder) at distinct values are visible at higher energies, that correspond 

well to the referenced positions for Fe(II) at 707.6 eV and Fe(III) at ~709.1 eV. It is worth noting 

that even reference Fe(II) and Fe(III) spectra also have features (peak or shoulder) present at the 

position of the other oxidation state.42,55,57,72 This result is expected due to the surface sensitivity 

of the sXAS measurements, as it implies that even in the case of NS-2 where STEM-EDS reveals 

the presence of iron particles the sampling depth is low enough such that only the outer oxide layer 

of the particle is detected. Among FeNxCy species, the distribution of oxidation states is likely 

related to the relative proportion of sites that contain adsorbed O2 and are in an Fe(III) state vs. 

those that do not and are in an Fe(II) state. Based on the Fe L3,2-edge data, the MOF-Fe0.5 sample 

has the greatest relative contribution from Fe(III) within the sample set, and its Fe L3,2-edge 

spectrum is in fact close to that of pure ferric compounds in the literature.57,72 The NS-3 and SSM  
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Figure 5.4 XAS Fe L3,2-edge spectra collected at UHV and RT are displayed. Dashed vertical lines 
were added to indicate literature positions obtained on reference Fe(0), Fe(II), and Fe(III)

 
species. 

A gradient fill color was also added to qualitatively reveal the trend in average Fe oxidation state 
of the samples. 
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sample have sXA spectra most similar to that of MOF-Fe0.5, however they do have a greater 

relative contribution from the peak  at ~707.6 eV, definitively indicating the presence of Fe(II) 

species. NS-2 has peaks of near equal intensity at the positions corresponding to Fe(II) and Fe(III) 

states. Finally, the NS-1 sample has a much more intense Fe(II) peak than Fe(III), and is the closest 

within the dataset to a purely Fe(II) species. The varying distribution of surface Fe oxidation states 

revealed by the UHV sXAS results suggest multiple Fe moiteties are present within the dataset, 

despite all samples excluding NS-2 containing only highly dispersed Fe species as shown in 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2. As both oxide species and FeNxCy moieties may exist in either Fe(II) or Fe(III) 

states, further characterization is needed to identify these Fe moieties.  

 

5.4.2 Ex Situ, Ambient-Air Characterization: 57Fe Mössbauer Spectroscopy  

 The chemical and electronic state of Fe within the catalysts was investigated through 57Fe 

Mössbauer spectroscopy. It is important to note that in contrast to the sXAS results shown in Figure 

5.4, 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy is a bulk technique, and therefore may detect species that are 

inaccessible, or present in different proportions than identified with more surface-sensitive 

measurements. Additionally, 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy was performed without exposing the 

samples to vacuum, preserving the properties of a sample exposed to the ambient atmosphere. 

Figure 5 shows that there are significant differences in each sample’s Mössbauer spectrum, which 

can be correlated to the presence of different Fe species through a rigorous curve fitting procedure, 

the results of which are displayed in Figure 5.5, with the fitting parameters and relative 

contributions of the different spectral features shown in Table S5.1.   

 The MOF-Fe0.5 sample is the least heterogeneous, with the fitting adequate with only two 

spectral components, namely the quadrupole doublets D1 and D2. As discussed previously, the 

exact assignment of D1 and D2 have been the subject of recent discussions within the field. Based 

on the previous findings, D1 is assigned to a surface Fe(III)N4C12 species with the presence of an 

adsorbed O2 molecule, while D2 is assigned to Fe(II)N4C10 species that are likely O2-

inaccessible.26,67 This fit suggests that the MOF-Fe0.5 sample likely only contains FeNxCy species. 

NS-1 has a somewhat similar spectrum compared to that of the MOF-Fe0.5 sample, as it also has 

the greatest relative contribution from the D1 component (70.7 %). While a second quadrupole 

doublet is also present in NS-1 (labelled D4), with a QS-value similar to that of D2 (2.61 mm·s-1, 

Table S5.1), this component has a significantly higher IS than D2 in the previous sample, 0.82 vs.  
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Figure 5.5 Experimental 
57

Fe Mössbauer spectra collected at RT for each FeNC sample and their 
fitting. Fitting parameters, and assignment of the components to Fe species are available in Table 
S5.1. Solid lines without fill (D1-D4) represent FeNxCy species, while metallic, carbide, and nitride 
are shown with a solid fill beneath the curve. 
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0.40 mm·s-1. Such a high IS-value has been reported before for Fe(II) cations in tetrahedral 

coordination, while D2 is viewed as a near square-planar coordination.35
 D4 is therefore tentatively 

assigned to a distorted Fe(II)NxCy structure – possibly present in the NS-1 sample and not MOF-

Fe0.5 due to different localized properties of the carbon matrix in NS-1 that result from its lower 

pyrolysis temperature. Additionally, NS-1 has a small contribution (ca. 6%) from a sextet 

component unambiguously assigned to Fe3C. Therefore, it can be concluded that NS-1 is also 

comprised of primarily FeNxCy species, especially the surface species hypothesized to contain an 

Fe(III) center due to adsorbed O2 (D1), with a small contribution from iron carbide. Iron carbide 

is usually encapsulated in a N-doped carbon shell after pyrolysis, and such structures have shown 

some ORR activity, but (on a basis per Fe mass), are much less active than FeNxCy sites.73 NS-2 

has a significantly different Mössbauer spectrum compared to MOF-Fe0.5 and NS-1, with no 

quadrupole doublet components. The main spectral features in NS-2 are (i) a singlet component 

with an IS near 0 mm·s-1, easily assigned to γ-Fe (Table S5.1) and (ii) two sextets assigned to Fe3C 

and α-Fe. To complete the fit, a second and very broad singlet was necessary, reflecting an 

unresolved environment due to magnetic and/or electronic relaxation. The presence of metallic 

iron phases in NS-2 is in good agreement with the STEM-EDS results shown in Figure 5.2, which 

revealed regularly occurring iron particles. Due to the absence of FeNxCy type species in NS-2, it 

is reasonable to conclude that NS-2 would be less ORR-active than the others in acidic medium. 

The fitted spectrum for NS-3 consists of three sextets assigned to α-Fe and Fe3C, and a doublet 

assigned to an iron nitride (Fe2+xN) species. For a best fit, two sextets with slightly different 

hyperfine fields (20.3 and 21.1 Tesla) were introduced, assigned to Fe3C or Fe-carbide in slightly 

different compositions. According to the STEM-EDS (Figure 5.2), the Fe dispersion is very similar 

to NS-1, showing only highly dispersed species that must be either ultra-fine particles or atomically 

dispersed Fe coordinated to C rather than N as in an FeNxCy moiety. Since NS-3, like NS-2, 

contains no or almost no FeNxCy type species it is also expected to have low ORR activity in acidic 

medium. The last sample, SSM, has a spectrum more similar to the MOF-Fe0.5 and NS-1 samples, 

as both D1 and D2 are present and account for the majority of the total signal. However, an 

additional doublet (D3) is also present, with IS similar to that of D1 and D2, but with significantly 

higher QS than D2, namely 3.54 mm·s-1. The QS value of this fitted D3 component is well in line 

with QS values recently calculated for Fe(II)N4C10 moieties in medium (S=1) spin state.26 The 
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latter were in the range of 2.6 – 3.4 mm·s-1 for all cluster or periodic calculations of Fe(II)N4C10 

moieties in S=1 spin state, significantly higher than all other QS calculated for other spin states, 

oxidation states or moiety structures (e.g. FeN4C12).26 The presence of D3 in the SSM sample may 

be related to its higher graphitization or ordering, since FeN4C10 moieties are in-plane moieties 

embedded in an ordered graphene sheet. γ-Fe is also present in very small quantities, likely 

encapsulated within carbon layers since the SSM sample was subjected to acid leaching and 

therefore electrolyte-exposed metallic iron species are expected to have been removed from the 

sample. Further studies of O2 adsorption with both nAP-XPS and sXAS are therefore necessary to 

evaluate the hypothesis that the more active Fe-containing MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM species contain an 

adsorbed O2 molecule on some of their FeNxCy surface sites, and whether interactions with O2 on 

FeNxCy type species can be differentiated from O2 interactions with less active NC and Fe-based 

species. 

 

5.4.3 In Situ Characterization at 100 mTorr O2 and 80 °C: nAP-XPS and sXAS 

 The first proposed step of the ORR is the adsorption of an O2 molecule to a catalytically 

active site,74 and so identifying adsorbing sites is a necessary component of understanding the 

ORR. Additionally, most PEMFCs are operated at elevated temperature, with 80 °C the standard 

value. Therefore, both XP and sXA spectra were collected on the exact same area of analysis as 

the UHV measurements (Figures 5.3 and 5.4) in an atmosphere of 100 mTorr of O2 at 80 °C, such 

that changes in both nitrogen and iron chemistry can be observed. Within XPS N 1s spectra, 

previous studies have shown slight changes in the N 1s when NC and Fe-N-C samples have been 

exposed to O2.52,53 Assuming the adsorption is a relatively weak interaction between the O2 

molecule and an adsorbing atom, the electron density of the adsorbent will be disrupted and a slight 

shift will result in the XP spectra. To isolate these subtle changes, a difference spectrum can be 

calculated by subtracting the spectrum acquired in UHV from that acquired in the O2 atmosphere. 

With this convention, a negative peak in the difference spectrum is indicative of an adsorbing 

species, as there is now less signal at the position of an adsorbent due to the shift induced by the 

covalent interaction with the O2 molecule.52 The position of this negative peak can then be 

correlated with a nitrogen species as in assigning components of a curve fit to specific species. An 

experimentally determined threshold is applied to the difference spectra to remove minor features 

– the threshold is set by repeating the N 1s measurement with identical conditions on a single spot 
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to account for instrumental fluctuations. Using this method, any adsorbing sites occurring in such 

a low density that their change due to O2 exposure is less than the changes in spectra due to the 

repeatability of the same measurement are not included. 

Figure 5.6a shows N 1s spectra (normalized by the total peak area) acquired in UHV 

conditions at RT, and in 100 mTorr O2 at 80 °C, while Figure 5.6b shows the resulting difference 

spectra. Adsorption features in the difference spectra can be assigned to either primarily 

hydrogenated nitrogen (higher BE), or primarily electron-rich pyridine-like nitrogen species 

(lower BE), with some subtle differences present in the electron-rich adsorption peaks and peak 

positions. Overall, the MOF-Fe0.5 sample, NS-2, and NS-3 all result in difference spectra indicating 

that adsorption occurs at both hydrogenated nitrogen and pyridine-like nitrogen to a fairly even 

degree, with the MOF-Fe0.5 sample showing a slight preference for adsorption to hydrogenated 

species. The NS-1 and SSM samples show significant adsorption only at either low or high BE, 

with NS-1 having a preference for adsorption to electron-rich species and SSM for adsorption to 

hydrogenated nitrogen species. By relating the information provided in these difference spectra to 

the conclusions from ex situ characterization, it is possible to gain insight into O2 interactions. 

Towards this end, we first consider the case of NS-2 and NS-3, samples which do not have any 

FeNxCy species. These two samples have very similar UHV N 1s spectra, and very similar 

difference spectra, suggesting they have the same nitrogen sites available for O2 adsorption. There 

are two negative peaks in the difference spectra of NS-2 and NS-3, present at positions most likely 

corresponding to hydrogenated nitrogen (~400.6 eV) and electron-rich nitrogen (~398 eV), species  

which have previously been shown to adsorb O2 in similar Fe-free NC materials.52 Considering 

the two most active samples next, both the MOF-Fe0.5 and the SSM difference spectra only show 

peaks consistent with adsorption to NC species. Adsorption occurs at both classes of NC species 

on the MOF-Fe0.5 sample, while the SSM sample has one clearly defined adsorption peak at 401.0 

eV – this value is between that of hydrogenated nitrogen species and graphitic nitrogen species, 

and so a clear assignment of adsorption to one class of nitrogen functionality is not possible. 

Interestingly so, for the MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM catalysts, no adsorption peaks are visible within the 

BE range (400-398.5 eV) where the N-Fe bonds from FeNxCy species are typically assigned. 

Therefore, we can consider the desorption/adsorption events occurring on MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM 

samples from UHV/100 mTorr O2 as most likely due to N-functionalities on the surface of the N-

doped carbon matrix. The results for NS-1 present a unique case. The main adsorption peak is  
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Figure 5.6 Overlaid, background subtracted N 1s spectra normalized to the total region area are 
displayed for both UHV, RT and 100 mTorr O2, 80 °C environments for all samples (a), alongside 
the resulting difference spectra (b). A dashed vertical line is included at ~398.6 eV to draw attention 
to the shift in adsorption peak position unique to NS-1. 

 

present at 398.6 eV, and is asymmetric with a shoulder at lower BE consistent with the electron-

rich adsorption features present in the rest of the sample set. However, the main position of this 

feature is unique across the sample set as highlighted by the dashed vertical line added to Figure 

5.6b at 398.6 eV. There are two possible assignments for this unique adsorption feature. Either 

NS-1 contains a different type of electron-rich NC species at the surface, or adsorption is occurring 

at an FeNxCy site. A recent study has assigned an FeNxCy species to this BE value.71 Additionally, 
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in our prior study of O2 adsorption on Fe-free NC samples, not a single Fe-free NC sample 

(including the Fe-free analogues to the NS samples included in this study) demonstrated an 

adsorption peak at this BE value.52 Therefore, we attribute the peak at 398.6 eV to adsorption of 

O2 at an FeNxCy moiety. 

 An additional set of measurements were performed in a humidified O2 atmosphere by 

introducing 100 mTorr of H2O vapor to the already present 100 mTorr of O2. The sequential nature 

of this approach enables investigation of adsorption of O2 and/or H2O molecules to any available 

sites (Figure S5.2), as it is possible humidification may change the adsorption properties of O2 to 

different sites. Across the sample set, a slight increase in adsorption at lower BE values is observed, 

suggesting that water vapor adsorption to pyridinic nitrogen species, and in the case of NS-1, 

FeNxCy species, is favorable. Interestingly, the samples with the most O2 adsorption to 

hydrogenated nitrogen (MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM) show no increase in adsorption to hydrogenated 

nitrogen, and even a very slight decrease in this feature. This suggests that water vapor adsorption 

to such species, in the context of a sample with adsorbed O2 already present, is unfavorable. Further 

evaluation of competitive adsorption between O2 and H2O vapor through the introduction of pre-

mixed humidified O2 with systematically varied relative humidity to possibly correlate adsorption 

with gas transport properties of different catalysts is feasible with, however this is beyond the 

scope of this work. 

  Changes in Fe oxidation state upon exposure to O2 were evaluated using sXAS performed 

in the same 100 mTorr O2, 80 °C environment (Figure 5.7). Previous studies have hypothesized 

and provided evidence that upon O2 adsorption, the iron atom in an FeNx site will oxidize from 

Fe(II) to Fe(III).26,32,40–42 The majority of Fe on the surface of the MOF-Fe0.5 sample is in Fe (III) 

state and there is little to no change in oxidation state upon exposure to O2 for this sample. While 

the MOF-Fe0.5 sample displayed the least amount of change in iron oxidation state across the 

sample set, NS-1 holds the other extrema with the greatest degree of change in oxidation state. In 

UHV, NS-1 is primarily Fe(II), however upon exposure to O2, the surface oxidation state switches 

to primarily Fe(III) species. The significant change in oxidation state of surface Fe in NS-1 

corroborates the assignment of the nAP-XPS N 1s adsorption peak identified as an FeNxCy species. 

Both NS-2 and NS-3 show an increase in Fe(III) character, which must be due to species other 

than FeNxCy, since no FeNxCy species are expected for these samples due to the absence of 

doublets in their Mössbauer spectra. NS-2 has a very slight increase in Fe(III) character and in O2,  
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Figure 5.7 sXAS Fe L3,2-edge spectra collected at UHV and RT, and 100 mTorr O2 and 80 °C are 
displayed for all samples. Dashed vertical lines were added to XA spectra to indicate literature 
positions obtained on references for Fe(II) and Fe(III)

 
species.  

 

is slightly more Fe(III) rich than Fe(II), yet still has the most even distribution of oxidation states 

in the dataset. NS-3 experiences a slightly larger relative increase in Fe(III) signal upon exposure 
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to O2 resulting in an O2 atmosphere spectrum that is primarily Fe(III). Therefore, the most likely 

explanation for the change in oxidation state is a partial conversion of surface oxide species present 

on (metallic or carbide) Fe particles, from FeO to Fe3O4 or Fe2O3, or from Fe3O4 to Fe2O3.75 As 

shown in Figure 5.2, NS-2 has Fe particles on the order of tens of nanometers while NS-3 has 

highly dispersed Fe either in the form of ultra-fine (a few nm or less) particles or atomically 

dispersed complexes, it follows that NS-2 experiences less change upon exposure to O2. Finally, 

there is a slight increase in Fe(III) character for the SSM sample, representing an intermediate case 

to MOF-Fe0.5 and NS-1. To explain the different responses to the introduction of O2 observed 

through sXAS among the five samples, we now present a discussion of the results in the context 

of the results of all of the characterization techniques employed, and the differences in processing 

history of the samples. 

 

5.5 Discussion 

 Having thoroughly characterized each material with STEM-EDS, 57Fe Mössbauer 

spectroscopy, and XPS and sXAS (both UHV and in an O2 atmosphere), the properties of each 

sample and how these properties drive the material’s interactions with O2 can be interpreted. Two 

of the model NS samples (NS-2 and NS-3) were not found to contain any FeNxCy type species and 

therefore provide excellent baseline examples of how less active or inactive NC and Fe species 

interact with O2. Indeed, electrochemical evaluation through RRDE shown in Figure S5.3 indicates 

little activity for these two samples. NS-2 and NS-3 had very similar size, shape, morphology, 

spatial distribution of nitrogen, and chemical speciation of nitrogen and therefore, it follows that 

NS-2 and NS-3 had essentially the same set of interactions between nitrogen species and O2, with 

adsorption present at electron-rich, pyridine-like species as well as hydrogenated nitrogen species, 

a result very similar to that of Fe-free NS analogues previously published.52 The major difference 

between these samples was the distribution of their Fe species – NS-2 had regularly occurring Fe 

particles, while NS-3 contained highly dispersed Fe species, revealed by Mössbauer to be primarily 

Fe3C. This difference resulted in a different initial distribution of surface Fe oxidation states, as 

NS-2 had the most balanced ratio of Fe(III)/Fe(II) within the sample set, while NS-3 had more 

Fe(III) character than Fe(II) as revealed by UHV sXAS. Upon exposure to O2, both samples 

showed a similar degree of oxidation, with an increase in the ratio of Fe(III)/Fe(II). Due to the 

chemical states of Fe as revealed in Mössbauer spectroscopy, it is hypothesized that this change in 
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oxidation state was due to an enrichment of Fe(III) species within the extreme surface oxide layers 

of metallic, carbide, or nitride iron species present. It is not expected that the interactions between 

N-containing species and O2 in these samples have any connection to the interactions between the 

Fe-containing species that result in the change in Fe oxidation state. The relative increase in 

Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio upon exposure to O2 among NS-2 and NS-3 is greater than that of both the 

MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM samples, which are known to be ORR active.10,32,61,76  

The MOF-Fe0.5, NS-1, and SSM samples all contain FeNxCy species, as shown by the 

presence of doublets D1-D4 in their Mössbauer spectra (Figure 5.5). However, these materials 

have significantly different structures, and all have variations in the exact distribution of FeNxCy 

moieties present. To aid in the discussion and differentiation of O2 adsorption behavior observed 

among these three samples, a cartoon depiction of three cases of O2 interaction with a generalized 

FeNxCy site is displayed in Figure 5.8. Note that exact details of structure, coordination, geometry, 

and O2 orientation are not meant to be covered by this cartoon, rather it is used to highlight changes 

in iron oxidation state that can be detected spectroscopically in different environments due to either 

the presence or absence of adsorbed O2. Case 1 represents a strong interaction between O2 and the 

FeNxCy species. This results in the adsorption of O2 from ambient air, and the presence of an 

Fe(III) center during characterization at such conditions (57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy, Figure 

5.5). Upon exposure to UHV environments (XPS and sXAS in Figures 5.3 and 5.4), the strongly 

adsorbed O2 molecules are still present, and therefore the Fe(III) state is preserved. In this case, no 

changes in adsorption behavior or iron oxidation state from UHV to the O2-rich atmosphere (nAP-

XPS and sXAS, Figures 5.6 and 5.7) will be observed. For Case 1, the Fe center remains as Fe(III) 

due to the persistence of adsorbed O2 throughout all experimental conditions investigated in this 

work. Case 2 represents a weaker interaction between O2 and FeNxCy sites. In Case 2, O2 is still 

adsorbed at ambient conditions resulting in an Fe(III) center as in Case 1. The major distinction 

occurs upon exposure to UHV – this hypothesized weaker interaction results in desorption of O2 

and detection of an Fe(II) center during measurements taking place under UHV conditions. Upon 

re-exposure to O2, this FeNxCy site re-adsorbs O2, and therefore an Fe(III) center is detected. It is  
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Figure 5.8 Scheme of different O2 adsorption behavior on FeNxCy sites for each of the relevant 
atmospheres corresponding to different characterization atmospheres. Green circles are used to 
represent nitrogen atoms, while Fe(III) cations are represented by red circles, and Fe(II) cations by 
yellow circles. 

 

likely that Fe-free NC sites such as pyridine or hydrogenated nitrogen follow this case as well, as 

they are identifiable in nAP-XPS measurements (Figure 5.6). Finally, Case 3 represents FeNxCy 

sites that do not interact with O2 in any atmosphere, and therefore are always in an Fe(II) state. 

Case 3 is representative of inaccessible FeNxCy species, and/or FeNxCy species in which O2 

interaction is unfavorable, while Case 1 and Case 2 are representative of surface FeNxCy species 

with different O2 binding behavior. The latter is most likely tuned by differences in the properties 

of their surrounding carbonaceous matrix, or the exact structure/coordination of the site. 

We first discuss MOF-Fe0.5, as it only contains two doublet features in its Mössbauer 

spectrum, both assigned to the FeNxCy family of species. FeNxCy species assigned to D1 are 

considered to be O2-accessible at the surface and in an Fe(III) state due to adsorbed O2, while D2 

is inaccessible and therefore has no adsorbed O2, and is in an Fe(II) state. Therefore, we can 

conclude that D2 most likely follows Case 3 and does not interact with O2. UHV sXAS of MOF-

Fe0.5 shows the highest Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio of all samples, and there is little to no change in the 
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Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio from sXAS upon re-exposure to O2. This result suggests that O2 molecules are 

bound to the Fe(III)NxCy structures of D1 in all environments investigated, preventing any 

detectable change in oxidation state of Fe when O2 is introduced, as described in Case 1. The 

strong binding of O2 on all the Fe-based surface sites in MOF-Fe0.5 is in line with a recent CO 

chemisorption study on an exact analogue of the same sample, showing that a fraction of FeNx 

surface sites could be freed from pre-adsorbed O2 only after a cleaning treatment at a temperature 

of at least 300 °C, but a cleaning temperature of 600 °C was necessary to remove most or all pre-

adsorbed O2.67 nAP-XPS results also indicate no adsorption peak at a BE value that could be 

assigned to an adsorption on FeNxCy species, corroborating the in situ sXAS results. Therefore, 

we conclude that the MOF-Fe0.5 sample contains only FeNxCy species that fall into Case 1 or Case 

3, where those represented by D1 in Figure 5.5 are surface sites with strongly bound O2 that most 

likely contribute to catalytic activity, and those represented by D2 are not O2 accessible and 

therefore are unlikely to contribute to ORR activity. 

We consider SSM next, which has slightly different O2 interaction behavior relative to the 

MOF-Fe0.5 sample. Within the Mössbauer spectrum for SSM, 3 doublets are present that 

correspond to FeNxCy species. D1 and D2 are present within MOF-Fe0.5 as well, while D3 is unique 

to this sample. D2 and D3 are assigned to similar species, since both are Fe(II)NxCy and are likely 

inaccessible as they do not show interactions with O2 from the air. This hypothesis suggests that 

any changes in Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio detected in sXAS experiments must be due to either FeNxCy 

species contributing to the D1 signal or another Fe-based species like in NS-2 or NS-3. Indeed, 

there is a slight increase in Fe(III)/Fe(II) in the O2-rich environment when compared to the UHV 

environment detected by sXAS (Figure 5.7). While the SSM sample’s Mössbauer spectrum does 

show a small contribution from γ-Fe, it is only 1.1% of the total signal and therefore unlikely to 

account for the change in oxidation state. Furthermore, the SSM sample was acid treated to remove 

particulate iron, and therefore the remaining γ-Fe must be coated by a carbon shell, rendering it 

also unlikely to be O2-accessible, or even detectable by surface sensitive sXAS measurements. 

Therefore, we hypothesize that SSM contains a distribution of FeNxCy sites that are identical 

within its Mössbauer spectrum and contribute to D1, yet have different strengths of O2 adsorption. 

The majority of D1 FeNxCy sites likely follow Case 1 as in MOF-Fe0.5, but a small amount must 

follow Case 2 to explain the slight increase in Fe(III) character in O2-rich sXAS measurements. 

This difference in adsorption strength is hypothesized to be due to slight differences in the carbon 
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matrix surrounding the FeNxCy site, e.g. in-plane versus edge location, degree of graphitization 

versus defected nature of the carbon plane.18 As Mössbauer spectroscopy will not easily identify 

differences beyond the first coordination shell of iron, it is conceivable that identical spectral 

components within a Mössbauer spectrum are not located in the same environment and therefore 

have different O2 adsorption strengths, influenced by the properties of the carbon structure. Indeed, 

the presence of both D2 and D3 within SSM, which are similar Fe(II)N4C10 species with D3 

hypothesized to be embedded in a highly ordered graphitic carbon plane while D2 may be present 

in a less ordered carbon plane, implies that D1 may contain (spectroscopically identical) sites in 

different carbon environments. As the SSM sample contains both micro- and meso- pores (while 

mostly micropores are present in MOF-Fe0.5), it is possible that FeNxCy sites hosted within 

different pore structures explains the hypothesized difference in O2 binding strength and the 

observed change in iron oxidation state upon exposure to the O2-rich environment. 

Finally, we consider NS-1 which has two doublets in its Mössbauer spectrum, D1 and D4. 

While D1 must fall into Case 1 or Case 2 due to its assignment to Fe(III)NxCy with adsorbed O2 

present, D4 is assigned to an Fe(II)NxCy species in a tetrahedral configuration. This assignment 

containing an Fe(II) center suggests that D4, like D2 and D3, is likely O2 inaccessible and can be 

assumed to belong to Case 3. Under UHV conditions, NS-1 has the lowest Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio 

(Figure 5.4) of all samples. This suggests that the adsorbed O2 (present on D1 sites in the 

Mössbauer spectrum acquired in air, Figure 5.5) has desorbed in UHV conditions. Upon re-

exposure to O2 the Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio drastically switches to Fe(III) rich (Figure 5.7), and an 

adsorption peak assignable to FeNxCy species is present in the nAP-XPS difference spectrum 

(Figure 5.6). This suggests that surface FeNxCy sites in NS-1 follow primarily Case 2, and interact 

with O2 more weakly than those of MOF-Fe0.5, and also more weakly than the majority of surface 

FeNxCy sites in the SSM sample. While, due to its synthesis, most of the sites present in the model 

NS-1 sample should be accessible for catalyzing the ORR, it is expected they have a lower ORR 

activity than those in MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM. The ORR activity of NS-1 was screened by RRDE in 

Figure S5.3, with a resulting half-wave potential estimated between ~0.57 and ~0.64 V vs. RHE, 

depending on the catalyst loading used. This value is ~0.2 – 0.25 V lower than the active SSM and 

MOF-Fe0.5 catalysts.10,33,62 From this analysis, we cannot definitively conclude whether some 

FeNxCy sites in NS-1 interact strongly with O2 and follow Case 1 or not, however the strikingly 

larger magnitude of change in iron oxidation state observed for NS-1 relative to the rest of the 
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dataset certainly suggests the majority of FeNxCy sites interact weakly with O2, and is supported 

by the lower activity of this sample.  

Each of the three samples containing FeNxCy sites show different O2 adsorption behavior, 

however this is more likely to be due to differences in the local carbon structure than due to 

detectable differences in the FeNxCy species. Only species that contribute to the D1 feature 

(observed in the Mössbauer spectrum measured in air) are present in an Fe(III) state in air (i.e. 

with O2 adsorbed), and therefore the other three FeNx species identified (D2-D4) are either O2-

inaccessible or unfavorable for O2 adsorption. Therefore, we attribute differences in O2 adsorption 

strengths among the different samples to similar D1 sites but that are embedded in different local 

environments. This result has two major implications, the first of which highlights the ambiguity 

and potential pitfalls of treating all FeNxCy species contributing to a given spectroscopic feature 

in a Mössbauer spectrum acquired in ambient conditions as identical. In this work, we discuss the 

D1 feature in Mössbauer spectrum often attributed to catalytic activity in detail, however this 

principle can be extended to other characterizations (such as XAS and XPS where detailed curve-

fitting is often employed to identify FeNxCy species) within this work as well. Depending on the 

nature of the work, it can be very important to consider the exact spectroscopic information that 

an assignment of a component to a physical species is based upon, and whether other properties 

outside of those measured may influence the catalytic properties of a given species. Multi-

technique studies that investigate different relevant environments are also necessary to understand 

such complex chemical species and systems. The second major implication is that the nature of 

the carbon matrix an active site is hosted in can influence its O2 interaction strength, and therefore 

likely its specific activity (turnover frequency) as well. Of the three samples with FeNxCy sites, 

NS-1 experienced a much lower pyrolysis temperature (600 °C) than MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM (≥1000 

°C), and NS-1 is less active than the MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM samples. This should result in more 

ordered, graphitic carbon in the MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM samples than NS-1. Considering the weak O2 

interaction characteristic of the model NS-1 sample, it suggests that increased graphitization of the 

carbon matrix may be responsible for stronger interactions with O2, among other beneficial 

changes in conductivity and stability in acidic medium, ultimately resulting in higher ORR 

activity.18,68 This result highlights the importance of further characterization studies to continue to 

gain further clarity and improve the reliability in identifying different strengths of O2 interaction 
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with FeNxCy moieties, and to better understand their specific structures and properties for 

correlation with ORR activity and fuel cell performance. 

 

5.6 Conclusion 

 In this study, five Fe-N-C samples are thoroughly characterized, both ex situ under UHV 

(STEM-EDS, XPS and sXAS), ex situ under ambient conditions (57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy) 

and in situ in the presence of O2 at 80 °C (nAP-XPS and sXAS). Based on comprehensive 

characterization results, this work provides further evidence of the presence of adsorbed O2 species 

on certain FeNxCy species, while also suggesting that other FeNxCy species may not interact with 

O2 as strongly, or at all. We provide evidence in support of the hypothesis that the FeNxCy site 

present in the most active samples, MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM, and assigned to D1 in Mössbauer spectra, 

strongly adsorbs O2 from air such that they exist in an Fe(III) state. The model sample which also 

primarily contains iron in FeNxCy type sites, NS-1, contains FeNxCy sites that do not interact as 

strongly with O2 as those in the MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM samples. This is most likely due to a 

difference in the localized carbon matrix surrounding the FeNxCy sites produced at a significantly 

lower heat treatment temperature - 600 °C for NS-1 vs. ≥1000 °C for MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM. This 

study has significant implications on further synthesis efforts and spectroscopic characterization 

efforts towards the goal of identifying, differentiating, and producing exact species within the 

FeNxCy family of species. This will enable further evaluation of their relative activity, both for 

ORR as well as other relevant catalytic reactions, and highlights the necessity of conducting multi-

technique characterization studies encompassing measurements in varied environments. 
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5.8 Supporting Information 

 The C 1s of each sample measured at all three conditions is displayed with the background 

subtracted and the data normalized to the peak-maximum value, in order to best display any 

possible changes in the spectral features of the C 1s (Figure S5.1). While some slight variation 

from sample to sample is present, essentially no change in the C 1s is seen for any given sample 

from one measurement condition to the next. This validates that the energy scale calibration is 

consistent when changing measurement conditions, and that the C 1s has no appreciable interaction 

with O2 or H2O, or change due to increased temperature detectable within this dataset.  

 

 
Figure S5.1 Background subtracted normalized C 1s data is shown for all samples at all 
measurement conditions. 
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Table S5.1. Room temperature hyperfine parameters obtained from the fitting of the 57Fe 
Mössbauer spectra. IS, QS and LW are isomer shift, the quadrupole splitting and the line width 
respectively. All IS-values are given with respect to α-Fe iron standard at room temperature. 
 

Sample Component 
IS 

(mm·s-1) 

QS 

(mm·s-1) 

LW 

(mm·s-1) 

H 

(Tesla) 
Assignment 

Rel. Abs. 

area (%) 

MOF-

Fe0.5 

D1 0.36 0.98 0.69 - Fe(III)Nx HS 58.0 

D2 0.40 2.59 1.32 - 
Fe(II)Nx LS or 

MS 
42.0 

 

NS-1 

D1 0.36 0.98 0.69 - Fe(III)Nx HS 70.7 

D4 0.82 2.61 1.04 - 

Fe(II) in 

tetrahedral 

coordination 

23.0 

 0.14 - 0.29 20.5 Fe3C 6.3 

NS-2 

 -0.05 - 0.38 33.1 α-Fe 28.5 

 0.18 - 0.35 20.4 Fe3C 14.4 

 -0.13 - 0.32 - γ-Fe 10.2 

 0.35 - 8.2 - 
Magnetic 

relaxation 
23.0 

 

NS-3 

 -0.02 - 0.31 33.1 α-Fe 18.0 

 0.15 - 0.32 21.1 Fe3C 38.7 

39.4  0.14 - 0.32 20.3 Fe3C 

 0.14 0.93 0.42 - Fe2+xN 3.9 

SSM 

 -0.06 - 0.39 - γ-Fe 1.1 

D1 0.40 1.07 0.87 - Fe(III)Nx HS 39.8 

D2 0.54 2.05 1.23 - 
Fe(II)Nx LS or 

MS 
45.7 

D3 0.37 3.54 0.98 - Fe(II)Nx MS 12.9 
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Figure S5.2 Overlaid, background subtracted N 1s spectra normalized to the total region area are 
displayed for both UHV, RT 100 mTorr O2, 80 °C, and 100 mTorr O2 + 100 mTorr H2O 
environments for all samples (a), alongside the resulting difference spectra (b). A dashed vertical 
line is included at ~398.6 eV to draw attention to the shift in adsorption peak position unique to 
NS-1. Note that the UHV and O2 only data is the same as in Figure 5.6 of the manuscript, and was 
included here for comparison to the O2 + H2O data. 

 

 RRDE testing was performed in 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte using an RHE reference 

electrode, Pt-mesh counter electrode, and catalyst film deposited on the glassy carbon tip of a Pine 

RRDE. To prepare the catalyst film, the NS sample was added to an aliquot of ethanol along with 

an aliquot of 5 wt.% Nafion in water solution such that a Nafion loading of 10 µL/mg was used. 

The ink was then sonicated in an ice bath for 30 minutes before a volume of ink was deposited on 

a polished and cleaned RRDE glassy carbon surface such that the desired catalyst loading (50, 500, 
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or 1000 µg/cm2) was achieved. The ink was then allowed to dry under ambient pressure and 

temperature. Prior to RRDE measurements, a break in procedure was performed in N2 saturated 

electrolyte by sweeping a potential range of 1.0 V – 0.4 V at 500 mV/s while rotating at 1600 rpm 

until no change in the data was observed. RRDE measurements were performed by scanning from 

1.0 V to 0.1 V in O2 saturated electrolyte at 20 mV/s and 1600 rpm while the Pt ring potential was 

held at a constant value of 1.0 V. All measurements were performed with a BioLogic SP-300 

potentiostat. Prior to any measurement, glassware was cleaned by boiling in pure deionized water 

for several hours. 

 RRDE measurements of both the MOF-Fe0.5 sample33 and the SSM sample10,61 have been 

previously reported. RRDE measurements performed on the three NS samples, as well as an Fe-

free NC analogue, are reported in Figure S5.2. Initial screening of the three NS samples was done 

using a very low loading of the catalyst (50 µg/cm2) to preserve the thin film nature of the 

measurement such that accurate ring current values could be attained. NS-2, which is primarily 

Fe-NPs and contains no FeNxCy active sites, shows essentially no improvement in activity over 

the base Fe-free material, indicating that if the ORR is occurring to any extent, it is most likely 

due to N defects also present in the Fe-free reference material. NS-3 and NS-1 show modest  

Figure S5.3 RRDE measurements of NS-1, NS-2, NS-3 and an Fe-free NS reference material are 

shown above. Each material was measured at a catalyst loading of 50 µg/cm
2
, and NS-1 was also 

measured at catalyst loadings of 500 and 1,000 µg/cm
2
. 
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improvements in activity over the Fe-free baseline while still appearing largely inactive at this 

catalyst loading. While NS-1 has FeNxCy sites in its Mössbauer spectrum, NS-3 mainly has carbide 

species. Since the overall N 1s features as shown by XPS in Figure 5.3 of NS-3 and NS-2 are 

nearly identical, it is most likely the difference comes from the presence of iron carbide, which has 

been shown, in certain cases, to be active, although likely less active on a per site basis than highly 

active FeNxCy sites.74 NS-1 was also evaluated at higher catalyst loadings of 500 µg/cm2 and 1000 

µg/cm2 in order to attempt to draw comparison with literature examples, and prior published results 

on MOF-Fe0.5 and SSM. The E1/2 of NS-1 at 500 µg/cm2 is ~0.57 V, while an E1/2 of ~0.64 V is 

observed at 1000 µg/cm2. In prior work, SSM had an E1/2 of ~0.8 V,10 while MOF-Fe0.5 was ~ 0.78 

V.33 While this is in no way meant to be a robust, systematic study of the 5 materials, it is still 

clear from the initial screening that the lower temperature NS-1 sample does not exhibit a similar 

level of activity as that of the SSM and MOF-Fe0.5 samples. In fact, the ORR behavior of NS-1 is 

not unsimilar to lower-temperature materials presented in the literature like that of the 400 °C 

sample presented in a study on the temperature dependent formation of FeN4 bonding.68 It is likely 

that further optimization of both ink properties and processing, as well as electrochemical testing 

parameters will result in an improvement in performance for the NS-1 sample, however it is 

unlikely that this would result in the level of performance seen for the other two active catalysts. 

Further optimization of the performance of this material were not warranted due to the more 

fundamental nature of this study and motivation to develop reliable analysis tools that help 

understand adsorption behavior of complex catalysts. 
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CHAPTER 6 

INVESTIGATION OF NAFION BY XPS AND NAP-XPS: THE CASE OF THIN FILMS AND 
ELECTRODES 

 

This chapter contains currently unpublished work that forms a framework for at least two first 

author publications, while also containing preliminary results that will contribute to co-authorships 

lead by other authors, all to be submitted after the publication of this thesis. In the place of an 

authorship list, all contributors are mentioned by name in the acknowledgements, section 6.7.  

 

6.1 Abstract 

 The focus of this chapter is on the characterization of the commercial ionomer species, 

Nafion with XPS. This section sets several analytical goals and will discuss a confluence of several 

material sets and analytical goals. Initial work is focused on the simple goal of evaluating the 

(in)stability of Nafion during XPS measurements, and was performed both on model thin films 

and membrane-electrode-assemblies featuring different catalyst materials. Initial results 

investigating stability of Nafion films of different thicknesses, prepared on different substrates, 

and measured with different experimental conditions are presented. This limited dataset presented 

in this chapter is part of a bigger dataset that is being analyzed by multiple groups using different 

XPS instruments and will contribute to a cross-laboratory comparison.  

 Development of a measurement protocol that avoids instability artifacts in XPS data from 

Nafion-containing samples is also part of this Chapter. This enabled confident measurement of 

ORR electrodes based on high surface area carbon supported platinum nanoparticle catalysts 

(Pt/HSC) in a composite with Nafion ionomer. Comparison of Nafion thin films, the bare Pt/HSC 

catalyst powder, and a Pt/HSC composite electrode illuminates changes occurring in all species 

due to either processing steps during electrode fabrication, or interactions between the 

components. This clearly indicates the need to characterize new catalyst, support, and ionomer 

chemistries in an electrode, as well as investigate the impact of different processing steps on the 

final behavior of these electrodes. Towards this end, a proof-of-principle is shown for a small 

subset of Pt/HSC electrodes fabricated by roll-to-roll methods showing the impact of processing 

variables on the electrode composition. While only a small set is shown here, over 20 electrodes 
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with different processing variable combinations have been analyzed as part of a larger effort, many 

with 3 or more redundant measurement repetitions for statistical analysis of parameters such as 

F/Pt ratio or surface ionomer/catalyst (I/C) ratios obtained from C 1s curve-fitting.  

 Finally, initial results studying both Nafion thin films and Pt/HSC electrodes in an 

atmosphere of 1 mbar H2O(v) are presented. This shows the ability of thin Nafion films to re-orient 

such that the sulfur concentration at the surface increases after exposure to H2O. In Pt/HSC 

electrodes, this behavior is observed only at high values of surface I/C. While more data is certainly 

needed to conclusively link this fundamental physical process to fuel cell performance, the initial 

result serves as a proof-of-principle and suggests that Nafion mobility within an electrode is 

limited due to either confinement or interaction between Pt and the sulfonic acid group. The 

conclusion of this chapter will feature both a summary of major findings herein, and a brief 

explanation of ongoing experiments to finalize this work. 

 

6.2 Literature Overview 

 Numerous research efforts typically have focused on developing and optimizing catalyst 

performance in rotating disk electrode (RDE) setups using liquid electrolyte.1–3 This approach is 

certainly valuable for conducting fundamental electrochemical measurements, and for quick 

screening of electrocatalysts, however many catalysts that show promising performance in RDE 

experiments fail to reach the same levels of performance when tested at the more relevant 

membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) scale.3 This gap between RDE and MEA performance is 

likely a result of a lack of understanding and control of the interactions between the catalyst and 

ionomer species in the electrode. In order to manufacture polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) 

electrodes with improved performance, a better understanding of the properties of the catalyst-

ionomer interface is needed.  

 

6.2.1 Properties and Role of the Ionomer and Catalyst-Ionomer Interface in a Fuel Cell 

 Considering the case of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the cathode of a PEM fuel 

cell (PEMFC), the ionomer is responsible for facilitating proton transport to the catalyst surface 

for the ORR to proceed.4,5 Additionally, the interactions between the catalyst and ionomer will 

drive (along with other processing parameters) the formation of the electrode architecture which 

will impact the mass transport of gaseous O2 and H2O within the electrode. Therefore, it is clear 
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that the properties of the catalyst-ionomer interface will greatly impact the accessibility and 

utilization of the catalyst, and the overall PEMFC performance.6–10 

 The distribution of ionomer throughout an electrode structure determines multiple 

important factors towards PEMFC performance.11,12 Adequate connectivity and catalyst coverage 

are necessary to facilitate transport of protons to the active site. Too thin or too sparse of an 

ionomer layer at the catalyst will result in slow proton transport, and/or catalyst sites that are 

unutilized. Conversely, too thick of an ionomer layer will impede O2 transport and trap H2O 

produced by the ORR, causing flooding.3,6,7,9 This is depicted in the cartoon below (Figure 6.1).9  

 

 

Figure 6.1 Schematic depiction of the variation of Nafion film thickness with depth within the 
catalyst layer (from Lee et al. 2010)9.  
 
The exact thickness of ionomer film that achieves an optimal balance of proton and O2 transport 

is not explicitly known. Based on microscopy within the 2006 publication by More et al., it has 

often been assumed that ionomer coatings, in the case of carbon supported platinum (Pt/C) 

catalysts, are only a few nm thick.13 It is important to note that the thickness of such thin films 

varies from area to area, and the complete picture cannot be captured by 2D visualization in the 

TEM images. Further studies using 3D microscopy provide insights into heterogeneous 

distribution of ionomer. It is also likely that ionomer film thickness will vary based on catalyst and 

support chemistry, ionomer chemistry, ink processing parameters, and electrode fabrication 

parameters.14–18   

The exact chemical structure of the ionomer species used in an electrode is expected to 

change the qualities of the catalyst-ionomer interface that is formed. Typically, an ionomer 
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contains a neutral polymer chain that provides structure, and an ionic species that promote 

conductivity of the desired species.6,7 While different classes of ionomers exist, perfluorosulfonic 

acid (PFSA) based ionomers with a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) backbone are the most 

commonly used type of ionomers in PEM electrodes. In this molecule, the PFSA side chain is 

responsible for proton conduction. Nafion, developed by DuPont [Nafion is a registered trademark 

of E. I. DuPont De Nemours & Co. Nafion membrane is a commercially available PFSA-based 

membrane commonly used in fuel cell applications.], was the first commercially available example 

of a PFSA ionomer and is the canonical family of PFSA ionomers used in low temperature 

PEMFCs.19 A generalized chemical structure of Nafion is displayed in Figure 6.2. Multiple 

variations on this structure exist, as both the spacing (frequency of occurrence) and the length of 

the sulfonic acid containing side chain can be varied to tune the properties of the exact Nafion 

polymer. Additionally, in Figure 6.2 Nafion is displayed in its coordinated form, in which the SO3
- 

group is deprotonated, which represents the likely structure present when coordinated with either 

hydronium ions or another cation in an electrode structure. In an uncoordinated or dehydrated 

environment, the -O- will instead be in hydroxyl form, giving an SO3H end group.  

 

 

Figure 6.2 Generalized chemical structure of a Nafion ionomer. 

 

The catalyst-ionomer interface is also affected by the catalyst and support chemistries.20,21 

For example, interactions between the sulfonic acid group and metal surface like that of a Pt 
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nanoparticle (Pt-NP) are favorable, and will likely result in a hydrophilic interface, where sulfonic 

acid groups are facing the Pt-NP catalyst.22–24 Alternatively, hydrophobic materials such as 

graphitized carbon supports (or catalysts in Pt-free systems) are more likely to interact with the 

PTFE backbone of the ionomer, orienting the sulfonic acid group away from the catalyst surface, 

especially in the presence of water.25,26 A schematic depiction of these two cases is included in 

Figure 6.3.27 Further, in the hydrophilic case, H2O may be trapped in close vicinity of the Pt-NPs, 

facilitating proton conduction and enhanced ORR rates. In the hydrophobic case, Pt-NPs may not 

be accessible for proton conduction and therefore will not be utilized effectively. It is also possible 

that a change in this orientation will occur dependent on environmental stimuli such as 

humidification, temperature, or biasing. However, little experimental work investigating these 

phenomena has been reported, and much of it is either focused on diagnostics conducted during 

MEA testing, modeling efforts, or experiments focused on model Nafion thin films.16,17,26–32 There 

is a definitive need for surface sensitive, structural and chemical state-based characterization of 

the catalyst-ionomer interface in order to enable the production of better performing PEMFC 

electrodes. 

  

Figure 6.3 Simplified illustration of inversion of the ionomer orientation for diametrical wetting 
scenarios of Pt/C (from Malek et al. 2011)27. 
  

 Substantial characterization of Nafion membranes has been conducted over the past couple 

of decades.6 However, the properties of Nafion within a membrane that is tens to hundreds of 

microns thick are not expected to be the same as those of Nafion thin films which are on the order 
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of a few nanometers thick, mainly due to confinement effects and large surface contribution 

relative to the bulk. Physicochemical characterization studies of Nafion present in electrodes and 

in model thin films have primarily featured microscopy, X-ray scattering techniques, and 

vibrational spectroscopies.6,7,15,24,25,31,33–35 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has yielded 

beneficial insights into Nafion distribution and behavior within an electrode, however specialized 

experimental conditions and/or sample prep are needed.24,25 X-ray scattering techniques and X-ray 

computed tomography have been used in conjunction with TEM to visualize the 3D architecture 

of an electrode, revealing agglomeration size and porosity characteristics of an electrode.15,25,31,36 

However, such techniques may not have the necessary resolution to provide nanoscale 

information. Several vibrational spectroscopies, including Raman and infrared (in multiple 

different configurations) have been used to study the adsorption of sulfonic acid to a Pt surface, 

suggesting the interaction between the Pt-NPs and sulfonic acid ionic group of Nafion is 

favorable.33,34 However, many of these techniques still have limitations such as a lack of surface 

sensitivity, a lack of chemical state sensitivity, and vacuum requirement. Conducting 

measurements of the catalyst-ionomer interface using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

presents an opportunity to add critical information that is surface and chemical state sensitive, and 

can be conducted in controlled gas atmospheres by using near-ambient pressure (nAP-) XPS. 

 Several examples of detailed XPS analysis of Nafion either in membrane, thin film, or in 

an electrode exist in the literature. A recent study Friedman et al. used XPS mapping and high-

resolution scans to identify changes in a Nafion membrane after being subjected to different 

degradation processes.37 In this study the authors identified a significant discrepancy within the 

literature on similar polymers with respect to assigning the position of oxygen species present in 

Nafion, which will be discussed in more detail later. XPS of Nafion within a composite has been 

reported as well, with a study focused on a Nafion-based lithium-air electrode, and another 

studying Nafion in a platinum-group metal free (PGM-free) based cathode for the ORR showing 

particularly insightful analysis relevant to work presented here. In the case of the lithium-air 

electrode, Shi et al. used XPS to identify Nafion degradation after cycling.38 For the PGM-free 

electrode, Artyushkova at al. used semi-quantitative Nafion features to estimate the orientation of 

the Nafion in different electrodes and correlated it with high current density performance within 

MEA testing.39 
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6.2.2 Structure of Nafion: Implications Towards XPS Study 

Guided both by the literature, and knowledge of the chemical species present within 

Nafion, we now consider the breadth of possible information to be gained through XPS study of 

Nafion within a PEM electrode. The relative abundance of Nafion versus that of the catalyst near 

the surface of an electrode – essentially estimating a surface ionomer/catalyst (I/C) ratio – can be 

tracked by two possible methods. Considering a Pt/C catalyst, the first method is to evaluate the 

relative ratio of F/Pt from the F 1s and Pt 4f core levels. This approach could easily be extended 

to other metal catalysts by aqcuiring the appropriate core-level in place of the Pt 4f. The other 

approach estimates surface I/C by measuring and curve-fitting the C 1s and comparing the carbon 

from the carbon support to the carbon from Nafion, as C-C, C-H, and C-O bonding are all well 

resolved from the CFx bonding modes characteristic of Nafion.39 This method will be particularly 

useful for PGM-free catalysts such as those based on iron and nitrogen-doped carbon. In these 

catalysts, the Fe and N dopants are typically present at low concentrations, requiring long 

acquisitons.40 In this case, and in others like bimetallic Pt-based catalysts, it may be best to use the 

C 1s to estimate surface I/C. This metric can be used to evaluate trends in electrodes featuring 

variations in processing parameters, or to track the evolution of an electrode’s surface as a function 

of testing. Additionally, surface I/C will be sensitive to electrode properties like surface roughness 

and the thickness of ionomer coverage on catalyst particles, motivating complimnetary electron 

microscopy work. 

 The properties of Nafion within an electrode or in a model film, can also be further 

investigated in detail by measuring the core-levels of each of the four elements present in Nafion. 

By examining the different bonding states of the S, O, F, and C present in Nafion one can build an 

expected set of characteristics that may be spectroscopically resolved through XPS measurements. 

In this work, Nafion EW=1100 was exclusively used, in which the value for n is 7 (meaning a 

sulfonic acid side-chain occurs once for every 7 CF2-CF2 blocks) and the side chain length is 

approximated to 0.9 nm. We start by considering the sulfur atom in the sulfonic acid group, and 

the S 2p core-level. While the bonding characteristics of the sulfur atom itself should not change, 

the different coordination states of the oxygen atom directly bonded to the sulfur atom may change 

the electron density at the sulfur atom through resonant effects, which could then cause a chemical 

shift within the S 2p.  
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 Considering the oxygen atoms within the side chain of Nafion next, there are three clearly 

distinct oxygen atom environments; the two ester-like oxygens bonded to sulfur in the sulfonic 

acid group, the hydroxyl-like oxygen in the sulfonic acid group, and the two ether-type oxygens, 

one of which links the side chain to the PTFE backbone, and the other which is present in the 

middle of the side chain. While it is uncertain whether the S=O bonding type is resolvable within 

the O 1s from the S-OH bonding type in a sulfonic acid group, it is certainly expected that the CF-

O-CF2 ether-like oxygen environment should be resolvable from the SO3H bonding states.37,41 

Further complicating the analysis of the O 1s is the likely presence of several types of surface 

contamination, which could be presnet in the form of oxygen from adventitious carbon or surface 

carbonates, adsorbed water, and surface hydroxyls, as well as oxygen species present in the 

catalyst/support.  

 With respect to fluorine, the vast majority of F 1s signal l comes from CF2 species present 

in the PTFE backbone, two CF-O-CF2 units in the side chain, and the S-CF2 species terminating 

the side chain. Additionally, for each occurrence of the side chain there is a single CF3 species. 

Considering that the majority of the fluorine signal  comes from CF2-CF2, the most likely species 

to be resolved from the main PTFE type signal is the side chain CF3 species.41 CF3 species are 

likely to have  a larger difference in electron density relative to CF2-CF2 than the other side chain 

fluorine species, O-CF, S-CF2, and O-CF2. At this point, all of the relevant bonding configurations 

have been described, and all that remains is to highlight the possible resolvable species with respect 

to carbon atoms.  

 Like the F 1s region, it is likely that the CF2-CF2 species from the PTFE backbone will 

dominate the C 1s signal, with the possibility that the other CFx species from the side chain are 

also possible to differentiate. The CF3 species should certainly be resolvable from CF2-CF2, as an 

~1.5 eV shift has been reported on average for -CF3 versus -CF2 species. However, there is only 

one occurrence of the CF3 species compared to 7 CF2-CF2 species in the backbone for each side 

chain unit. It is possible that the CF-O-CF2 species could be expected to be resolvable from CF2-

CF2 as well, with the CF signal shifted to lower BE than CF2-CF2, while the CF2 in CF-O-CF2 

would most likely occur between CF2-CF2 and CF3 species. It should not be expected that the C 

1s would show signal due to C-O-C or C-S species at the BE values typically reported in the 

literature as these carbons will also always be bonded to fluorine atoms as well, and thus may not 

be resolvable from other CFx species. The C 1s, like the O 1s, is also a likely region to show signal 
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from surface contamination, however within the C 1s, it is likely that contaminants such as 

adventitious carbon and surface carbonates will be well resolved from the CFx species and 

therefore will not impact its interpretation. Additionally, graphitic and other carbonaceous species 

commoly found in support and carbon-based catalyst materials are likely to be found at 

significantly lower BE values, enabling differentiation of carbon signal from Nafion from that of 

a catalyst or support. 

 Overall, while there are many identifiably distinct bonding types and environments present 

within a Nafion molecule, it is unlikely that all will be resolvable from each other by XPS 

measurements due to the similarity in their respective electronic structure which will result in very 

small chemical shifts. However, several opportunities present themselves to gain valuable 

information on Nafion concentration relative to catalyst species, coordination, and orientation by 

identifying and evaluating the different bonding states, which will shape the course of this 

experimental study.  

Of particular interest is investigating whether the S 2p chemical state(s) can vary and 

change when Nafion, either in a film or within a catalyst layer, is exposed to water vapor as this 

may provide insights into transport behaviour in a PEMFC. It also may be possible to identify SO3
- 

coordinated to Pt  relative to uncoordinated SO3H, and perhaps even to resolve the difference 

between coordination with Pt versus other species such as hydronium, carbon, or other catalyst 

elements like Ir or Fe. This possibility would provide insight into catalyst-ionomer interactions, 

and combining these two potential utilities of investigating S state with XPS would enable 

spectroscopic investigation of the triple phase boundary where catalysis occurs in a fuel cell 

electrode.  

In both Nafion films and electrodes, it is also of interest to track the orientation of Nafion, 

which can potentially be done with XPS in two ways. The first method involves tracking the 

relative ratio of fluorine and sulfur, as an enrichment in sulfur (low F/S) would indicate an 

orientation of side-chains away from the catalyst/substrate and towards the free surface, and a 

deficiency in S (high F/S) indicates more side chains oriented towards the catalyst and away from 

the free surface. This also may be trackable through the relative proportion of CF2-CF2 bonds to 

CF3/CF2-O bonds identifiable by curve-fitting the C 1s spectrum, for which the curve fit has been 

demonstrated but has not yet been thoroughly investigated towards understanding  ionomer 

orientation.39  
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 There is a potential wealth of information to be gained from XPS measurements of Nafion 

films and analysis of Nafion within PEMFC electrodes. However, multiple discrepancies within 

the literature suggest that XPS analysis of Nafion may not be as straightforard as many other 

materials. A particularly relevant study on a Nafion thin film showed that Nafion signal was lost 

even over time intervals as small as 15 minutes, while substrate signal increased.42 Due to the 

dramatic loss of sulfur, and the ratio of loss of sulfur to fluorine signal, the authors concluded that 

scission of the side chain was most likely occurring. This study is a cautionary tale towards both 

future XPS studies of ionomers, and towards interpretation of XPS data on Nafion in the literature. 

However, it is unclear if degradation will occur in the same fashion on Nafion membranes or 

Nafion within an electrode.37–39 Additionally, it is difficult to compare this study of Nafion stability 

to other literature examples that feature spectra of Nafion. This is primarily due to varied XPS 

measurement and analysis approaches, insufficient presentation of experimental details to clearly 

evaluate the different datasets, and contradictions in assignment of spectral features to specific 

chemical species. Therefore, there is a clear need to conduct a multi-faceted study of the properties 

of Nafion, which will be the focus of this chapter as described by the following goals:  

1. Investigate the stability of Nafion during XPS measurement across varied samples and 

elucidate effect of different acquisition parameters 

2. Develop and validate a method for reliable analysis of Nafion species, and clear assignment 

of spectral features to chemical species 

3. Identify parameters that can be extracted from XPS data that are the most useful for 

correlation with parameters related to electrode fabrication and fuel cell performance 

4. Track Nafion evolution during measurements in a humidified atmosphere using nAP-XPS 

to reveal whether re-orientation of Nafion occurs and can be detected with XPS 

 

6.3 Stability of Nafion During XPS Measurements 

 This subsection focuses on a thorough investigation of Nafion stability during XPS 

measurements. This includes investigation of different measurement parameters and their effect 

on Nafion stability, evaluation of Nafion films with different properties, and study of Nafion within 

a composite electrode. All relevant experimental procedures are presented as well. 
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6.3.1 Materials 

 Nafion EW 1100 (Ion Power) films of varying thickness and on two different substrates 

were prepared by collaborators according to previously published self-assembly methods.29 Two 

substrates were selected, a hydrophilic SiO2 film of ~300 nm thickness thermally grown on a Si 

wafer, and a hydrophobic glassy carbon (GC) wafer. For each substrate, two thicknesses of Nafion 

film were prepared by varying the concentration of Nafion solution the substrate was exposed to, 

with target values of 10 nm and 100 nm. Actual thicknesses vary from the target, and the estimated 

value is reported for each individual film. Estimation of film thickness was based on correlating 

film deposition parameters with atomic force microscopy and variable angle spectroscopic 

ellipsometry data.29 Note that multiples of each Nafion film thickness and substrate combination 

were used, as only one measurement was performed on each individual film. 

 PEM MEAs featuring four different catalysts were fabricated by multiple collaborators. 

Unsupported Ir-black and IrO2 (Alfa-Aesar) nanoparticle-based water electrolysis anodes were 

fabricated at Institute of Energy and Climate Research (IEK-14), Forschungszentrum Jülich 

GmbH. Ir-black or IrO2 powder was mixed with a Nafion solution and blade-coated onto a Nafion 

membrane. Fabrication of the other electrodes featured in this section was performed at the 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Pt-NPs (50 wt.%) supported on Vulcan XC-72R carbon 

black (Pt/CB – supplied by TKK) were ultrasonically sprayed onto a Nafion membrane and have 

been described in a previous publication. This electrode used Nafion EW 1000.16 A PGM-free 

ORR cathode was fabricated using an Fe-N-C catalyst (PMF-011904, Pajarito Powder LLC) and 

Nafion EW 1100 (Ion Power). The fabrication method was similar to the above Pt/CB electrode, 

also featuring ultrasonic spraying of the catalyst-Nafion solution onto a Nafion membrane.17  

 

6.3.2 Methods 

 All XPS measurements were performed with a custom Scienta-Omicron HiPP-3 

environmental XPS system. XPS measurements in this section fall under three distinct experiments 

and will be labelled by the combination of X-ray beam and electron beam used for charge 

neutralization. The first set of experiments were conducted with both the X-ray beam on and the 

electron beam on for the duration of the measurements. An X-ray spot (oval) size of 900 microns 

was used, in this case resulting in either 220 - 225 W operating power. A low energy electron flood 

gun was used to supply electrons to the sample surface to balance positive charge generated by 
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photoemission. Constant flood gun settings were used, with an emission current of 50 µA and a 

voltage of 10.0 V used. In order to electronically float the samples, double-sided Kapton tape was 

used to fix samples to the stainless-steel sample holder. For the second experimental condition, no 

charge neutralization was applied. X-ray operating power was ~300 W (1 % fluctuation observed) 

at the same spot size. In this case, samples were mounted on double sided conductive carbon tape. 

The insulating properties of the substrate were bypassed by taping over all 4 corners of the sample, 

providing a conductive pathway from the grounded sample holder to the sample surface. Note that 

such a method would be necessary to analyze any MEA without charge neutralization, in order to 

bypass the insulating membrane in the center of the MEA. The final experimental condition 

involved exposing the sample to an “electron soak” with the X-ray power off for an equivalent 

time as the total X-ray exposure time estimated for the above experimental conditions, ~3 hours. 

In this case, one measurement sequence (described below) using 300 W X-ray power and no charge 

neutralization was performed before the 3-hour electron soak, and again immediately after. 

Samples for this experimental condition were also mounted using conductive carbon tape as 

described above. 

 Data acquisition was performed using identical settings for all of the above measurements. 

Samples were first outgassed in a UHV preparation chamber to a base pressure below 5x10-9 mbar. 

Pressure in the analysis chamber during measurement ranged between 2x10-8 and 2x10-7 mbar, 

primarily dependent on outgassing of the W filament used to supply electrons during charge 

neutralization. The analyzer was maintained at a pressure of 1x10-9 mbar for all measurements, 

and was operated in “Swift acceleration mode” which is described in detail elsewhere.43 In all 

cases, 5 minutes of X-ray exposure was allowed prior to any measurements to equalize time spent 

focusing on the sample across all measurements. Surveys were then collected from 900 to -10 eV 

using 1 eV steps at 0.294 s dwell time per step over 2 sweeps for a total measurement time of 8.9 

minutes. A combination of a 500 eV pass energy and a 4 mm slit width was used, giving an 

approximate resolution of 5 eV. For acquisition of core-levels, these settings were adjusted to use 

a pass energy of 200 eV and a slit width of 800 µm, yielding an approximate resolution of 0.59 

eV. All core-level regions were acquired with a 0.1 eV step size. Exact values of the starting and 

end BE for each region were adjusted based on charge neutralization and observed charging, 

however the width of each region was kept constant. The F 1s was measured first, spanning 10 eV, 

over 1 sweep for an acquisition time of 1.4 minutes. The O 1s was measured next spanning 12 eV, 
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over 3 sweeps for an acquisition time of 4.4 minutes. The C 1s was measured following the O 1s 

spanning 16 eV, over 2 sweeps for an acquisition time of 3.3 minutes. Finally, the S 2p was 

measured spanning 11 eV, over 9 sweeps for an acquisition time of 12.7 minutes. For the first two 

experimental protocols, this sequence was repeated 7 times, and then a final survey was acquired. 

For the electron-soak experiment, a survey and one measurement sequence were performed prior 

to the electron-soak, and then one measurement sequence followed by a survey was performed 

immediately after the electron-soak. 

 All data was processed using CasaXPS. For the sake of consistency, all Nafion films and 

MEAs presented in this section, excluding those measured after the electron-soak experiment, have 

their BE scale calibrated by setting the C 1s to 292.2 eV, based on the literature positions reported 

for Nafion membranes.37 For the electron-soak experiment, the data collected prior to the electron-

soak was also calibrated to 292.2 eV, while the data acquired after the electron-soak was shifted 

by the same value, preserving any effects of charge accumulation. The validity of this calibration 

for Nafion in an electrode will be further evaluated in section 6.4.3. A Shirley background was 

used to estimate region areas for all samples.  

 

6.3.3 Initial Nafion Stability Evaluation: Measurements with X-ray and Electron Exposure 

 Initially, two Nafion/SiO2 films with thicknesses of 16 nm and 119 nm were selected for 

XPS stability measurements. As described in the experimental, 7 measurement sequences were 

performed, with the sample being exposed to both X-ray and electron flux for the duration of the 

experiment. Figure 6.4 shows the change in both peak intensity and peak shape as a function of 

measurement time for all four relevant core-levels for each sample. Considering first the thicker, 

119 nm Nafion/SiO2 film, it is evident that the film is impacted by XPS measurements, which is 

evident from the overall decrease in signal observed for all core levels. A relatively proportional 

loss in signal across all core-levels suggests a physical response, such as shrinkage or overall film 

thinning, is more likely than selective loss of sulfonic acid groups or partial loss of side chains. 

Nafion degradation through sulfonic acid scission would leave the C 1s and F 1s regions essentially  

unchanged due to the abundance of these elements within the PTFE backbone, while decreasing 

signal from both sulfur and oxygen atoms. There is a noteworthy, if small, change in peak shape 

for both the O 1s and S 2p core levels. Both O 1s and S 2p spectra lose signal at lower BE, at 532 

- 533 eV in the O 1s and 168.5 – 169.5 eV in the S 2p. In the case of the thin film, there is not a  
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Figure 6.4 Spectra for each core-level (C 1s, F 1s, O 1s, S 2p) collected as a function of overall 
measurement time for two different thicknesses of Nafion/SiO2 films. The only processing applied 
to this data is calibration. 
 

particularly significant change in peak intensity or area, as only a slight loss of S 2p and O 1s 

signal at low BE is observed. While this could indicate a loss of sulfonic acid species, the overall 

result is still a small change. This difference in severity of instability based on film thickness could 
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suggest that the confinement of the Nafion molecules to a smaller domain expected for the thin 

films may be impacting their resilience towards chemical degradation or physical/structural 

response.  

 There are two extremely valuable insights to glean from the selective change in shape of 

the S 2p and O 1s. Firstly, the change in the shape of the S 2p confirms that there are multiple 

sulfur environments present, despite the fact that only one sulfur moiety is expected based on the 

molecular structure of Nafion. While some asymmetry is expected in S 2p data due to spin-orbital 

splitting, it is not physically possible to consider a selective loss of the lower BE S 2p3/2 component 

without a proportional loss of the S 2p1/2 present at 1.18 eV higher BE. Therefore, if only one 

species is present, it must follow the case the entire region decreases in intensity if that single 

species decreases in concentration. The S atom in the sulfonic acid functional group within Nafion 

must be present in at least two different environments. Considering the O 1s, the position where 

signal is selectively lost (533 - 532 eV) is typical for hydroxyls and adsorbed water species in 

addition to S-O bonding modes, which suggests this specific behavior may be due to changes in 

the hydration of the sulfonic acid functional group.  

In addition to changes in peak intensity and area, it is also essential to track changes in the 

full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the peaks, as any observed broadening may be indicative 

of charging effects. Charging typically arises in data through a shift to higher BE, however 

calibration of the BE scale will account for this artifact if the charge accumulation is uniform 

across the entire surface. In cases where certain areas or certain chemical species are more/less 

conductive than others, however, differential charging can occur resulting in asymmetric peak 

broadening. Indeed, the thick Nafion/SiO2 film shows a slight broadening towards higher binding 

energy in the C 1s and F 1s, indicative of an excess of positive charge at the surface. This 

occurrence during measurement with a supply of low-energy electrons suggests that the Nafion 

films are undergoing some sort of change impacting their electronic properties that prevents the 

system from reaching an electronic equilibrium. The observation of this effect primarily in the C 

1s and F 1s of the thicker Nafion/SiO2 film may indicate that some form of aggregation of PTFE 

backbones is responsible for the charging. In membranes, Nafion is known to undergo a degree of 

phase separation resulting in bundles of rod-like nano-aggregates that primarily have PTFE 

backbones at their core, with side-chains oriented out.7 It is possible that the 119 nm Nafion/SiO2 

film is thick enough to host some of these aggregates, explaining the charging effects due to 
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segregation of the more insulating PTFE backbones from molecules that experience less phase 

separation. It is also worth noting that the decrease in low BE signal for the S 2p and O 1s is not 

accompanied by a proportional shift/increase in higher BE signal, again making this phenomenon 

less likely to be due to charging artifacts and more likely due to a chemical change within the 

Nafion film, specific to certain sulfonic acid species. 

 While changes in the two Nafion/SiO2 films are certainly present and likely represent some 

degree of film degradation, the resulting loss of signal is not as severe as that reported in the 

literature.42 Our results for the thin Nafion/SiO2 film can be compared to those reported by Paul et 

al. for Nafion/SiO2 films with approximately the same thickness. The similarity of the thin films 

suggests that the significantly larger changes observed by Paul et al. are most likely the result of 

XPS instrumental differences. The most comparable X-ray power (200 W in the literature, 220 - 

225 W in our study) resulted in an ~75% loss in S 2p intensity after 45 minutes of X-ray exposure, 

whereas our results indicate only a 1.6% loss (negligible considering error) after 56 minutes 

(closest point to 45 minutes) and a 19% loss after 166 minutes of measurement. While an 

exhaustive description of the experimental settings and instrument configuration is not available 

for the work by others, there are a few factors that are the most likely to be different that may be 

responsible for the inconsistent results. Despite the fairly similar X-ray power (10% difference) 

for the comparison made, the X-ray spot size was not reported and therefore it is possible that a 

larger variation in the X-ray flux was present. Even more likely to have a significant impact is the 

possible difference in charge neutralization hardware. In this work, all charge neutralization is 

performed with a relatively simple flood gun operating at set values of electron voltage and beam 

current. However, charge neutralization in most modern UHV-based XPS instruments is more 

sophisticated than this.44 For example, it often involves highly focused electron beams in which 

the electron spot size nearly matches that of the X-ray spot size, resulting in a much higher electron 

flux than in our system, where the electron beam is not highly focused and likely impacts the entire 

sample. In other instruments, charge neutralization also may use an applied magnetic field to return 

misaligned photoelectrons (emitted electrons that due to an interaction are not following the path 

necessary to reach the detector) to the sample surface. Furthermore, some charge neutralizers also 

include an ion beam to provide a second source of negative charge to quench charging effects. It 

is easy to imagine such a setup may damage or even sputter off a portion of the Nafion film.  
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The results of this study and its somewhat surprising, but beneficial, finding of such 

significant difference in the Nafion stability compared to previous literature motivated two follow 

up studies. The first focuses on the exploration of Nafion stability when dispersed with a catalyst 

to form a catalyst layer within an MEA, as the thickness of Nafion layers present in the catalyst 

layer are likely similar to that of the thin Nafion film studied above (6.3.4). The second study 

further investigates different XPS measurement parameters on Nafion film degradation, and is 

intended to be the first step towards an interlaboratory study of Nafion stability during XPS 

measurement (6.3.5). This work will feature results from XPS instruments manufactured by three 

different vendors, with the goal of both identifying what changes are occurring in different Nafion 

films during XPS measurement, and establishing best practices and recommendations to a broader 

community. 

 

6.3.4 Nafion Stability in MEAs 

 As Nafion is used as an ionomer additive in the preparation of electrodes made with a 

variety of catalysts, a set of MEAs featuring different archetypical catalysts was assembled for 

measurement as described in section 6.3.1. Measurement settings and conditions were identical to 

the first two degradation experiments performed on the Nafion/SiO2 films. Spectra for each of the 

four electrodes were collected at measurement durations and settings identical to that of the two 

Nafion/SiO2 films discussed in section 6.3.3. 

Considering first the Ir-based PEM water electrolysis MEAs, there is an immediately 

noticeable difference as measurement time increases (Figure 6.5). The unsupported Ir-based  

electrodes show significant change, with both a loss in intensity and significant peak 

broadening/smearing observed. The loss of area is indicative of Nafion instability, while the peak 

broadening is most easily attributed to differential charging. It should be noted that charging affects 

can often result in a dramatic loss of intensity, yet a smaller loss in total peak area due to the 

broadening effect. Both the Pt/CB and the Fe-N-C electrodes are much less dramatically affected, 

with little to no change in spectral features or area under the peak (Figure 6.6, page 189). The 

difference in charging effects can easily be attributed to the absence of conductive carbon support 

in the Ir-based electrodes. However, the dramatic difference in Nafion stability is perhaps 

surprising at first, as there should not be any difference in the chemical composition of the Nafion 
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in any of the electrodes. Interestingly, between the two Nafion/SiO2 films (Chapter 6.3.3), more 

change in spectral features was observed for the thick film than the thin film, and so it is possible  

 

Figure 6.5 Spectra for each core-level (C 1s, F 1s, O 1s, S 2p) collected as a function of overall 
measurement time for PEM electrodes containing commercially available Ir-black and IrO2 
catalysts. The only processing applied to this data is calibration.  
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Figure 6.6 Spectra for each core-level (C 1s, F 1s, O 1s, S 2p) collected as a function of overall 
measurement time for PEM electrodes containing commercially available Pt/CB and Fe-N-C 
catalysts. The only processing applied to this data is calibration.  
 

that the characteristics of Nafion’s distribution within an electrode has an effect on its stability. 

Considering that the Vulcan support in the Pt/CB electrode and the Fe-N-C catalyst have 
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carbonaceous particles on the order of 10-100 nm while the Ir-black and IrO2 contains only 

nanoparticles below 10 nm in size, it can be expected that a significantly different dispersion of 

Nafion occurs within the different types of electrodes. It also may be characteristic of differences 

in composites where different strengths of interaction between Nafion and catalyst materials are 

present, as carbon is expected to have a weaker interaction strength than Pt or Ir. Ultimately, the 

huge variation in stability characteristics demonstrates the need to understand the response of a 

particular electrode to measurement conditions before any more detailed characterization is 

performed. 

 

6.3.5 Nafion Stability Dependence on Film Properties and Measurement Conditions 

 In an attempt to identify whether differences in Nafion film characteristics or XPS 

measurement settings have a significant impact on Nafion film stability during XPS measurement, 

two types of stability measurements were performed on several different Nafion films, as described 

in sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. A thin (10-20 nm) and thick (110-140 nm) Nafion film were deposited 

on a hydrophilic SiO2 substrate and a hydrophobic GC substrate. Each of the four films were 

measured with X-rays only and after an electron-soak in an attempt to separate the contribution of 

X-ray and electron exposure to Nafion instability. 

 First, we consider the results of the X-ray only protocol for both Nafion/SiO2 films in 

Figure 6.7, as these samples are directly comparable to our initial results shown in Figure 6.4. It 

should be noted that all measurements in this section were performed with a 300 W X-ray source, 

while the initial Nafion/SiO2 stability results (Figure 6.4) were performed with a 220 W X-ray 

source with the same spot size. If Nafion film instability is correlated solely to the X-ray flux, we 

can expect to see an increase in spectral changes proportional to the increase in X-ray power, 

~36%. Despite the increase in X-ray flux, the thick Nafion/SiO2 film actually shows less change 

in the X-ray only protocol compared to the initial protocol, while the thin film experiences more 

significant instability effects. In both films, a slightly selective decrease in low BE S 2p and O 1s 

signal is observed, suggesting some loss of sulfonic acid species. However, this occurs to a lesser 

extent than in the corresponding samples measured with both X-ray and electron beams incident 

upon the sample. Additionally, a slight broadening is observed, particularly in the thin film, 

although again, not to the extent observes when charge neutralization was applied. This is a 
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particularly interesting result as it implies that Nafion and Nafion containing catalyst layers may 

be able to be measured reliably in terms of charging effects without the use of a charge neutralizer.  

 

Figure 6.7 Spectra for each core-level (C 1s, F 1s, O 1s, S 2p) collected as a function of overall 
measurement time for Nafion/SiO2 films of two thicknesses. No charge neutralization was used to 
collect this data, and the only processing applied is calibration.  
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Considering the results on Nafion/GC (Figure 6.8), the thick film appears just slightly more 

stable than the thin, although both samples experience only a slight decrease in signal. Within both  

 

Figure 6.8 Spectra for each core-level (C 1s, F 1s, O 1s, S 2p) collected as a function of overall 
measurement time for Nafion/GC films of two thicknesses. No charge neutralization was used to 
collect this data, and the only processing applied is calibration.  
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the S 2p and O 1s, the main change in peak area is occurring at lower BE, while the higher BE 

signal remains mostly unchanged. This further suggests that the response to X-ray irradiation by 

sulfonic acid groups depends on their local environment/aggregation state. This result is present 

within all four Nafion films, indicating that it is indeed an X-ray induced response, however it is 

somewhat convoluted by the variation in overall loss of area and charging effects present in all 

samples. Generally, it can be concluded that even the most stable samples exhibit at minimum a 

small response to X-ray irradiation that results in a slight change in the shape of the S 2p and O 1s 

regions. However, there is not a clear trend between film thickness or substrate properties and 

Nafion stability. Therefore, a more comprehensive study on a larger sample set would be needed 

to definitively elucidate what factors primarily contribute to the differing stability of Nafion films. 

Indeed, this is an ongoing effort that will include adding a third pair of data points on a Pt substrate, 

and will be replicated by two collaborators at different institutions with different XPS instruments. 

 Nafion instability due to electron beam exposure through charge neutralization was also 

investigated. To accomplish this, a single measurement sequence (as described in 6.3.2) was 

performed, then the X-ray source was powered off and the sample exposed to the charge neutralizer 

for 3 hours, the equivalent time as the entire X-ray exposure only experiment described above. 

Immediately following the 3-hour electron-soak, another measurement iteration was performed 

with the charge neutralizer powered off, on the exact spot and at the exact conditions as the initial 

measurement iteration. Results for each core level of each sample are displayed in Figures 6.9 and 

6.10. It should be noted that while the pre-soak data is calibrated by adjusting the C 1s to 292.2 

eV, the post-soak data is shifted by the same value (not necessarily set to 292.2 eV) in order to 

preserve any shifts in the post-soak data due to charge accumulation. 

Results for the Nafion/SiO2 films appear to be largely independent of film thickness. All 

core levels for both films show a decrease in area, indicating Nafion instability is in part due to 

electron beam exposure. There is a very slight negative shift in position for the thicker Nafion/SiO2 

film, and essentially no shift in position for the thinner Nafion/SiO2 film. This negligible change 

suggests that the Nafion/SiO2 films are electronically conductive enough to dissipate the 

significant amount of excess negative charge delivered to the Nafion surface during the electron-

soak. The Nafion/GC samples exhibit different overall behavior; yet they do still both show a 

decrease in peak area indicating Nafion instability. The 16 nm Nafion/GC film in fact displays the 

largest loss of signal (24% decrease in S 2p area) across the entire experiment, with all core levels  
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Figure 6.9 Spectra for each core-level (C 1s, F 1s, O 1s, S 2p) collected both immediately prior to 
and immediately after a 3-hour electron-soak for Nafion/SiO2 films of two thicknesses. No charge 
neutralization was used while collecting this data, and the only processing applied is calibration.  

 

showing significantly decreased area. Interestingly so, the thick Nafion/GC film also shows loss 

of C and F, but only a slight change in S and little to no loss of O. This suggests that the PTFE 

backbones are primarily impacted by the electron-soak in this particular film. While verification  
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Figure 6.10 Spectra for each core-level (C 1s, F 1s, O 1s, S 2p) collected both immediately prior 
to and immediately after a 3-hour electron-soak for Nafion/GC films of two thicknesses. No charge 
neutralization was used while collecting this data, and the only processing applied is calibration. 
 

of this result through repeated experiments is certainly needed, it is possible that this indicates a 

different response mode due to the preferential decrease in C 1s and F 1s signal. Any sort of 

structural rearrangement of PTFE nanoaggregates in response to external stimuli may result in a 
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selective change in the proportions of C and F detected vs. S and O. Overall, it is definitively 

apparent that exposure to an electron beam during XPS measurements can cause a loss of signal 

over time. The relatively proportional loss of signal across all elements suggests that there is not a 

selective loss of sulfonic acid groups or side-chains due to electron beam exposure.  

Considering the electronic properties of the Nafion/GC films, a much more significant 

charging effect is seen compared to the films grown on SiO2, with shifts to lower BE of several 

eV observed in all core-levels. This suggests that the excess negative charge delivered to the 

Nafion/GC films during the electron-soak remained within the surface of the Nafion film, resulting 

in the negative shift in the data. This result may seem counter-intuitive initially considering the 

electronic properties of the substrates (SiO2 is an insulator while GC is a conductor) however it is 

more likely an indicator of different Nafion properties localized at the surface of the films. As the 

initial features of each core level are very similar, it is unlikely that differences induced by X-rays 

or electrons can be due to surface chemistry. It is possible that the difference in charging behavior 

is due to differences in surface topography and roughness, or film connectivity and the presence 

of pin-holes or porous features, the presence of nanoaggregates that impact localized molecular 

and nanoscale properties, or other heterogeneities. In this way, the presence and magnitude of 

charging may be a corollary link with film heterogeneity/surface structure. The ongoing 

interlaboratory study conducted in collaboration with other surface scientists will aim to confirm 

the reasons for these observed differences in Nafion response to XPS measurements.  

 

6.3.6 Summary of Nafion Stability Results 

All of the Nafion measurements presented in this work exhibit a greater overall stability 

than previous literature results, lending credence to the ides that XPS can be used to investigate 

the catalyst-ionomer interface and its evolution. It is clear though that Nafion both in films and 

catalyst layers will change within the typical time-scale of XPS measurements, which means initial 

evaluations of stability for new materials is a must, along with further fine-tunings of the 

acquisition protocol for new materials sets. Additionally, we find that degradation/changes in 

spectral features are induced by both X-ray irradiation and electron exposure, and so if practical, 

avoiding the use of a charge neutralizer may result in a longer stable window for XPS 

measurements. It is unclear at present whether an experimental difference or an XPS 

component/configuration difference is responsible for the variance between our results and the 
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literature. A cross laboratory study featuring different XPS instruments is underway to further 

investigate the impact of instrumental configuration.  

Furthermore, our results highlight the lack of a conclusive trend amongst Nafion film 

properties (herein, film thickness and substrate hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity) and degradation at 

present. This suggests that an additional variable not evident within XP spectra or easily accounted 

for in labelling the film preparation differences is contributing to the films’ stability. It is possible 

that differences in localized structure, such as the formation of nanoaggregates or surface 

topography contributes to the varied behavior during XPS measurements. Further study on a larger, 

systematic sample set that also features more initial surface characterization (such as atomic force 

microscopy and surface sensitive vibrational spectroscopies) may prove effective in correlating 

Nafion film properties with degradation during XPS measurements. Both complementary 

techniques may provide insight on surface heterogeneity and Nafion nanoaggregates/phase 

separation present due to differences in film thickness of substrate effects. 

 

6.3.7 Implications for Future Study of Nafion Containing Electrodes 

 To scientists pursuing XPS analysis of any type of ionomer-containing electrodes, there 

are several very significant implications as to how to best conduct XPS measurements. The typical 

approach to collecting high-resolution, and high signal-to-noise XPS data is to perform repeated 

sweeps of each core level which are summed over the course of the measurement to produce a 

final spectrum with adequate signal to noise. When samples contain a small amount of an element 

(<10 at. %) and/or have lower overall signal characteristic of powders and rough films, 

measurement times >1 hour are routine, and leaving a sample to run overnight is not uncommon. 

Applying this approach to Nafion-containing samples may result in significant error in the final 

peak shape of all of the four core levels – as shown on multiple occasions, extended X-ray exposure 

can result in selective decrease in lower BE signal for the O 1s and S 2p. Additionally, while the 

time-resolved data presented herein sometimes showed charging effects, these were easily 

accounted for by energy calibration. However, if charging induced effects are captured over time 

in a single spectrum, this will result in a “smearing” effect and peak broadening, which will result 

in incorrect interpretation of chemical state, particularly if curve-fitting is attempted. For any 

attempted quantification, the loss in area (even if it is happening at the same rate for each element) 

will also result in significant error due to the manner in which the majority of XPS data is collected. 
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A single core level is typically repeated for a number of sweeps which are all summed until the 

final spectrum is obtained, and then measurement of the next core level begins. In longer 

measurements, this may result in long X-ray exposure to the spot of analysis before any data on a 

particular core level is even collected, resulting in incorrect quantification. This scenario is 

particularly likely in composites where Nafion may be a minor component and measuring and 

quantifying the S 2p is desirable, a scenario which describes PEMFC electrodes well. It is 

imperative that time-resolved measurements are first performed to understand the stable 

measurement window within which to work, and that all spectra are reviewed individually prior to 

summing. Since attaining adequate signal to noise for lesser constituents, such as S, O, and even 

C may be impossible within the time constraints posed by the stability of ionomer-containing 

samples. Therefore, it is imperative to explore alternative experimental approaches to attain 

reliable data for such materials.  

 

6.4 Validation of Reliable XPS Measurements of Nafion: Approach and Initial Results

 The focus of this section of the chapter is twofold; discussing the development and 

validation of a method for reliable analysis of Nafion species, and clear assignment of spectral 

features to chemical species, along with identifying parameters that can be extracted from XPS 

data that are the most useful for correlation with parameters related to electrode fabrication and 

fuel cell performance. All relevant experimental and material details are presented as well. 

 

6.4.1 Materials 

 Experiments in this section are focused on a select set of materials, featuring a single 

Nafion film, a commercially available (TKK TEC10E50E) 50 wt.% Pt-NP catalyst supported by 

high surface area carbon (HSC), and three ORR cathodes fabricated by roll-to-roll (R2R) methods 

featuring the same TKK TEC10E50E Pt/HSC catalyst and Nafion EW 1100. The Nafion film is 

11 nm Nafion/GC, similar to the film in Figures 6.8 and 6.10. Details on its fabrication are the 

same as discussed in section 6.3.1, and have previously been published.29 The three electrodes 

presented herein were fabricated using a slot-die R2R method using a water-rich (75 v/v% H2O, 

25 v/v% n-propanol) ink. The ink was deposited on a carbon-based gas diffusion electrode 

(Freudenberg H23C8). This method creates catalyst layer coated gas diffusion electrode rather 
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than an MEA. The only variation in these three samples was the mass input ratio of I/C, which was 

controlled from 0.9, to 1.2, and 1.6. 

 

6.4.2 Methods 

 All XPS measurements were performed with a custom Scienta-Omicron HiPP-3 

environmental XPS system. An X-ray spot (oval) size of 900 microns was used, in this case 

resulting in either 285 - 300 W operating power, with an ~1% fluctuation in power experienced 

during measurements. All samples were mounted using conductive carbon tape, and no charge 

neutralization was used. Samples were first outgassed in a UHV preparation chamber to a base 

pressure below 5x10-9 mbar. Pressure in the analysis chamber during measurement ranged between 

2x10-8 and 2x10-7 mbar, with little to no change in the pressure during measurements. The analyzer 

was maintained at a pressure of 1x10-9 mbar for all measurements, and was operated in “Swift 

acceleration mode” which is described in detail elsewhere.43 Survey spectra were collected from 

970 to -10 eV, using 1 eV steps at 0.294 s dwell time per step over 2 sweeps for a total measurement 

time of 10.7 minutes. Surveys were collected using a 500 eV pass energy and 4 mm wide slit for 

an estimated resolution of 5 eV, while core-levels were measured with a 200 eV pass energy and 

an 800 µm slit width, for an estimated resolution of 0.59 eV. All core-levels were measured with 

a 0.294 s dwell time per step, and 0.1 eV step size. 

 The X-ray stability experiment conducted on the Pt/HSC - 1.6 I/C electrode was performed 

using the same data acquisition settings as those described in 6.3.2. In this case, the X-ray power 

was 285 W. No BE calibration was applied to this data. All other data on Nafion films and Pt/HSC 

electrodes presented in the section followed the method described below. Acquisition of the high-

resolution core-levels was conducted by acquiring data on multiple unique areas, with the number 

of areas collected primarily determined by the S 2p signal-to-noise. Considering first the Pt/HSC 

electrodes, a total of 7 spots were collected for the 1.6 and 1.2 I/C samples, while 8 were collected 

for the 0.9 I/C electrode. On the first spot, a survey was collected, then the F 1s and Pt 4f were 

collected. For spots 2 – 6, data acquisition followed the sequence of F 1s, S 2p, O 1s, C 1s, and 

then a repeat of the F 1s. For spot 7, the F 1s and Pt 4f are collected, followed by a final survey. 

The Pt 4f was collected from 84 – 68 eV over 10 sweeps for a 16.6-minute-long scan. On the first 

and last area, the F 1s was collected from 693 – 683 eV over sweeps for a 2.7-minute-long scan, 

while for areas 2 – 6, the F 1s was collected for 1 sweep (1.4 minutes) at the beginning and end of 
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the sequence. The S 2p was measured from 176 – 164 eV over 8 sweeps, for an 11.7-minute-long 

scan. The O 1s was collected from 540 eV to 526 eV over 3 sweeps for a 4.7-minute-long scan. 

The C 1s was measured from 298 eV to 280 eV over 2 sweeps for 3.5-minute-long scan. Therefore, 

a single area experienced a 22.7-minute measurement time for the F 1s, S 2p, O 1s, C 1s, F 1s 

sequence. In the case of the Nafion film, the first area was used to collect a survey, and then three 

unique areas were measured with the above F 1s, S 2p, O 1s, C 1s, F 1s sequence. The Pt/HSC 

catalyst powder was measured on two unique areas, where a survey, the C 1s, O 1s, and Pt 4f were 

collected. 

 Data analysis was performed in Casa XPS. All core-levels had a Shirley background 

applied. Addition of spectra was performed in Casa XPS as well. The Pt/HSC electrode and 

powder data was not calibrated. The Nafion film data was calibrated by adjusting the C 1s to a 

value of 292.2 eV. When comparing data from different samples, or summed vs. individual spot 

data, the spectra were background subtracted and normalized to the region’s maximum value. 

Curve-fitting of the C 1s for each of the three Pt/HSC electrodes was conducted in Casa XPS by a 

least-squares method using 8 components with a product-form of a Gaussian-Lorentzian line-shape 

(30% Gaussian). In developing the fit, the position of each component was constrained to a 0.2 eV 

range, while the FWHM value was fixed when applying the fit to each sample. The fitting 

parameters are displayed below in Table 6.1. 

 

Table 6.1: C 1s Fitting Parameters 

 

 

 

C=C C-C/C-H C-O-C, C-OH C=O O-CF/O-C=O CF2 O-CF2 CF3

Position (eV) 284.2 285.0 286.4 287.8 289.2 290.8 292.0 293.2
FWHM (eV) 0.8 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

% of Fit 37.0 15.4 5.0 4.1 3.8 25.0 7.8 1.9

Position (eV) 284.2 285.1 286.4 287.8 289.2 290.7 292.0 293.2
FWHM (eV) 0.8 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

% of Fit 26.0 9.4 3.5 3.1 3.4 39.6 11.4 3.6

Position (eV) 284.2 285.1 286.5 287.9 289.2 290.7 292.0 293.2
FWHM (eV) 0.8 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

% of Fit 14.8 5.4 2.4 2.7 1.1 57.5 14.5 1.7

I/C 0.9

I/C 1.2

I/C 1.6
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6.4.3 Validation of a Reliable XPS Measurement Approach 

 As a new Nafion-containing electrode based on a 50 wt.% Pt/HSC catalyst is of interest for 

study in this section, the X-ray stability of this sample is first investigated. An electrode with an 

I/C of 1.6 was selected, assuming that this sample may have the thickest ionomer layer and 

agglomerations present within the electrode structure, and therefore is the most likely sample to 

show spectral artifacts due to Nafion instability based on results presented in Chapter 6.3.4. 

Measurements were performed with no incident electrons for charge neutralization, and using an 

identical protocol to that featured in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. The results are displayed in Figure 6.11, 

which show a loss of area and a positive shift in the Nafion-based features of all four core-levels. 

It should be noted that no change in the C-C/C=C bonding due to the HSC support present at 285 

– 284 eV is observed, indicating the stability of the catalyst species. While the shifts due to 

charging can be (mostly) accounted for by calibration, the loss in area and broadening will result 

in erroneous final spectra if longer scan times are used. There is even a slight charging effect and 

area loss (0.1 eV shift and ~7% loss in C 1s) when comparing the second measurement sequence 

to the first measurement sequence (23 minutes elapsed vs. 46 minutes elapsed). This result informs 

the following measurement approach.  

Figure 6.11 Spectra for each core-level (C 1s, F 1s, O 1s, S 2p) collected as a function of overall 
measurement time for the Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C electrode. No charge neutralization and no processing 
is applied to this data. 
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 Avoiding Nafion degradation during XPS measurements is enabled through re-imagining 

a typical best-practice to conducting XPS experiments – collecting multiple data points from 

different spots on the same sample to evaluate/account for sample heterogeneity and measurement 

repeatability. Generally, 2 or 3 spots on a given sample are measured and the resulting spectra are 

compared, and if similar, one spectrum deemed the most representative is selected for 

analysis/publication. However, if there is no reason to doubt the representative nature of any of 

the spots acquired, these spectra can also be added, which will improve the signal to noise and 

make the resulting spectrum more representative of the sample as a whole. This method essentially 

increases the spatial averaging of the technique proportional to the number of spots measured. In 

this way, it becomes possible to work with less stable compounds like Nafion by measuring several 

different spots for a short period of time. The measurement must be performed in a short enough 

period of time that spectral artifacts due to measurement time are avoided, and then the resulting 

spectra can be summed to attain adequate signal to noise for the desired analysis. This approach is 

essentially a “manual rastering” or random spot mode, which can either be done by a user by 

manually measuring a set of unique areas, or is automated in some commercial instruments. This 

method has also effectively been used to track dynamic measurement conditions as shown in 

Chapter 1.3.3.45  

 

Figure 6.12 Spectra for each core-level (C 1s, F 1s, O 1s, S 2p) collected on five unique areas of 
analysis for the Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C electrode are displayed. 
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A demonstration of spectra acquired through this approach applied to a Pt/HSC electrode 

(I/C is 1.6) is presented in Figure 6.12. This data was acquired manually, with acquisition times  

informed by the Nafion stability data presented above, such that collecting all core levels for 1 

spot took 22.7 minutes. In this case, measurements on 5 separate spots are displayed. In Figure 

6.12, the resulting spectrum of each spot is presented. It is immediately apparent that there is very 

little variation in the spectral features from one spot to another on the sample. This confirms that 

no artifacts are induced by summing the spectra, and that this approach can be used to evaluate the 

variation/error in attempts to quantify relative trends in area ratios, such as the ratio of F/Pt or F/S. 

This is of interest for measurements on electrodes for various reasons, whether it is evaluating 

degradation of the fuel cell or investigation of the evolution of the interface under more realistic 

conditions with in situ XPS studies. 

 To display the improvement in signal-to-noise, the summed data is overlaid with an 

arbitrary single spot present (Figure 6.13). While the benefit is not as immediately apparent for the 

elements that are more abundant in Nafion (C 1s and particularly the F 1s), this data processing 

approach greatly improves the ability to accurately analyze the S 2p and O 1s, with the essential 

benefit of avoiding potential Nafion damage artifacts. From this point forward, all data presented 

is collected and processed in this fashion.  

 
Figure 6.13 Spectra for each core-level (C 1s, F 1s, O 1s, S 2p) comparing the sum of five spectra 
collected on unique areas of analysis to that of a single spot for the Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C electrode are 
displayed.  
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6.4.4 Surface Chemistry of Nafion and Pt/HSC Components of an Electrode 

 The XPS relevant species at the surface of the catalyst layer of a Pt/HSC electrode will 

consist of Nafion and the Pt/HSC catalyst. To clearly show the differences in chemical state 

between the two components, and to investigate any changes induced due to electrode fabrication 

or interactions between Nafion and the Pt/HSC catalyst, all relevant core levels of a Nafion film 

(11 nm Nafion/GC), a 50 wt.% Pt/HSC catalyst powder, and the Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C electrode 

fabricated using those components are displayed in Figure 6.14. Differences are present in every 

core level.  

 

Figure 6.14 Background-subtracted, peak-maximum normalized C 1s, F 1s, O 1s, S 2p, and Pt 4f 
spectra are overlaid, comparing the Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C electrode to the 11 nm Nafion/GC film and 
the Pt/HSC catalyst powder. Only the Nafion film data is calibrated, by adjusting the position of 
the C 1s to 292.2 eV.  

 

Considering first the C 1s, there are a few key observations. The electrode features a 

spectrum that does generally look like a simple addition of the Nafion and Pt/HSC C 1s features. 

Indeed, in this way it should be possible to estimate the relative contribution of catalyst versus 

ionomer species, which will be discussed in detail later. Also, it is immediately apparent that there 

is a 1.2 eV shift in the main peak of the electrode relative to the Nafion film. It is not expected that 
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this can be due to a change in chemical state as both Nafion present in a film and an electrode still 

consists of primarily CF2-CF2 bonding. Furthermore, the peak from the HSC support (located at 

284.2 eV) within the electrode is perfectly aligned with the peak from that of the bare Pt/HSC 

catalyst. This suggests that there is a change in the electronic properties/environment of the Nafion 

when it is dispersed with a catalyst material, particularly a conductor that it interacts with 

throughout the resulting composite. Another observation is that the lack of any sort of well-defined 

contaminant feature between 286 and 288 eV in the electrode sample suggests that the features at 

those positions within the Nafion film spectrum are indeed contaminants, and are specific to its 

processing/handling.   

 Considering next the O 1s, clear shifts and changes in spectral features are also present. 

The Pt/HSC catalyst powder has a significantly different spectrum, with low BE signal (from 530.5 

– 529.0 eV) easily assignable to the presence of surface PtO or PtO2, which is supported by analysis 

of the Pt 4f. The Pt/HSC catalyst also expected to contain carbonaceous oxides from the HSC 

support material which will contribute from 534 – 530 eV. Within the Nafion film, two main peaks 

are observed at 535.6 eV and 532.4 eV, respectively. The higher BE peak is assigned to oxygen in 

ether-like CF-O-CF2 species within the Nafion side-chain, and the lower BE peak is assigned to 

the oxygen atoms in the sulfonic acid group. This assignment is based on both the literature, and 

based on our own results in Chapter 6.3, where selective loss of S signal corresponded with loss 

of O 1s signal at 532.4 eV, suggesting this species is sulfonic acid.37 Within the electrode, the O 

1s species are not as clearly resolved. The higher BE O 1s peak in this sample is present at 534.2 

eV, representing a 1.4 eV shift from the corresponding peak in the Nafion film. The lower BE peak 

is also shifted to a lower value, now at 531.7 eV. However, this is likely due in part to the presence 

of oxygen species from the Pt/HSC catalyst. Still, this result suggests that a different magnitude of 

shift in position occurs for species within the backbone versus the side-chain of Nafion when 

comparing a film to an electrode. This may be due to the differing nature of the layers/aggregates 

formed in an electrode due to interactions with catalyst species than in a pure Nafion film. 

 Considering the F 1s next, there is essentially no difference in the peak shape, consistent 

with the CFx peak in the C 1s suggesting no change in chemical state occurs when integrating 

Nafion into an electrode. Similar to the C 1s and O 1s spectra, a 1.3 eV shift in position occurs, 

indicating differences in the electronic environment between the Nafion film and Nafion in 

electrode. The magnitude of these shifts is very similar, indicating the observed shifts in the three 
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regions result from the same physical phenomenon. In the S 2p, there is both a shift in position 

and a change in peak shape. The overall shift in peak position from the Nafion film to the electrode 

is 0.6 eV to lower BE, however the change in peak shape may convolve this value as well. This 

value is consistent with the result for the species assigned to sulfonic acid in the O 1s which shifted 

by 0.7 eV to lower BE. This difference in shift for species in the side-chain versus species in the 

PTFE backbone is somewhat surprising, and suggests that some degree of phase separation 

between the two portions of the Nafion molecule may be occurring. The change in overall shape 

of the S 2p can be described as a difference in the ratio of lower BE signal to higher BE signal, 

with the electrode showing a more rounded, symmetrical peak shape due to either an increase in 

higher BE species, a decrease in lower BE species, or both. While the S 2p does exhibit spin-

orbital splitting, to the tune of a 1.18 eV difference between the S 2p3/2 and 2p1/2, both the area 

ratio and shift must be considered as fixed by the physical origin of these values. Therefore, a 

significant change in shape for the electrode can only be attributed to the presence of at least two 

chemically distinct S species, as first hypothesized herein during the analysis of Figure 6.4. Further 

investigation of this result, and underlying phenomena is performed in the following sections; 

however, the logical assumption is that increased coordination between SO3
- and Pt or C species 

from the catalyst give rise to the change in S 2p shape. 

 The Pt 4f of the Pt/HSC catalyst powder is also compared to that in the electrode, which 

shows a clear change in peak shape with no overall region shift. The two main peaks in the Pt 4f 

arise from spin-orbit splitting into 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 components shifted by a value of 3.33 eV. Overall, 

there is a change to a narrower set of peaks upon incorporation of the Pt/HSC catalyst into an 

electrode. It is expected that Pt in the bare catalyst powder may contain both Pt0 species and Pt2+, 

in the form of either oxide, hydroxide, or both. The change in shape of Pt is indicative of the loss 

of a higher oxidation state species or a reduction process.46,47 Prior to electrode fabrication, the 

catalyst and ionomer species are added to a solvent (in this case 75 % H2O, 25 % n-propanol) to 

create an ink and mixed for a period of time. While both mixing methods and duration can vary 

significantly depending on the catalyst and ink properties, sonication and/or other agitation could 

result in a physical loss of surface oxide species from the Pt-NP, or dissolution. Further considering 

the processing environment, it is also possible that PtO species are able to interact with H+/H3O+ 

species present from the SO3H functional group, and that the protonation of surface PtO results in 

increased signal assignable to a Pt(OH)2 like species. It may be possible that this change in Pt state 
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is therefore assignable to interactions between sulfonic acid side chains and the Pt-NP surface, 

however further experiments such as analyzing an electrode-like sample in which no agitation or 

sonication is used would be needed to definitively conclude this. 

 The comparison of the data for the Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C electrode to the data for its unmodified 

constituents (Pt/HSC catalyst powder and 11 nm Nafion/GC film) yields several key takeaways. 

The shift in position for all species assignable to Nafion indicates the different electronic 

environment of Nafion in a film versus in an electrode. Interestingly, signal assignable to PTFE 

backbone species has a shift that is double that of species assignable to sulfonic acid. It is likely 

that this is due to differences in coordination of these species in the presence of the Pt and graphitic 

carbon from the HSC support compared to Nafion’s coordination with itself to form aggregates in 

a film. This is supported by the change in shape observed for the S 2p, indicating that sulfur in an 

electrode is in a different/new chemical environment than sulfur in a film. Finally, there is a loss 

of oxide features observed in the Pt 4f electrode data. This may be due to either ink processing and 

electrode fabrication, or it may indicate coordination between the Pt-NP and sulfonic acid species. 

Overall, the results of this section indicate the need to characterize both Nafion and catalyst species 

within electrodes, while also validating an XPS measurement approach to use moving forward. 

 

6.4.5 Identification of Electrode Descriptive Parameters for Correlation with Performance 

 Several descriptive parameters can be generated from such XPS analysis of an electrode as 

a way to link electrode properties to processing and fabrication variables, and fuel cell 

performance. Variations in the electrode design, ink processing parameters and fabrication method 

can change the surface properties of the electrode. Tracking the overall contributions from fluorine 

and platinum species can be used to evaluate the I/C in the case of Pt-based catalysts. A myriad of 

analytical techniques (SEM-EDS, TEM-EDS of cross-section, and many others) can be used to 

yield a F/Pt ratio, however each technique will have a different context to its information and 

therefore may be interpreted slightly differently. XPS is a unique case relative to most other 

methods that can be used to calculate F/Pt due to its extreme surface sensitivity. Therefore, it also 

has the most variability in F/Pt as surface enrichment (or vice versa) of Nafion can result in much 

higher (or lower) F/Pt values than expected for the given mass inputs of the ionomer and catalyst. 

At face value, it may initially seem that XPS is a poor candidate for such studies, as catalysis is 

occurring throughout the entire porous structure of the catalyst layer of an electrode, sometimes 
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many microns thick. But this is true mostly in cases when ionomer distribution in the bulk of 

electrode is different from that at the surface. However, the top several nanometers as analyzed by 

XPS are in some cases (depending on the fabrication technique) critical in forming the interface 

between the catalyst layer and the membrane when fabricating an electrode into an operating fuel 

cell. Having the appropriate surface I/C can therefore impact the connectivity and uniformity at 

this interface, with resulting impacts on fuel cell in transport-limited conditions, and on fuel cell 

durability over extended operation.  

 It has also been previously suggested that tracking F/S ratios may correspond to Nafion 

orientation, which may be affected by factors such as formation of nanoaggregates, coordination 

with catalyst species, and environmental/processing factors like humidity/water content. However, 

as it has been previously established in this chapter, extreme care must be taken to ensure that no 

selective loss of S is occurring during XPS measurements as that would result in erroneously high 

F/S ratios, falsely indication a largely catalyst-facing orientation of the sulfonic acid group. 

Therefore, both F/Pt and F/S ratios calculated from XPS provide an important set of parameters 

for structure-processing-performance-durability correlations. 

 In addition to the F/Pt ratio, trends in surface I/C can also be tracked through curve-fitting 

the C 1s.39 This method is likely applicable to any carbon-supported catalyst, and so may be more 

robust in the case of alloy catalysts where more than one element needs to be accounted for. This 

is likely to be the case also with atomically-dispersed catalysts, where active sites are less defined 

and quite often has low signals, such as in the case of Fe-N-C catalysts, discussed in Chapters 3-

5. Additionally, some transition metals such as Mn have interfering lines with the F 1s, preventing 

such an analysis using F1s spectra.  

 The curve-fit C 1s of three Pt/HSC electrodes with different mass-input I/C values is shown 

in Figure 6.15. This curve-fit contains 8 components, yet still some components are unable to be 

assigned to a single chemical species as some carbon bonding states can’t be resolved from each 

other. Two prominent components can be irrefutably assigned to Nafion species, the CF2-CF2 

peak, and the O-CF2 peak. The sum of the relative contribution of these two peaks yields a value 

for the “I” in a surface I/C estimation. While a peak containing an O-CF species is also assigned, 

this position coincides with carbonate/carboxylic acid assignments, which may be present in the 

HSC support. For this reason, the O-CF/O-C=O component should be excluded from any surface 
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I/C estimation. The two lowest binding energy components, assigned to sp3 and sp2 type carbon-

carbon bonding, are used to estimate the support and/or catalyst contribution for the surface I/C  

 
Figure 6.15 Curve-fit C 1s spectra are displayed for three Pt/HSC electrodes with I/C values of 
0.9, 1.2, and 1.6. The primary CFx components unambiguously belonging to Nafion are filled in 
pink and light blue, while the sp2 and sp3 type C-C bonding components that are unambiguously 
assigned to the HSC support are filled in dark shades of red and blue. A full description of fitting 
parameters is available in Table 6.1. 
 

estimation. The two peaks assigned to oxidized carbon (C=O, C-O/C-OH) are also excluded as 

they may have significant contribution from contamination, although they are more likely to be 

associated with the HSC support than Nafion.  

 In the case of the electrodes analyzed in Figure 6.15, three compositional parameters were 

extracted to evaluate the differences in their surface properties (Table 6.2). Surface I/C was 
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estimated from the relative area of ionomer and catalyst components within the curve-fit of the C 

1s, as described above. F/Pt and F/S ratios are estimated from the area under the curve of the 

respective core-level. It should be noted that these area values are not corrected for elemental 

sensitivity of detection by XPS, and therefore are not necessarily expected to match atomic ratios. 

However, the area under the curve of a core-level is still proportional to atomic concentration, and 

general trends should be representative of trends in atomic percentage.  

 The values for surface I/C and F/Pt should be correlated. Indeed, the trends observed for 

these two parameters are very similar. Surface I/C increases by a factor of 2.2 when comparing the 

Pt/HSC 1.2 I/C data to that of the Pt/HSC 0.9 I/C, while F/Pt increases by a factor of 1.9. When 

comparing the change for Pt/HSC 1.6 I/C relative to the Pt/HSC 1.2 I/C sample, surface I/C 

increases by a factor of 2.6 while F/Pt ratio increases by a factor of 2.1. The general agreement 

between these two parameters, and their agreement with the trend of the mass input I/C confirms 

the validity of each approach to estimate trends in an electrode’s surface composition. The slight 

difference between the two parameters may arise from the different information depths of the F 1s 

and Pt 4f. Under the measurement conditions used, F 1s photoelectrons will have a kinetic energy 

of ~800 eV, while Pt 4f photoelectrons have a kinetic energy near 1400 eV. This indicates that F 

1s data may be slightly more surface sensitive than Pt 4f. The exact dependence of information 

depth is very complicated, and therefore an accurate estimation of sampling depth is not possible.48 

However, it is safe to assume there is some difference in information depth between the F 1s and 

Pt 4f, and this may be responsible for the slight differences in the value of F/Pt and surface I/C. 

Considering the values for F/S, the Pt/HSC 0.9 and 1.2 I/C samples are essentially the same, while 

the 1.6 I/C sample has a slightly lower value, suggesting an enrichment of sulfonic acid groups 

towards the surface and away from the catalyst. It is possible this is due to the higher amount of 

Nafion at the surface of this sample, which would suggest some amount of ionomer may not be 

interacting with the catalyst. However, more data is still needed to estimate the error in the F/S 

ratios when comparing different electrodes. The evaluation and the comparison between different 

measurable parameters obtained from XPS analysis and other techniques, such as energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) of electrode cross-sections and plan-view measurements is 

underway as part of ongoing efforts to correlate electrode properties to fuel cell performance. 

Additionally, comparison of XPS parameters with EDS, which has a much deeper information 
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depth, will point to whether variation in XPS parameters from the expected values can be explained 

as surface enrichment of the Nafion or catalysts species.   

 

Table 6.2 Electrode Compositional Parameters  

  

 Thorough XPS analysis of Nafion within an electrode has been demonstrated, with several 

key differences between Nafion in a thin film versus Nafion in a Pt/HSC electrode identified, and 

methods to extract useful parameters to identify trends within electrode sample sets established. 

Comparing the spectra of Nafion thin films to a Pt/HSC electrode, several changes are evident. 

Changes in both Nafion and Pt catalyst surface properties were identified, likely due to the 

formation of the catalyst-ionomer interface throughout the electrode. Methods to track both Nafion 

orientation, and surface I/C were demonstrated through calculation of F/S and F/Pt ratios, and 

curve-fitting the C 1s. This work enables future studies of diverse sets of electrodes with XPS, and 

provides guidelines for reliable, reproducible methods. Beyond just studying different catalyst, 

support, and ionomer chemistries, electrode sample sets may feature those made with different 

fabrication routes, varied processing parameters, electrodes that were degraded though various 

testing protocols, as well as electrodes exposed to possible contaminants, such as various gases 

that may be present in the operating environment.  

  

6.5 Nafion Evolution in a Humidified Environment  

 In this section of the chapter, results are shown that demonstrate the ability to track Nafion 

evolution during measurements in a humidified atmosphere using nAP-XPS to reveal whether re-

orientation of Nafion occurs. Details on all necessary measurement protocols and materials studied 

are also included. 

 

 

 

 

Surface I/C F/Pt F/S
I/C 0.9 0.63 7.4 98
I/C 1.2 1.4 14 101
I/C 1.6 3.6 29 93
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6.5.1 Materials and Methods 

 All samples analyzed in this section have been previously described in section 6.4.1. Four 

samples were selected for this initial study, the 11 nm Nafion/GC film, the Pt/HSC electrodes with 

I/C values of 1.6 and 0.9, and the reference Pt/HSC catalyst powder.  

 All XPS measurements were conducted as described in section 6.4.2. Each sample was 

first measured in UHV, and then again in an atmosphere of 1 mbar of H2O vapor. The samples 

were allowed to equilibrate for 30 minutes in 1 mbar of H2O vapor prior to beginning H2O 

atmosphere XPS measurements. A fluctuation in analysis chamber pressure of about ±0.2 mbar 

was typically observed. The Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C was also measured again following return to UHV 

for ~ 24 hours. A different number of areas were analyzed for each sample, and each environment. 

There is an ~10-20% attenuation of signal at a pressure of 1 mbar, meaning measurement of 

additional areas is needed for H2O atmosphere data to have roughly the same signal-to-noise as 

UHV data. The 11 nm Nafion/GC film data is comprised of three areas for UHV, and four for H2O 

atmosphere spectra. The Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C electrode data is comprised of the sum of 5 spots for the  

pre- and post-H2O atmosphere UHV data, and 7 spots for the H2O atmosphere data. The Pt/HSC 

– 0.9 I/C data is comprised of 7 spots for the UHV data, and 9 spots for the H2O atmosphere data. 

For reference, the free gas phase was also measured by moving the sample completely out of focus. 

 All data was processed in CasaXPS. After inspection to ensure the similarity of data 

acquired at different spots, spectra were summed to yield the final data displayed. A Shirley 

background was set for all core-levels to estimate region areas. For the 11 nm Nafion/GC data, the 

spectra were calibrated by shifting the C 1s to a value of 292.2 eV. Introduction of a gas phase is 

known to have some degree of charge neutralizing properties, so in the case of Nafion films which 

are experiencing a uniform charging effect, calibration was necessary to compare the data.49,50 

 

6.5.2 H2O Atmosphere Results  

 In order to test the hypothesis that Nafion may re-orient itself in the presence of water 

vapor, nAP-XPS measurements in a 1 mbar H2O(v) atmosphere were performed on several samples. 

Two Pt/HSC elecrodes with I/C values of 0.9 and 1.6 were analyzed, along with an 11 nm 

Nafion/GC film. Spectra were collected first at UHV, and then in H2O(v) after the sample 

experienced a 30-minute soak to ensure the sample and the H2O(v) had ample time to equilibrate. 

Values of the F/S ratio are shown for the three samples in both atmospheres in Table 6.3. In the 
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case of the Nafion film and the higher I/C electrode, there is a clear change in the F/S ratio as the 

value decreases by ~20% of the original when exposed to H2O(v). However, for the lower I/C 

electrode, essentially no change (2%, which is within error of the experiments) is observed. A  

 

Table 6.3 Change in F/S Upon Exposure to H2O(v) 

 

decrease in F/S ratio is characteristic of a physical re-orientation of Nafion molecules, where an 

enrichment of hydrophilic sulfonic acid species at the electrode-H2O interface occurs. To confirm 

the validity of this result, the Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C electrode was kept under UHV for 24 hours after 

the conclusion of the H2O(v) measurements. Then a second set of UHV measurements were 

performed, yielding a F/S ratio of 99. This reveals that the re-orientation process is reversible, and 

confirms that the F/S ratios yield repeatable values. 

 Based on the observed change in the Nafion film and the Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C electrode, it is 

hypothesized that the ability of Nafion to re-orient in response to humidification is dependent on 

either the thickness of the Nafion layer, or the overall coordination properties of the sulfonic acid 

species. Considering first thickness effects, it can be inferred that both electrodes have a thinner 

surface layer of Nafion than 11 nm, as both Pt and carbon from the HSC support are detectable, as 

discussed in section 6.4.5. Additionally, based on both surface I/C estimation from the fit of the C 

1s and F/Pt ratios (Table 6.2), the Pt/HSC - 1.6 I/C electrode has ~4 – 5 times as much signal from 

Nafion within the outermost 5 - 10 nm. This suggests that the Nafion surface layer in the Pt/HSC 

- 0.9 I/C electrode may be thin to the point that confinement effects hinder its mobility. 

Alternatively, the lower concentration of surface Nafion in the Pt/HSC – 0.9 I/C electrode may 

indicate that the vast majority of sulfonic acid groups are interacting with Pt-NPs. In this case, the 

interaction strength between Pt and S may be enough to prevent any re-orientation from occurring. 

By inference, this would suggest that the Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C electrode has excess surface Nafion 

that is not coordinated with the Pt-NPs of the catalyst. While it is of interest to test multiple 

electrodes with various Pt wt.% catalysts (including a Pt-free baseline) to evaluate these 

F/S UHV F/S H2O(v)

11 nm Nafion/GC 87 71
Pt/HSC - 1.6 I/C 93 75
Pt/HSC - 0.9 I/C 98 96
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hypotheses, it is possible that the Nafion surface layer thickness and degree of interactions with Pt 

are coupled. 

 To evaluate whether any change in chemical species accompanies the surface enrichment 

of sulfonic acid, the S 2p for the two samples that show re-orientation were compared. Clearly 

displaying differences in the features of data collected in different atmospheres is challenging, as 

the vapor phase will result in a much higher background for spectra of approximately equal signal-

to-noise. Therefore, the S 2p in UHV and in 1 mbar of H2O are displayed background-subtracted 

and normalized by total peak area (Figure 6.16). Subtle differences in the data are present. For the 

11 nm Nafion/GC sample, the spectra are mostly aligned, with a slight difference at ~ 170 eV. At  

 

Figure 6.16 Background-subtracted S 2p spectra collected in UHV and at 1 mbar H2O(v) that are 
normalized to the total area of the peak are overlaid for the 11 nm Nafion/GC film and the Pt/HSC 
– 1.6 I/C electrode. 
 

this position, the  UHV spectrum has more signal, while the main peak at ~168.8 eV is nearly 

equal. This can be interpreted as a change in the ratio of these two features, with the H2O(v) data 

having a higher ratio of low BE species to high BE species. The same interpretation is arrived at 

for the Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C electrode case, albeit a bit more clearly due to the definite enrichment of 

signal at lower BE values in the water atmosphere data. These changes are subtle and will require 

repetition to validate, whether that is by repeating experiments, or building a larger dataset of 

different Nafion films and electrodes that display re-orientation. Tentatively, this increase in lower 
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BE signal in response to humidification is assigned to the enrichment of SO3
-*H3O+ complexes 

which have been proposed to form in Nafion membranes and films.  

 Corroboration for the results displayed in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.16 is possible through the 

analysis of changes present within the O 1s. In this case, the main differences are due to the 

presence of signal due to H2O(v). Any gas molecules present in the chamber that travel through the 

path of the X-ray beam may have photoelectrons ejected, however, only those “in focus” very near 

the surface of the sample will contribute to detected signal.49,50 Additionally, while the solid 

sample is grounded, the gas phase is not and therefore is less influenced by the work function of 

the spectrometer. This means that gas phase signal is influenced by localized electronic effects and 

may experience different shifts if different degrees of interaction with the sample surface occur.  

 

Figure 6.17 O 1s spectra collected under 1 mbar of H2O(v) are displayed for the Pt/HSC catalyst 
powder, and the Pt/HSC electrodes with I/C values of 1.6 and 0.9. The H2O(v) only data was 
collected by backing the sample completely out of the focal region, then collecting a spectrum. No 
data processing is applied. 
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Indeed, shifts in the gas phase with respect to an applied bias have been used in place of a reference 

electrode in some literature nAP-XPS studies. The water atmosphere O 1s data for four samples is 

displayed in Figure 6.17. This includes the two Pt/HSC electrodes, the Pt/HSC catalyst powder, 

and a spectrum of the “free vapor phase” of H2O(v), meaning there is no contribution from a solid 

sample. The 11 nm Nafion/GC film is omitted from this analysis as the uniform charging effect 

creates a different basis for analyzing any electronic effects on the gas phase, and therefore it is 

not comparable to samples not experiencing a very similar charging effect. There is a clear shift in 

the gas phase throughout the samples. The free H2O(v) has a position of 535.1 eV, establishing the 

baseline for comparison. The Pt/HSC powder shows a -0.2 eV in BE, indicating that a slight shift 

is present due to localized electronic effects of photoemission from a solid sample. However, in 

the cases of the Pt/HSC electrodes, a more significant shift is present in the data. The Pt/HSC - 0.9 

I/C shows a -0.6 eV shift, while the Pt/HSC – 1.6 I/C electrode experiences a -1.2 eV shift. This 

suggests that both electrode samples are interacting with the H2O(v) in order to induce such a shift 

in the vapor phase BE, with a more significant shift present in the higher I/C electrode that 

experiences re-orientation. This may be correlated with adsorption, or formation of SO3
-*H3O+ 

complexes at the gas-solid interface. 

 This work presents the first observation of Nafion re-orientation in response to 

humidification using nAP-XPS, both in a Nafion thin film and in a Pt/HSC electrode. In the case 

of Pt/HSC electrodes, such a process is possibly related to the presence of uncoordinated Nafion. 

Re-orientation of uncoordinated Nafion away from the Pt-NP surface could be beneficial to the 

overall transport of water within a Nafion layer, creating hydrophilic networks throughout the 

structure of the electrode, not just at the interface between Pt-NP and sulfonic acid groups. 

However, more data on a larger set of electrodes and Nafion films is needed to both firmly validate 

the proof-of-principle identification of Nafion re-orientation presented here, and to build up the 

evidence of correlation between nAP-XPS measurements of electrodes in a humidified 

environment and their performance during MEA testing. 

 

6.6 Summary 

 The results of this chapter represent a significant contribution to the fields of Nafion thin 

film and Nafion-containing electrode surface characterization. Nafion stability measurements on 

both films and electrodes were used to better understand the response of Nafion to XPS 
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measurement conditions, and how these responses were impacted by the different properties of a 

Nafion layer, be it in a model film or an electrode. This informed the development (and validation) 

of a reliable measurement protocol, which can be applied to any Nafion containing sample to avoid 

contributions from any possible degradation and charging artifacts, while also evaluating and 

accounting for spatial heterogeneities of the sample. Through this approach, the surface chemistry 

of a Pt/HSC electrode was compared to a Nafion thin film and the Pt/HSC catalyst powder, 

revealing changes in all of the relevant Nafion and Pt/HSC catalyst species upon fabrication into 

an electrode, likely due to both processing conditions and Nafion-catalyst interactions. This 

highlights the need to characterize novel catalyst and ionomer chemistries at both the material 

(powder or film, respectively) and electrode stage, if clear correlations between electrode 

performance and catalyst/ionomer properties are to be drawn. Towards this aim, a set of three 

Pt/HSC electrodes with different compositions (varied mass input I/C) were evaluated, and three 

compositional parameters were extracted from XPS measurements. F/Pt ratio and surface I/C 

values estimated from curve-fitting the C 1s were both found to correlate with the electrodes’ 

composition, while F/S ratio was tracked as a way to estimate Nafion orientation. Corroboration 

of F/Pt ratio and surface I/C values with F/Pt ratios obtained from different techniques will reveal 

whether an electrode has a surface enrichment of catalyst or ionomer, which may be possible to 

both explain and predict fuel cell performance trends. Finally, a change in the F/S ratio for a Nafion 

film and a Pt/HSC electrode upon exposure to water vapor during nAP-XPS measurements 

revealed the ability of Nafion to re-orient itself in response to humidification, albeit dependent on 

the Nafion surface properties. This proof-of-principle experiment demonstrates the ability of nAP-

XPS to track evolution of the catalyst-ionomer interface. Ultimately, this Chapter represent a 

comprehensive foundation for reliable study of the surface chemical states of Nafion films and 

PEM electrodes, enabling both fundamental study of interfacial processes relevant to fuel cell 

performance, and applied efforts to correlate electrode properties and performance metrics. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

 

7.1 Summary of Impact 

 The work presented in the previous 5 chapters has implications and value towards several 

fields. Although my role in each chapter was primarily that of a surface scientist, the measurements 

I conducted all contributed to a better understanding of catalyst synthesis and performance and I 

also contributed in part through efforts on synthesis and electrochemical measurements. While I 

have played a similar role in other published and unpublished work across a broad set of materials 

for various applications, this thesis features studies in which I was the lead in conducting 

experiments and making conclusions in regard to synthesis-property-performance correlations. 

 Chapter 2 represents significant progress towards producing alkaline ORR catalysts based 

on perovskite oxide structures in composites with carbon. Detailed XPS analysis enabled both an 

in-depth description of how the surface of the perovskite oxide structure evolved as a function of 

calcination temperature, while also providing a semi-quantitative parameter linking the main 

synthesis variable to ORR performance. This analysis guides both future synthesis efforts while 

also providing a basis for XPS interpretation of other similar structures. The demonstration of 

alkaline MEA performance was the first of its kind for such materials, and paves the way for more 

in-depth studies that optimize the integration of perovskite oxides into an alkaline MEA. Finally, 

this work shows the promise of N-doped carbons in such an application, which may provide much 

more significant boosts to performance if the N-C structure and processing into an MEA are both 

optimized. 

 The impact of Chapter 3 is primarily realized through the investigation of rather model 

materials that contain species present in Fe-N-C PGM-free catalysts. Material insights were 

provided by conducting XPS measurements pre- and post-ORR testing. Characterization of as 

synthesized films revealed that magnetron sputtering can produce species that contribute to ORR 

activity, including possible FeNx sites. This work also showed both the level of control that can be 

achieved and the breadth of surface chemistries that can be explored with magnetron sputtering in 

forming various Fe and N species, which could be applicable for many catalytic reactions beyond 

the ORR. Characterization of post-ORR tested films provided further insights into the stability of 
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various species formed by sputtering. While the activities of the model Fe-N-C films reported are 

very low, this work demonstrated the impact the carbon structure has in promoting ORR activity 

and stability. Through XPS analysis, increased levels of graphitization based on the maximum 

temperature experienced during synthesis were found to correlate with both activity, and N 

concentration post-ORR testing. This adds to the growing consensus within the field of Fe-N-C 

catalysts that the properties of the carbon matrix in which an FeNx site is hosted are extremely 

important to the inherent activity and stability of a site. The approach taken to enable XPS 

measurement of the catalyst film post-ORR testing was somewhat novel and did provide additional 

insights, such as the protonation of pyridinic nitrogen species due to acid exposure. While better 

approaches to investigating changes due to reaction conditions or fuel cell testing can be adapted 

from those presented in Chapters 4-6, this method could still find further use in other applications 

where stability in a liquid phase is more relevant. 

 Results presented in Chapters 4 and 5 have an intertwined impact, as the material insights 

from Chapter 4 were necessary to fully understand the materials and processes studied in Chapter 

5. The most critical result from Chapter 4 was the development and validation of a methodology 

for analysis of small spectral changes in nAP-XPS data collected on complex materials. This 

methodology was also applied in Chapters 5 and 6, and could be used for a variety of materials 

and experimental conditions, representing a valuable contribution to the nAP-XPS field. Within 

Chapter 5, the discovery of FeNx sites that appear identical by one particular spectroscopic method 

yet are revealed to have different O2 adsorption behaviors through nAP-XPS and sXAS 

measurements will have a significant impact on design of future studies of Fe-N-C catalysts. This 

contribution fits nicely within a set of recent publications in this field that are advancing the 

understanding of the fundamental properties of FeNx sites and how to differentiate specific sites 

within this family, and ultimately how they relate to ORR catalytic activity. 

 The main impacts of Chapter 6 concern the validation of best measurement practices when 

conducting XPS study of Nafion-containing materials. The experiments focused on evaluating 

Nafion instability during XPS measurement will be published as either 1 or 2 first author papers. 

These studies lay the groundwork for future studies of electrodes made with different catalysts and 

ionomers, while also providing fundamental insights concerning the importance of considering 

material heterogeneity when measuring such composite materials with XPS. The initial nAP-XPS 

water vapor measurements clearly indicate that Nafion re-orientation occurs due to the response 
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of hydrophilic sulfonic acid groups to the presence of water. Determining the degree to which this 

impacts performance of a fuel cell will take continued, thorough study, however this provides 

direct spectroscopic evidence for a hypothesized physical process. Ultimately, perhaps the most 

impactful result from this study is the identification of XPS as a potential quick screening tool to 

provide physicochemical parameters that directly relate to performance and can be used to 

potentially predict performance. Proof-of-principle measurements showing the ability of XPS to 

quickly differentiate the ratio of ionomer to catalyst at the surface of an electrode could enable 

certain high-throughput XPS instruments to evaluate large numbers of electrodes in a semi-

automated fashion, which is highly relevant for fabrication of scalable electrodes to enable wide-

spread commercialization of PEM devices. 

 

7.2 Future Directions and Perspective 

 A multitude of possible studies are motivated by this work. The most easily identified, and 

perhaps the most applicable future work is to simply apply the same, or slightly improved methods 

described in Chapters 4 and 6 to electrodes with a greater variety of catalyst, support, and ionomer 

materials. Selection of samples within this work often did not include highly active, promising 

catalysts instead opting to study samples with carefully varied properties to establish 

methodologies and fundamental physical insight. Many of these experiments will need to be 

conducted again any time a component of a catalyst electrode is changed; e.g. changing the catalyst 

chemistry may result in a different strength of interaction with O2, changing the properties of a 

support will influence the distribution of ionomer and the nature of catalyst-ionomer interactions, 

possibly cascading towards completely different behavior of an electrode when a certain driving 

force is applied. Taking a stepwise approach to studying electrodes is critical to conducting reliable 

measurements. Measuring each component individually, and then adding layers of complexity one 

at a time must be done to isolate contributions of catalyst, support, ionomer, and their interfaces 

with each other. Systematic study of the most commonly used, and most promising materials will 

build up an understanding not just of the behavior of a single system, but may identify key 

properties across different samples that can be used to predict fuel cell performance. 

 With respect to more novel studies, two particular avenues seem like logical next steps. 

The first should be a systematic UHV XPS study of a small set of electrodes at different stages of 

testing. Identifying changes in electrode surface properties, particularly with respect to Nafion and 
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the catalyst-ionomer interface, should yield further understanding of both evolution during 

operation and degradation pathways. This type of study is complementary in nature to nAP-XPS 

experiments with an applied potential. While a modified sample holder may be necessary to enable 

inclusion of a counter electrode, referencing potential is likely possible through tracking shifts in 

the gas phase peaks, avoiding the need for a cell with enclosed gases. Such a setup could enable 

tracking of Nafion responses to applied potential, in the presence of H2O, O2, and humidified O2. 

Finally, the two routes converge on a study which focuses on isolating the changes in behavior of 

a degraded electrode when exposed to the same conditions, focusing on potential, exposure to O2, 

H2O, and humidified O2. The necessity of building up layers of complexity one step at a time 

makes such a study quite long, likely consisting of multiple publications for a single material set. 

However, this again represents significant contribution to both the PEMFC development field as 

well as the development of nAP-XPS capabilities. It is my hope and my expectation that this thesis 

acts as the headwaters for many more studies branching out into a variety of applications, making 

use of the approaches I have established towards nAP-XPS experimentation and analysis. 
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